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By ":MA:~Y c.· RABBIT!'," DoROTHY B.-· VITALT~~o;··-s. ~T;·>v:E~~Et6w.sa.Y, 
........ · .: ... a.nd othe~s ___ ........ -- ... __ ·.: ... : .... · . 

. .. . . . · .. 
.' .. h.'· ... . .·:·~·-· _OENE~A~·· INFORMATION 

. ·Geophysical Ab~tracts attempts to provide .. h1rorm:ative· libstr'abts of. 
published rn.atei·ial on the physics. of the solid earth, the appli~ation of 
physical method~ .and techniques. to "geolog;"J.c"-problems, ·"and geophysi
cal exploration. Related material of interest to individual··geophysi- · 
cists will also be found in other abstracting journals such as· the 
Bibliogr.apJ:iy of Seismology, Chemical Ab.stracts, Meteerologic~J 4-b- . 
stracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts, and Physics.Ahsfr.acfs. -- · ·· "· · 

The ·form of the bibliographic reference is believed to be self
explanatory. A list of abbreviations· of journal titles. was given in i 
Geophysical Abstracts 156. Additions to that list are given ·below. 
Unless spe~ifically indicated otherwise, the ~anguag~- in :which the. 
article is written is the same as that given in the title. T~e sys_tem of 
tran~literation used by the United States Board on Geographic Names 
is employed for transliteration of Slavic names: an:d titles. Transla
tions· of ·author's abstracts are indicated as "Author's abstract" fol-
lowed by the initials of the translator~ - -- _____ .::.: . . · . ' 

. . ' -~ ·•,; . . ' 
ABSTRACTO.RS . 

. . . . , ;~·,:r.:; 

Geophysical Abstracts are prepared and compiled under the direc
tion of Mary C. Rabbitt with the assistance of Dorothy B. Vitaiian~ 
and s .. T: Vesselowsky. Other abstracts in this ·issue have bee~ .pre
pared.by J. R.. Balsley, P. Edward Byerly, Roland G. Henderson, 
George V. l{eller, Virginia S. Neuschel, L. C. Pakiser, Jr., and Isidore 
Zietz. 

.. :LIST OF JOURNALS . . t.1 :: .. ' ~ 

The following list gives the full titles of journals referred to in this 
issue of the Abstracts and not included in previous lists. The sponsor
ing organization and place of publication are given where they are 
not part of the journal title. 

135 
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Abbreviation Publioation 

Acta Cuyana de Ingenieria ________ .:,___ Acta Cuyana de Ingenieria. Facultad 
de Ingenieria y Ciencias Exactas 
Fisicas y Naturales, Universidad 

·- N:a~ional, de. Cuyo.~, San· Juan,.,.Ar-
. gentina. · · · 

Akad. Nauk SSSR Vestnik------------- Akademii Nauk SSSR Vestnik. Mos
-~ · kva. 

Bol,,Radf.activ:idad..: ___ :..; _____ -: ______ ;..___ BoleUn de Radiactividad. __ Jnstituto; 
. Nactomil de deofisica. :Mad.rid. 

Explosives Engineer___________________ Ex~iosives Engineer. Hercules Pow
der Co. Wilmington, Del. 

Garcia de Orta--------------------~-~:_ ··Garcia de Orta. Revista da Junta 
. das Missoes Geograficos e de Inves
tigacoes do Ultramor. Lis boa. 

Gr~at BritaJ~. Geol .. Su~e_Y:.:-B~l_L------:-. Bulletin of the G:eological -Survey of 
. . , Great Britain. London. . · 

In.c:iustria · Mlnera~ia_..;.:,.:~:.:. __ .:;· __ _::_: __ .:.:.._.: · L'Industria Mineraria.. Associazione 
niineraria italiana; Roma. 

Mad~ri Te~ik ve· .A.1r1hna ,1JlllstitiiSii .Mec-. Maden. Tetkik ve Arania ·· Enstitiis.ii 
'. m'!lasi~· :! . ~~ . .. r , - · - , ~ · ... · - · l\feci;Di.Iasi. Milling.· _Research· ·and 

Exploration Institute of Turkey. 
Meteoros~:~--~-----~~--------~~:-:---~---~:_ Meteoros. Revista de meteorologia y 

geofisica. Servicio Meteorologico · 
,. " ' : . ~ ~. . · N acional. Buenos Air.es; · 

O~~y~tt:: :Univ.~ ,- . Balnoological .. Lab .. Reports .of 'the B·alneological· Labora- . 
. Re~t~. · tory, Okayama University~ Misasa 

Hot Springs, Tottori-ken, .Japan. 
Pennsyl~a~r~ Stat~ Urilv. Min> Industries Bulletin of tlie Mineral Industrles 
· ·E:X:Pt~ ·st~: .:B~n. .: ·. · ·· · · · 

Toho~u Univ .. Research. Inst .. Sci. Repts __ 

Tokyo Natl~ ·Sci~ :Mus.' BuiL~--~~--------

Experiment Station. Pennsylvania 
State University. State College, Pa. 

Tohoku University Research Institute 
Science Reports, Sendai, Japan. 

Bulletin of the National Science Mu-
seum, Tokyo. 

U. S. Natl. Bur. Standards Jour. Re- U. S. National Bureau of Standards 
search. 

. - : _ _ .!·,·<· .. ~---~~9: .. · . 
V ses .. nauehno~issled._ inst: razved, geofiz. 
·Trudy. 

Journal of Research. Washington, 
D. C . 

V sesoyuznyy na uchn:o-issledovatel'-
skiy institut razvedochnoy geofiziki, 
Trudy [Transactions of the All
Soviet SCientific Research Institute 
f o r Geophysical Exploration]. 
Moskva. 

Zisin ----·. --------------------------- Zisin. Seismological Society of Japan. 
Tokyo. 

• 'I : . : ~ .... · ~ . . 

:J ·." . .-~ ' I~ • ' 
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G.RA·VI~"l: 
: - . ::-~~-~~ =~.:.; c~:· .. --~ . .· . ·: .: '·· : .. ~ . . . . .. ~~- ~ . ~ . : .. J. ·~ ~. • • .r.·~ -~ ~ :; ·; .. .-· • .!;.;~.,-) ; 

. ·~:;. ·:·G:EN:~RAL-A;ND· ;THEQ~~T~C.AL .PAPE.R~ INC_LUDIN9-''T~OSE QN 
r:: .. ·.::h ··.t· · ISOSTASY 

\ f'\•· 

1J?8;~::; ·.~~ 1 ~raaff-Hunter!; J. The_ use of Stokes'· forri:mla in geodesy: ~ull:. 
: .• :·•r:, 1 :~eod., no. 32, P: 148-153, 195~. 

- Th~ calculation of .the ·elevations and inclinationS of the ge·otd in relation to a 
unlqu~ :mternational reference· spheroid should be. pursued bY: means of Stokes's · 
formuia·'i1t·survey origins. Such results arerequired to enable detached geodetic 
surveys to be properly related· and· so·· fulfill their· comprehensive· functions. 
E~ror..s l~kely to arise from incompleteness of gravity data should be exam.ined 
~~hl~nliiiY.::·~~ ·~at supplementary o.bservations of ·~avity may be :planned a~d 
carried out with greatest effect for the· aim in view.-Author's summary 
I .. ;-, (' .. J :;.. ·. . . ·... . . . . . . . . . · .. 

1.6~2. · 0fufvohen, R :A. ·:The gra~imetric method for determination ·of the form 
1. · • : · ... ·::of: the geoid : Tell us, v. 6, no. 1, p. 84-88, 1954. · 
! . ; . ; ; ·-: .') r:; ~ . . . . . .-. . . 
. J:Iirvo;nen . discusses the various gravity anomalies and .their defects with 
r~gat~ ... t~V iise in ~omputing. th.e undulation~ of the geoid. or .deflections. of the 
·~r:ti~~ht~nSt'okes' or Vening Meipe~z' formulas. Estimates ar~ maqe of the. 
uumber"'anC.f' distribution of stations required to yield certain accuracies in 
cornpu~e.~i undu~ation~ a:nd deflections of the vertical.-:-P. 11, •. B. 

. ~ . ~: .. --· "' . : ~ 
158-3. Kaula, William M. Gravimetrically computed deflections of the vertical 

in Ohio:· Am." Geophys. Union Trans., v. 35, no. 4, p. 549-;557, 1954. 

: Defl~tioils of the vertical. were computed for five ·points over a range of 100 
km in central Ohio, using free-air anomalies out . to 1,500 km and isostatic 
n_q~w.¥ies,::with con.·ec~ion_s, for the res.t of the Earth. For Eat all five pq~ts, 
an~ fpr1-~ at·pp.·.~e.poi_nts, agreement with the astronomically observed deflections 
was obtained to within 0.67' 1

· ; errors in .astronomic longitude are ·shown to 
cause disagreement in 7J at two points. The probable error of the gravimetrically 
com:put;ed d-eflection .on the. assumption of.random variation of the mean anomalies: 
of fiye-;deg:ree.squares was computed to be ±0:38"; on the assumption of random 
variation of, the mean anomalies of 30° squares, to be ±1.15".-A.uthor's abstract 

15&-4. , M~russi, Antonio. Sui signifi'cato del secondo parametro differentiale 
:. , , : r· ·.;:d~·l!l 'gravita in geoflsica [The meaning of the second differential 

: .,,o.i . ·paritme~er of the gravity 'in geophysics]: Riv. Geofisica Appl., anno 
.. ~4, no; 2, p. 65-72, 1.953. 

'Correlatioils between the second differential parameter of gravity and purely 
geometric properties of the gravitational field, as expressed in level surfaces 
a·nd hi the: shape of the plumb lines,· are established. The force of gravity is 
consid1er'ed: as a scalar function of a point in space or on a surface of equal 
gt'iivity ... 'By the second differential parameter Marussi means the result .of the 
mathematical operation of forming the divergence of the gradient of gravity or 

•.J• :· .·! • 

. ~ ' ~ .: 



gradient of its logarithm. This <i'uaritity \Beltrami's parameter) is related to 
the geometric characteristics of equipotential surfaces and plumb lines as well as 
to the! changes' in their-direction. -·By. applyfng the methods o-f vecto-r-Ial :ana-lysis 
an expression is derived for the secorld· diffe-rential parameter in terms of different 
curvatures, such as Gauss', Caso;rati's, and the average curvature of the equipo
te~tial ·surface; In i909 Pizzetti showed that the second ·differenthil-parameter 
can be approximately expressed as the· 'ave~age val tie :o:f · ther'studiea function 
t~ken QV~r. a: sp_h~n·.e 01: over geodetic cir_c!_es around t~~ .p~i~~ :UBder c~~~idera
ti.<m .. _ _11;1' t_11.e?f!!i~ilar rp.ethod sugg~st~q.by T. A._ Elkins in 1~51, th~_diverg_e~be:pf 
tpe sQr_f~ce gra~:Uent of· the anomaly: coincides to a first aPJ;>Fof'irn~~9.P:·with,:_th~. 
S~G9.nd·qerivative: a:~ong the :vertical line.-S._ T. V. - -.( • : _ , _, 
'. _,,- .-· .. ' . . . . -_,,_ -- ·: "{ . ,---.--',, 

15S-5.-.. Lassovszky, K!i.roly, .~nd ·Szilard,- Oszlaczky. Gravimeterregisztralasok_ 
· ... · ... )J?~;~l'is ~n.a~izise_ [~~~-_:tida.l_ variatio~- o~ gravity. IL;]_})Y;~~h-~u!?~ · 

maries in English and Russian): Magyar Anami EOtvos Loran:d· 
C"' _. : ~ ..... :_: (]~o#~:: : In.tezet Geofiz .. ~ozlemenyek, ~o:tet 3, szam 2, :P· 2!~0, ~_954;, 

In an earlier paper (Geophys. Abs .. 14392), results· of observations 'made with 
two gr~yimeter.s at differe_nt times were presented. In. this paper .. an extension 
of th~ (same work is reported, in which the two instrtJments . ( Heila"nd H. 40 
ahd H.=- as)· \Ye·re used simultaneously. The mean valt~es ·for the ·d~fo~J;riation' 
c~efflcielitthus obtained were 1.12 arid i:17 r'espectively:~D. B. v: .. ·: '- ''-· . 

. : :.-··.: ~· ... :· ... :J.. -~ - ..... .' .... . . .: ... - :: ·.' 

Matschinski, Matthi-as. ·Bibliographic essay·im the·"m·echanics of the earth's crust
-an~ e~pecia~Iy_on isostasy: See Geophys. Abs.15S-207. 

• • • ,. _: .l.. ~-- . 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF,·OBSERVATION.~· 

158-6. ·Muto, Katsuhiko. A GSI-pend-ulum apparatus for gravity measu~JUei;lts: 
Acad. Japan Proc., v. 29;.no. 8; p. 439-445, 1953. ' -'''1 ; -

.·.T~e 'GSI instrument consists Of thre~:·quartz pendulums and a recording"device. 
Laboratory and field measurements' indi~ate an accuracy· M 0.2 milliga{for tbe 
mean of seve·r'ai readingS at a·single·st8.t:i0n:~M. 0.~ R.' :·: · .. -· ·: ;·;:: · 

. '· . :- . : " ~ . ~ ·. 

158-7; Lozano C:Uvo, Luis. Fundamentos para gravimetros a:decuados especial
.-·· - mente para la observacion sobre suelos inestables [The basic principles 

of gravimeters especially adopted for observations on unstable 
ground] : Rev. Geoffsica aiio 12, no. 46, p. 101-117, 1953. 

Whena gravimeter is used on marshy, unstable ground, two ditncu}ties dftent 
arise: it is almost impossible to eliminate the vibhitions of the instrument, and 
it is· difficult ·to level the instrument. Use of small platforms is f~asible but 
expensive and makes the transportation difficult: ·Two new · types··,of .. gravim
eters-one -called a to.rsion gravimeter, the other a differential gravim~er......,.are 
immune _to th~se difficulties. _ . _, _ _ . . . _ 

In the latter the bottom part of the instrument is spherical and the . .reference . 
p!ane is made b.Y: the free surface of merc~ry filling this. portion. ·:·T~~~ -d,~;y~ce
makes. t;tte readin,g!S: independent of the angle of _inclination o~ the gravWJ:et~r. 
The-instrument is-calibrated on firm ground. · _ ·, - · 

··In: the t~rsion ·gravimeter the deflection produced by the inc~eas·e o-f the weight 
is compensated by torsional reaction of a wire strained by a micrometer screw, 
as in the N9Jrgaard gravimeter. The zero point of the instrument is obtained 
by bringing to coincidence the reflection of an illuminated point with the point 



itself, using a combination of sin·an pi'i~fus .. Calibration of this instl;u·ment also 
·must be made on firm ground:-R T; V~. : !: 

158-8. 1Sans Huelin, Guillermo. Los gravimetl·os telecomandado$ na·ra la pros
pe~ci6n grayimetrica en areas maritimas [Remote-control g.ra,<v.imeters 
forgravimetric exploration in marin.e areas]: Rev. Geofisica, afio 12, 
no. 47,·p. 234-237-; 1953. · 

Improv~rpents.during' the last five Y~l;lrs in the gravity i~~?trumentS for use in 
water-covered 'areas are· primarily iri. ·the· development of· remote control. Two 
similar instruments consist of a strong· beU .. shaped box that can ·be lowered from 
·the observers' boat to· the ocean bottom, inside which is mounted the gravimeter 
·with its heater ai:ld electronica1ly controlled thermostat, and a motor for exact 
levelling· of the- 'b'ox and adjusting of gravimeter ; readings are made ·photo
graphicall~. The depth to which such· gravimeters can be lowered :is about 
400 m ; the distance from the shore cannot at present be greater than 15 km 
:becal.1si:t'of1 difficulty in. determining 'the exact position of the boaf ·a·t ·greater 
'dista:ti~e's,___:_S, ·T. V. · .: · · · -~ 

~·. 

158-9. Dobrokhotov, Yu. S. Izucheniye periodicheskikh. izmeneniy sily tyazhestl 
. ; .. .[Study of per.iodic changes of the force of gravity]: Aka_d. Nauk SSSR 

,. ·v~~tn:ik, no. 4, p. 85-87,1954. · .: , -~ _ · . . 

To:obser,ve diurnal and other variations of gravity due to lunisolar Jetrect ·and 
the resulting deformations of the earth, a special gravimeter of-high sensitivity 
was constructed. With this instrument it is possible to measure-· and ... to record 
photographically the relative value pf gravity and simultaneously to determine 
the deviations of the vertical at the 'station. The sensitivity· of the instrument 
is such that the amplitude of the diurnal variation is 10 nim~for visual obser
vations and greater if photoelectric recording is used. The drift is-linear with 
time and can be ma,de very small .. The main -element of the gravh:1;1eter is a 
quartz ·fiber horizontally stretched and twisted by an eccentrically. attached 
. weight.-S; ,'f. V. . ..... ·:_; 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPR~TATION 

15~10. s·and, Walter. -"Uber die ·Bestimmung von Differenzen der Lotrichtung 
.1.· mit des Gradienten u ... [On the determination of deviations of the 

:;:.l;· .r :vertical by means of the gradient U2zsl: Geofisica Pura e·Appl'., v. 27, 
p. 30-34, 1954. 

A n~w:.,mrsion balance ba.s been built at Freiburg im Breisgau (western Ger
many)~ with which. it is possible to measure directly the grav~ty gradient 
U.~. (Ugu~±VUm,2+Uu112). In this paper Sand shows bow the difference 
l.Jetween the verticals of two points in the gravitational field of the earth can 
be calculated from Uz.z.s without the astronomic and geodetic measurements 
which made EOtvos' methods cumbersome.-D. ·B. V. 

158-11. Tarrant, L. H. The least .. squares· method of ·determining regional 
· . contours: Great Britain Geol. Survey Bull., no.· 6, p. 33-35, 1954. 

In determining regional effects, tlie gen~ral problem is ope' of producing a set 
'of ,s~9ot~'jcontours ,api;n·oaching as _near~y as possible ,the' ori¥l~a,l' cont_ours. 
Such a· set' can be represented by equations· of the form V=A+Bx+Ov.+Da:J+ 
Ey2 +Fa:y, where V is the contour value at any point with coordinat'~d ·(c and 11, 

and .A to F are numerical coefficients. By determining A. to F by least squares, 

.... ~.20766-54--2 
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.the. C.QpdittQP. of -~ea~.l!PPrQacJJ, .. to qrigil}i;i:l CQptQqrs -is ~aJ~s~e.d., _)! t~~-J~Qjn~~ 
are chosen in a symmetrical array, many, ~oetficients: b~co_tp~ ~~rQ, ~:fild·# -~~l}e 
scale is adjusted to make the points of the array unit distance apart, the 
·remainder:are easily~calculated. A similar approach to. the problem·.baeL·beeh 
developed by::Agocs. : (See:Geophys. ;Abs. 13094.')--...:.M . .. 0 .. R. 

158-12. Tsuboi, Chuji. The first and second. ve.rt~~a-~ d.e~i,va.tJve~::Of gravity: 
Tokyo Univ. Geophys. Inst. Geophys. Notes, v. 5, no. 2, 1952; reprinted 

•· 1 f~~m ~o'ur. Phys~cs of the ·Earth; ·v. 1, no. ~. p. 9~9~_,'19·5~-~- :·~ ·_: .1 ~-., 
,, , ,, I,, { - ' .•••• •-•~ •• ~ ~,_.],_,,,,~}• •. ,J ~:1 

~ method i_s :s_hown-:f9r:cal_culati:Qg ·the distripu,tjon of ~g/8z fr9m .tJJ.~t.:9.f.Jl.· 
·The first power qua;ntit~es are less sensi~ive .to -~ocal horiz9ntal_graf~t~~V.~~f~Jb\:0~!J 
_and observational errors than the second d~rivative 82g/8Z2

, and are prefer~ple 
.where the .o.bject is merely to· get a quantity~~·easonably sensitive tQ smal~ irregQ-
.IaritiesJngravity distribution.-D. B. V, --~ · .-.!:!!·:: 1 :~i .. · ~ 

• •• • •, , , o • , , !', 'j I' ; :jt' , ;! 

:158-1~." Tsuboi, Chuji. Anomalies of the vertical gradient of gravity,a~pciated 
. with anomalies of gravity: .Tokyo Univ. Geophys .. -.In'st.' .. Geophys. 

Notes, v. 5, no. 2, 1952; reprinted from Jour. Physics ·~f tii~-'"Ea:rth, 
.. ··· ·· · · ~v.·l, no·.-2, p. 97..:..100,-1952. ···· · ~ ·: ·· ·! ::T .(. ··. ~i 

·The rellltion between· the anomalies of ··the vertical gradient and tOtal gravity 
anomalies are investigated mathematically, and it ·is .. coli~luded that the: former 
a-re sometimes.too:la.rge·to be .r;teglected.in the-free-air reduction of. gravity.· A. 

:difference .o:f 20 ·milligals. is possible i.r;t the free-air reducti.on for ·an,;altj.tude 
.of 3,000 m.-D. B. V. . ·c 

' ~.-- :: .. ~ •• ~ ~:::· j 

158-14 ... Rosenbach,· Otto; A comparison of the second derivative 'llJ.e.th~d. Qf 

gravity interpretation· with -reflection .seismics and geologicaJ flnd~ngs 
, ·in the Offenburg area: Geophys. ·Prosp., v. 2, no. 1, p. ;t.;-23; 1954~ · -,-

Second. vertical' derivatives ·of Bouguer anomalies. in the Offenburg lfrea iJl 
· Geriniu:iy ·~were ·studied 1n ·. reiation ·to seismic reflection and ·borehole . 'data. 
Second-derivative anomalies calculated from three different fo'r~ul~s ·:r~sultetl 
in nearly cob:~cident null .curves. The most sensitiv.e formula ~sed a point 
configuration involving ·a 'circle of ·radius less than the indfcatE~d grid spacing. 

·One ·of the· null cuJ;ves followed closely the northeast·s_outhw~st :.disturbance 
clearly. shown on the seismic map. A di~placement Jn the .centr~l null curve 

;was correlated with a. heaved block. A geologic pr.ofile corroborates these and 
other results.:.._R. G. H. . .q 

'l58-i5. :·:Rosenbach, Otto. Quantitative studies c~ncerning the verticaf·iriullent 
'. and second derivative methods of gravity interpretation.:' GMphys. 
P~osp., v. 2, no. 2, p; i2S-138, 1954. . .. ·; ·.:. 1 :•~' \ 

A gravity .map of an area in the Rhine valley, Germany, betwee~: W,orm's 
and Mainz was analyzed, us~ng .first- and second-derivative maps of -~e: ~eld, to 
localize the main fault and to determine minor structures within the graben . 

.'The fault was easily recognizable· from the gravity data, _but it was· difficult ro 
determine the inclination because of an overlapping of: two large regional 
_grav~ty. anomalies. ·nerivative maps were constructed using several tor,mulas 
-and by comparing the distance between extreme values for both obser:Ved and 
·.t~eor_etical derivative profiles, the angle of inclination of the faul(c~u'ld be 
determined. . , 

:).,.'•·. 



·Also by .(!onstructing·(lerivative·m!lPS; two ~i~or·.s~J.!l,l;C~~~es:w~th~n. t.h~ gr~b~~ · 
were better defined: Rosenbach points. out ·that. ~~n.si<l~rable c~utiqn ~n the 
interpretation of the data should be exercised. Factors that affect the interpre
tation are the number· of measured .stations· per. unit area~ the· use: iof .proper 
computation formulas, and the choice of the proper· grid sizein making derivative 
calculations.-!. Z. : 

158-1~: Coloma Perez, Antonio. Sobre la determinaciOn .de aitltu,des. y corr.ec
ciones gravimetricas [On· the determination ·of altitudes·· and· gravi
metric cor~ections] : Rev.· G~offsica, afio·12, ·nb.' 47,· p. 1lS~2i8,··1953. · : 

• J ~ • • • • • • • • 

This is a discussion of the determination of Faye and Bouguer corrections and 
the rtwerse problem, or the determination of the altitude of a point above base 
level from the measured difference in gravity. ).l.esults are present.~·ln·a generaJ 
table, in convenient for~ for use in computations.-:::-S· .. T. Y~ ' 

158-17 .. Andreyev, B. A. Prostoy metod rascheta· geoflzicheskikh. ai:1omally na 
vysote [A simple method ·Of reduction of geophysical anoma,l~es to a 

· (given) altitude.]: · Vses. ziauchno-issl~d.:-inst. r~y~d. -~~ofi~<~rt1dY., 
vypusk 3, p. 6-9, 1950. 

:~n two-dimensional problems, values of the pot~ntl~l function U ·(gravlt;ational . 
or Il;l.agnetic) on. the surface. of th~ ~a.rth .and·-on ~-.plane ~t ele~ati,on h can be 
compa.r~d by using the formula 

; .U(x't-hJ=hhrfU(x,O)dx/(h~+(x~x:)~)-_ -· :: ':·.· ... : · .. ;:-. ·.·' 

where :c is 'the coordhiate of a point' on the ·earth's sui-face arid :c' the ·point at 
·height h above it. · · . · · · ·· · · · · . · · .· · 

Andreyev simplifies the integration. by. introducing ·a i:iew'varfabt~, :a:n.;d.'pr~sents 
a chart for graphic determination of the integral.: .. The accuracy of· 'tli~se prO-
cedures is said to sufficiently high.-'-S. T. V. · · · · · 

Andreyev, B. A. On the conditions of applicability :·of. the formulas)·detlved for 
two-dimensional problems iii the interpretation of magnetic and gravitational 
anomalies. See Geophys. Abs: 158-7 4: · · .. · · · : ; i · · · · 

OBSERVATIONS OF GRAVITY AND GRAVITY SUR't"EYS 

158-18. Romberg, Frederick [E:], and Barnes,· Virgil· E.: A ·geolOgical 'imd 
geophysical ·.study of Pilot Knob (South), ·Travis ·County,: Texas·: 

·. Geophysics, v. 19, no. 3, p. 438-454, 1954. ·' 

Pilot Knob is an. exhumed volca~o of Cretaceou~. _age,_ composed of ' 1s~rp~nun·
ize~" pyroclastics and minor amounts of basalt 'iQ.:both· intrusive and 'extrusive 
masses. The geology_ of Pilot Knob was reexamined; an·d ·g~~vity and· m~gnetic 
observations made and interpreted, in order to present a complete picture of the 
feature itself, its history, its relation to' the region 'and area surrou~ding it, and 
the resemblances between it and the serpentine plugs. in . the. ·neighborhood; to 
which it is geologically related.· Some of these p~ugs· h~ve been: 'di~~~vered by 
geophysical means, and some so discovered have produced oil; the appli~atlon of 
gravity and magnetic data to such discoveries is analyzed. . · . 

The extrusive masses are here reported for the first time, and oth'e.r .e-vidence is 
giv.en for the age and volcanic nature of Pilot Knob. The obse~~atlo~s r~veal 
1) . stron'g gravity and magnetic anomalies ove~· .~he. :·c~n~ral' bas~lt: ~~ss,. 2) a 
pattern of weaker anomalies probably caused by flows and ·dikes and suggesting 
that Pilot Knob is situated near the intersection of two sets of fractureB; and 3) 
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evidence· ·that -"seri;>ent-inlzed" pyroclastics show· weak magnetic anomalies and 
·(in the local setting-)· no visible gravity anomalies.-Authors! abstract . 

158-19. : Buller.well;. W:. A grav~tational.survey over a concealed portion .of· the 
.Warburton .. Fault-·near Lymm~·.-Cheshire: Great Britain Geol. Survey 
Bull., Iio. 6, p. 1-12,~1954. 

. The .Warburton. ]fault tren!ls Jiqr.th-'northwest from N.ewton-in-Makerfield, 
LancasJiJr~~~tp.ro~gh War.burfon, .t-owards Rosthei;n, Cheshire .. IVIuch of th~ area 

. . . . . J.) . . J . ·-. ~ p • • • • ~' • - • • •• • 

Is covered., ~ltll drift, and the .fault is nowJlere. clearly visible at the surface 
althou'gh its existence. is' known. from the repetition of a considerable thickness 
of Triassic r6cks near ·Warburton. In September 1947, a torsion balance survey 
over the' conjectured- line of the fault northwest of Lymm indicated: -a strorig 
no'tthei'ly 'gradienT with a c·slight swing toward the west and reduction' in magniL. 
tude near the fault. The ·anomaly may be interpreted as the result of a fault {)f 
large throw and normal hade, with downthrow to the northwest. The density 
ttistr1buti6h: indicated.': by·':ihe· ·gravity data suggests ·that the Low~r K~uper 
·sandsto:he 6-ops· out at a 'sh~iiow depth under the drift ~ri the upthrown side of 
tiiE?ia~lf::'o<M-. ·0:-·R:- :. · , .. :.~ .··<. · · · · · ·· · · .. ~ .. , · ~ 

'158"--20;. ··:Btillerwen; w •. A gra:vimeter survey over the Tilmanstone Fault; Kent 
·' · -Coalfield: Gre'att;Brltain Geol. Survey Bull., no. 6, p. 13-20, 1954. 

A detailed gravity· survey, using· a Fros~ gravimeter;··was made of a residual 
gravity trough north.. of Ttlmanstone discovered iii. 1947 in the survey made by 
tbe _Anglo"J;ranian ,OU Co .. , The trough is apparently due to a broad: depression 
-in t:tie surf~ce .of t-he coai ':Mea.sures which may be ~ shallow grabenlike structur~. 

·'.The. heading in the Beresford Seam at Tilmanstone Colliery, which 1n.1MO first 
:x>elle~~~~~d~~-ii~ broken g_~·o.und from w}lich the _fault was inferred, is apparently 
near the position of maximum displacement. Gravimetric surveys for. similar 
faults in coalfields where the Mesozoic rocks below the Chalk are ilot well devel
·op.ed ar.e not believed likely_ to be successful.-M. 0. R. 

-11:~8-21: Bullerwell, W. A gravimeter survey of the Ston Easton-Harptree Dis
trict, East Somerset: Great Britain Ge.ol. Survey Bull., no. 6, p. 36-56, 
1954 • 

.. . ·I,n '1948 Welch indicated. the probable existence Of workable coals··in the con

.cealed · L~wer. Ooal Serie~r in . .the· Ston_ Easton-Barf)tree district ·.a,nd :suggested a 
geophysical suryey to test h~s,.general'interpretation ,and to determine structural 
f~l!. tur~~.}.~ l;l.er~ ·the gepl~i.ip,)ri:~orma tion was uncertain. The gravimeter- survey 
here:r~ported-wffs_;uirdb-ta)ien ';for this purpose and also to demonstrate to what 
ext¢.il't ·detailed. surveys are_ likely to assist the geologist in .Qther area~. The 
regional_ c_ontours determined here indicate rough_ly the general structure. For 
·reconn'aissance of similar· areas, a u~iform net.wo~;k of 2 station~ per square mile 
i~ r~co~~e1)ded, with m9re' or less in other .are_~~ dep(mdirig <;>n the complexity 
-~f the_g¢oiogt .. For·d'etai_led mapping, the station density depends on the ~agni
·tude ,of t;h~ anqrilali~s ·expected and the accuracy of the instrument. . The spacing 
of· 5.ffitat1J·ns' per ·sqtia1~e mile. used in the. Ston Easton survey is satisfactory 
for ipdi~at~_~g. major f~jilts ori the scale of' au in~h · t.o th~ mile. The smallest 
-~~_ult)9'~at~d~ 'with co.n:fi'd'ence in the survey had .a tbr~~ 0~ 200 feet a~d was 
~~~~~~~~bleJ:nid~r 300 fe~t .. of,ciJ.v~r. 'The gravimetric method is belie.ved.of limited 
'appli~a1ion in· the. detectioii .. of ·faulting in the_. Coal Measures.-M. o. R. 

~-.·:.·:. · :·: ::~·: ·;· ·· :: ·. ·.·~· ·-· .:~:~:::: {~·-:·:::£ :,r:, .. · . : ··· ~·· ·.: .' .. t, , 



158~2 .. : Gloden, J\; ~.Anomalies gravj~~etriques at~ GI;~nd-:qu_~he de_~Luxembourg 
[Gravimetric anomalies in· the q.rand .Dl!~~S:: of ~ux~mbourg]: Ciel 
et. Terre, 70° annee, _fasc. 5-6, p. __ 185-187, ~954 . 

..~.; .•· . . .... -
.By mE)a;n~S of a: sp.rvey of~~ stations m~de wit~ ~-c_Nor,t11 :America_n gravi~e~~l~ 

in October 1948 by Cagniard, Gloden,, and Lucius, t!l~ grayity network of,.L~~n,'~ 
bourg was tied in with those of France, Belgium,.;-and __ qe_r~a~:r· The .;BQ~uer 
~nomalies have no\~ been calculated and show very .s::ttisf.~c~()rY ~greel!lent with 
the gr~;~.vimetric map· of France. As altitudes w~r~ -<!-~termined :P~;rometric~ll~ 
in the. survey, -some modification -of i~oanomaJy li~~s . .-!Da¥ be e~pe_cted if.jth~ 
heights of stations should be determined more precis~ly -in: the future.-,-D .... B~_ V. 

158:_23.' Behounek, Rudolf. Tihove isanomaly'·lv.{il.l~;·dunajsk'C nfzitiy .. a _obfasii 
pHlehlych [Gravity anomalies in the Little Danubian lowla:rld". and 
adjacent regions] (With summaries in_EpglisQ. an<;l Rus~ia:Q) : Czecho
·slovakia, Ustr·edni Dstav Geol. Shornik, sva~e~.19, p. 273.-284,· 1952. 

Ii:t the gravimetric surveys made by various geophysicists· between 1939 and". 
1.949 in the Little Danubian lowland and adjoining-regions, a·n area o{some 9,000. 
~q km was surveyed, 1,640 statjons being occupied. Graf and N~rgaard gravi,ru
eters were used, and the density was about 200 stations in 1,000 sq km. · · ·-·~ 
·.Result$ of these. surveys are presented as a Bouguer map of the region .with 

5-mill_igal contour interval. Seven positive and four negati've anomalies of as 
much. as ·25 milligals were found. The pos.itive anQmalies ar.e interpreted as 
representing crystalline remnants of the Carpathians, both exposed and co:Ver~cl; 
and the negative anomalies as deep depressions filled with light sandy. sedi
ments.--,-S. T.V. 

158-24. Bendefy, Laszlo. A Po-Siksag jelenk9ri.stillyMese [Contempor:n.'r:V de
cline of the plain of Po] (With summaries in English and Russian) : 
Magyar Allami Ei5tvos Lorand Geofiz. Intezet Geofiz. Kozlemenyek, 
kotet 3, S7...:'im 6, p. 71-98, 1954. 

Xhe ·:results of· precise levelling and gravity measurements made in the Po 
plain are summarized. Nine maps and diagrams are included, showing not only 
superficial changes of level but suggesting probable .. movement.of the whole block 
at depth. Certain fundamental problems are also discussed, including the idea 
of "nom~naf heights" in connection with determination of the .period _of changes 
in lev!el:; tbe" choice of the fundamental point of rer'erence; proposed application 
of a ten-year international time uni~; _distinction of absolute and relative move-
ments.-D. B.:v. · r. · · 

158-25.: · Boaga, G [iovanni]. Profilo gra vimetrico tl'a il TiiTeno e lo Joriio lungo 
il parallelo 40° [Gravimetric profile between th~ Tyrrhenian' and the 
Ionian Seas along the 40th parallel] : Accad. Naz. Lincei Atti, Cl. sci. 
.fis., mat. e nat., Rend., v. 14, fasc. 2, p. 175-178, 1953. ' 

Th~_results of a gravity survey made along the 40th parallel by the.-Universita 
de R.onia, in cooperation with the servizio Geologico d'Italia. are :given in a 
profile and two tables of data (inc.luding Faye and Bougue~ anomalies) for 16 
stations. Differences in the anomalies suggest the presence of a large structural 
fea:ture;.,.:.....D. B. V;. · . 

1~8-26 .. Tsuboi, Chuji; Jitsukawa, Akira; apd Tajima, . Hirokazu. : :Gravity 
.:) · measurements along the lines of preGiSe·_lev.els over whole Ja-pan by 
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···means :of· a Worden· gravimeter. I. Shikoku· Island: -Acad .. ·Japan 
· ':Proc.;:v;-·29~·-~o.: 6; ·p. 235-238, 1953. · 

. . . - ~ i ... . 
In 1951 the Earthquake Research Institute of Tokyo University began a pro

gram of ·measuring gravity· at every other bench mark along all lines of precise 
levels ·in Japan, or, ln· effect", at 4-km spacing. Measurements were made at 276 
places.in Shikoku, a·nd the results given as a Bouguer anomaly map with 5-milli
gal contour interval. The anomaly increases toward the Pacific side of the island. 
to 100 milligals at Muroto Point. In general the contours trend west-southwest to 
east-northeast, in agreement with the structure. Negative anomalies near the 
city of 1\Iatsuyama sugge~t a depression in the crust;- conspicuous positive 
anomalies. north of Kagawa indicate presence of a dense mass underground.-
M.O.R.· . . 

i58-27. Tsuboi, Chuji; Jltsukawa, Akira; and Tajima, Hirokazu. Gravity 
. 'measurement§ along. the un·es of precise levels over whole Japan by 

means of a Worden gravimeter. II. Chugoku district: 4-cad. Japan 
Proc., v .. 29, -no. 7, p. ;3i1-315, 1953. 

· Gravity ~easur~~ents were ma·de at 420 places in the Chugoku district in 
the westernmost part· of the main island of Japan. Results are given as a 
Bougue~ an~maly map contoured at a 5-milligal interval. . The contours are in 
general parallel to the Japan Sea coast, except in the westernmost part of the 
district and near the city of Matsue. The anomaly increases towards the north. 
A conspicuous negative anomaly around .Hiroshima indicates a 2-km depress.ion 
of the crust.· The positive ·anomaly north of Kagawa in Shikoku extends into 
this district forming an elliptic anomaly with major axis east-west." Horizontal 
strains of the crust after the Nankaido earthquake of 1946 were notably smaller 
in this elliptic area than elsewhere, indicating the deep mass is relatively rigid.
M .. O.·R . 

. 158-28. Tsuboi, Chuji; Jitsukawa, Akira; and Tajima; Hirokazu. Gravity 
measurements along the lines of precise· levels over whole ·Japan by 
means of a Worden gravimeter. III. Kinki district: Acad. Japan 
Proc.,:v. 29,.no .. 7, p.~316-320, 1953 . 

. · G~~·yij:i m~~suremenfs' were' made at 480 places in the Kinki district·, east of 
t~t{19~PiOrflil 8,1ld:: S,hitoku: districts, and the results presented as a Bouguer 
anomaly .map contoured at. 5-milligal intervals. The anomaly increases both 
north and south. to positive ·anomalies of 48 milligals on the Japan S~a coast 
and 153 milligals on the Pacific coast. A conspicuous negative anomaly about 
Lake J:3iwa sugge~;~ts a depression in the crust deeper than indicated by present 
relief.-M .. 0. R .. 

158-29. Tsuboi, .Chuji; Jitsukawa,. Akira; and Tajima; Hirokazu. Gravity 
measurements along the lines of precise levels over whole Japan by 
means. of a Worden !P.:avimeter. IV. T6hoku district: Acad. Japan 
Proc., v. 29, no; 9, p. 503-508, 1953. 

Gravity me~sure~ent.~ .were made at 667 places in the Tohoku district in t~e 
northernmost part of the main island of Japan; the results are given as a 
Bouguer anomaly map contoured at 5-milligal intervals. The district as a whole 
is characterized by positive :anomalies,· but may be divided by a north-south line 
passing. through 'Morioka and Shirakawa into an eastern ·zone-characterized 
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by -ptuallel,: Ji'early straight, . Closely spaced ·contours-alid a western zone· of 
h.·regularly curved contours. 'Bouguer anomalies are higher 'in the ea:ster·n·zone, 
the :a:y-e#ge. difference ·between the two areas 'being about 70· milligals. Cor-
'tespJiidenc~"of gravity minima to the distribution of Pleistocene and Recent 
for.~ations is ·striking.-M. a. R. 

158--SO.'i;.:Tauboi, Chuji; Jitsukawa, Akira; and Tajima, Hirokazu. Gravity 
... ; . : ;:, i measurements along the lines of precise levels over whole Japan by 
· , · · .:· .... means of a Worden gravimeter~ V. Chubu district: Acad. Japan 

Proc., v. 29, no. 10, p. 550-555, 1953. 

Gravity, measurements were made at 748 places in the. Chubu district. in th~ 
~e~tral. p~r.t .. of the .main i_sland of Japan; the results a,re given as a Bouguer 
anomaly map contoured at 5-milligal intervals. The anomaly is ne_gative in the 
central mountainous part of the district and increases toward the Pacific and 
.iJ~·pan Sea-.'c~·ast, to a maximum of more than +50 milligals. A gravity low in 
the·~otithwestern part of the· district corresponds to the Nobi plain where thick 
geolo!ti,cally young formations are· found. ·The Fossa Magna is· traceable but 
not clearly so in the gravity distribution. The steep gradient along the northern 
and middle sections of the line suggests a faultlike structure at not too great 
depth,· but the gravity low along the northern section suggests a geosynclinal 
structure, either wide and.shallow or narrow and deep.-M. a. R. 

158-31. Tsuboi, Chuji; Jitsukawa, Akira; and Tajima, Hirokazu. ·Gravity 
measurements along the lines of·precise levels over whole Japan by 
means of a Worden gravimeter. VI. Kanto district: Acad. Japan 
.Proc.,v.29,no.10,p.556-560,1953. 

Gravity measurements were made at 366 places in the Kanto district in the 
southeastern part of the main island of Japan,.and the results given as a Bouguer 
anoq1al~, map contoured at 5-milligal intervals. The anomalies are complex, and 
r.a,nge"':ft(>m +171 milligals on the Pacific coast of the northern· part of the pre-
·"fechi~e· .of. Ibara.ki to -14 milligals about 25 km southwest of Tokyo. Steep. 
gradienbi (as much as 120 milligals in 30 km) are found. A prolongation of the 
Morioka-Shirakawa line is found in the northeastern part of the district.-M. a. R. 

158-32:· ·.Teixeira, Carlos. As anomalias da gravidade na parte portuguesa da 
llha de Timor [Gravity anomalies in the Portuguese part of island of 
Timor]: Garcia de Orta, v.1, no. 2, p. 211-217, 1953. 

Timor is within the narrow belt characterized by the greatest known gradients 
of gravity. (Within less than 100 km at certain places the negative anomaly of 
-200 milligaJs changes to a positive anomaly of +230 milligals. Gravity survey 
by the Com.patihla tJitramarina de Petroleos of the Portuguese part of the island 
s~qws·.tnat tl~e northern ~bore of the eastern part of the island is characterized 
by strong positive anomalies of as much as +152 milligals, with negative 
anomalies found only in a narrow strip on the opposite.shore. The distribution 
of anomalies may be interpreted as the effect of an inclined position of the sialiC' . 
root of the island.-S. T. V. 

158-33 ... Collette, B. J. On the gravity field. of the Sunda region (West Indo
. .. . nesia) : Ge.ol~gie en Mijnbouw, jaarg. 16, no. 7, p: 271-300;·1954. 

Gravity observations at sea by Vening Meinesz and on land by the Bataafsche 
Petroleum Mattschappij in west Indonesia ~ave been corrected for the influence 
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Q.f. sedime:p. tary. ba:;;i:Q~;. -neces_si t(!.tipg_, .s.uppl em~J.lJM'Y. isos~~~ic · re9-:u.ct,i~Q.~ i· -thes~ 
~!fe_ctsrw~r~ ~ompqte<}.by th~ .. profile m_et~w9: .. R~sul~i~g c_hang_es i_rk~he. j.sosta~i~ 
a~oYlalY..·:.are. ~ml0!-1~. -: -4n explanati9p for the gr!].:~ity fif;!ld is attet;npted·;;on. the 
~aSif? ~f applied mechantcs.:, ~he:life time ot th~ ~egative ar~on;talies. ~s.deb~Jpli~~d 
by the rate of reaction of the substratum, for t.fAe.cr~st lfS· I;l.ot.-t~ic~:~!l~~$~--:to 
sustain the great stresses. Computations of their half life from data on post
gla<}i::tl•JIPl~ft_ -of Fennoscandia r:a:~ge f~·9m_ 6\), to .55,0_00, year~; )Vl?~!;h .is.t~ short 
to account .for the coex~~ten:ce of· negativ~ zo.nes ,in. so many_ r~g~_ons-.oJ the earth. 
The unavoidable ·conclusion is that horizontal--forces acting in the CF:Ust sustain 
the a~~~~~i~~ ~f ;~st~Indonesia._:_p. B;: 'f. . .. ' . . . ... .. " 

158-34.:- Beinmelem, ·R.:·W.,'va'n; The geophysical ~oriti·ast behveeri',orogenie-: a·'nd 
-stable areas·:: Geologie· eh 1\tlijnbouw; jaarg.- 16,- ·Iio. · 8, ;p':-'326--334; ·1954. 

,According ,to genei.·al thermodynamic principles: ·the numericai ~~-~lues of faot~;~ 
SUCh. US. ViSCOSf ty--of. t·h~ ·SU bstra tu~ a·nd thickness . of, .the .. cr.ust · ln ~~-Og~~i~. B:'~eas 
~ill differ· significantly from th~s~ in stabie aF~as: As .. th~s·~: ;aiue~.iui:~;..been 

. dete'r;~ii:1ed o~iy ·for the latter, (f()r-.ex·a~pl~, i~· Scandtnavla·)· -th~y ~h~~id·~~t be 
applied up.aitered to_ calcl~lations. con'cerning orogenic belts. riuring ~rogen'ic 
:PiroxY.sins.· th'e consistency 'of the uppe~ crust in ~rogenic belts. ~ay be lower. 
than in stable areas', but in the longer~ geosynclinal periods preparatory to.oroge~y, 
in~ch hlgf;er mean· consistency is tc) be expected. .The "Veniug.l\tleines~· ~o~es" 
of negative aiicimalies are exampl~~- of such areas'; their .. higher mean -con
sistency might-be the reason why the· half life of their negative ·anomalies is 
actu-ally about a hundred times.lo~g~r th~n that shown by.Coll~~te's calcul~tiou's~ 
lilade on th~ ba.sis of.val,les in a stable area. 

Tiie isostatic' anomalies in 'orogenic. belts might re.sl!-It e~th~~~ from laterar 
compression or from chemical migrations causing changes in density in and also· 
beneath the· crust. ·until the second possibility is investigated, .:ciillette•s'.'con
Clusio'ns lire ·pteinature. · Van Bemmelen here presents a possible physicochemical 

· explanation of tl)e negative anomalies of orogenic b~Its, and concludes with the 
suggestion: that systematically collected data on heat flow at ·the surface,. 
especially' a:cross orogenic belts, might deepen ou'r understanding of the processes. 
or~ountai:Ii buildirig.-D. B. V. . . 

158-35. Collette, B. J. On the gra';'ity. field of the Sunda region (West Indo
riesia)~~i po-stscript: "Geologie ·en 1\tlijn~ouw, jaarg. 16, no. 8, p. 335-

.338,1054 . 

. _ yan_B~mmelen's explanation f.or .the gr~vity fie.ld of·~;~st Indonesia ~ontfiihs 
many uncertl'!-iilties and seems to fail when applied to the Puerto Rico trench 
b'nt cannot be refuted conclusiyely. However, the la_teral compression hypothesis 
is preferable b'eca.-iise it provides ~ more uriiform ad~ptat_ion to the geophysical 
<,I_ata.-h: B. v. · · · 
.:·. 

·MAGNETISM 

'MAdNETIC FIELD QF THE .EARTH 

158-36. Takeuchi, Hitoshi, and Shimazu, Yasuo. On· a ·self-exciting prdcess in 
:rnagneto-hy<frodynamics (II) :.Tokyo Univ. Geophys. Inst. Geophys. 

~· .• ·. ·! _J::~·~·-::N'otes,·v·. 5, no. 2, 1952; repri~ted from Jour.,' Phy~ics of. the Earth, 
· · 'V.1, no. 2, p. 57-64,1952. · 
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This is the second part of a· more complete.paPer published 'i.n· the Journal of 
Geophysical Research (Geophys. Abs .. -156-31. ·see -alSo- Abstract -157-25).

·D.B. V. 
:r:·i: 

158--37. Hardtwig, Erwin. Probleilie des Erdmagnetismus [The problems of 
terrestrial magnetism]: Forschungen u. Fortschr., Jahrg. 27, Heft 4, 
p! 97-103, 1953 . 

. . This is a~ review of theories .of geomagnetic phenomena. The ~geomagnetic 
flP.ld can be divided into a permanent portion, the dipole term, and the remaining 
portion, which is subject to variations. The dipole moment is constant when 
sufficiently long time intervals are considered. The axis of .the dipole moment 
remains inclined in reference to the polar axis through the con.stant angle of 
11.6°, but has a slow and not quite regular precession in the direction from 
east to west. The remaining or nondipole field manifests rapid and intense 

· ch~1ges. The .. entire field ·shows a slow rotation of isogons in the direction 
contrary.·to the rotation of the earth. ·The 'i:10ndipole field, during rotation, does 
not. remain rigid, but undergoes important local distortions. 

The causes of the permanent field or of the secular variations cannot be 
attributed to the gyromagnetic effe~t relating mechanical rotation of a body 
\Vlth its magnetization because the· effect of rotation produces a moment 1010 

times smaller than is necessary. Neither can the principle of separation of 
electric charges be accepted. The theory of Wilson ( 1923 y and· P. M. S. Blackett 
has beeri confirmed by observations of the geomagnetic field, and the magneti¢ 
field of _celestial bodies.-S. T. V. · 

158--38. Macht, Hans G. On the increase of the earth's dipole moment: Jour. 
Geophys. Research, v. 59, no. 3, p. 369-376, 1954. 

The problem of whether the earth's magnetic moment M is increasing or still 
decreasing cannot at present be definitely answered from a critical review of 
recent.litera,tme. From an investigation of Vestine's successive analyses -of the 

. g#~~agnetic secular variation since around 1910, the conclusion is -reached that 
M, after having passed through a minimum a few years ago. (probably between 
1945 and 1952), is beginning to recover at present. A semiquantitative explana
tion of the secular change of M is afforded on the basis of a physical model of 
the main geomagnetic field (conceptton of two eccentric dipoles) as developed 
in an· earlier publication. The hypothesis is advance of quasiperiodic cycles of 
about three centuries, with alternating demagnetization and induction (remag
netization) processes in the earth giving rise to corresponding cycles of decrease 
and increase of M.-Author's abstract 

158--39. Gaibar-Pnertas, C. Fluctuaciones experlmentados par la lntensidad 
· ,de 1a fuerza ge~magnetica durante el periodo 1885-1950 [Fluctuations 

' in total geomagnetic intensity during the period 1885-1950]: Rev. 
Geofisica, a'i1o 12, .no. 48, p. 255-305, 1953. 

By using ~early averages of total magnetic force at observatories throughout 
the world, it has been possible to determine yearly gradients of the variation. 
The effect of the unequal distribution of observatories was eliminated by divid
ing the .surface of the earth into eight sectors and then averaging the gradients 
in each sector, in· each hemisphere, and ·finally of the two hemispheres. By 
this pro·cess it was determined that the magnetization was increasing from 
1885 to· 1895, decreasing from 1895 to 1915, again increasing from 1915 to 1941, 

820766-54--3 
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·a_nd :decreasing:from:194l: to·l950.: ·A. period :of-:.48 years for. the magneti~atton· 
dep;!agneti_zation cycle: is infer.red.-M.: a .. R. ·_ .·: .... ~ ~:\.~· ~-~··J. I ,. . ~ 

158-40. Rikitake, Tsuneji. Geomagnetic secular variation and motion' of· th~ 
·: ·. ·ear.tll's core! Geo:fisica Pur a e·AppL, ·v. 26; P .. 3~0; 1,953. · · ."1 ~: -~ ;:; ~-

,: 6~ the' b~sis of 'n{e w~st~~rd drif{"of' the .equ~toi;ia1:: dipole :in the two 
eccentric dipole models of H. G. Macht, the origiri of geomagnetic secular 
variation ·~cannot be in:' the 'deep .. intetfor . of . th·e ··ea1'th"S' ·c"bre· becaus~ :(jf' thir 
shielding: effect .. of. the high-conducting 'material of 'the core and "its: motiO-nS. 
But the ~~westward dt-ift ·of. tlie -colie's top layer ·relative. to- the 'ma~-tl~.-:se(fms 
to be. quite .. reasonable, even .::taking into account. the .. shielding effeet of :'the 
manue·.~M . . a. ·R. ·· ., · . , . 

. • t t ~ ~ • ~ : 

158-4l . ._:),~arta, Qyorgy. A :foldmagneses .. ttk ~vszaza.dos _valtoza&!inalr 44 ~Y;.4;!J 

·peri6dus{u;~t [On a 4~-year peri.od of the se.cul~r. variation of the 
:: geomagneti~ · ~eld] · (With surqmaries ~n ]lu~;Jsian· and ·English)_: 
Magyar .A.uami E.Ot~os Lotand Geo:fiz. Intezet G.eo:fiz. . Kozle~eUYte~; 

.. .. . .. :. kotet.-3, szftm 1, p. 3-~4, 1954. , .. .. : .. ~·:_• 

·Barta.: has _studied va'iti~·s ··rtom 36 obse~vatories ana ·finds thatJthe.4ii~at 
cyble supetim:p.osed on the se~uiar vari.ation, · as:.:.·previously established 'by hi~, 
h~s:_: ·app~hted in all :Qbse~·vatiohs in· the te¢perate zo~e si~c·e 1840, ~i~h ~h 
a:~i;)utude of 10-20. miii:utes in declination and 200" gammas in horizontal! iilici 
:V~rtical-~irttensity .. Equatb~ial observations show a .~2-ye~r period.. ,-:~' r~:~-~-

The phases of all magnetic elements except D ·an'd Y are the same throrignout 
the globe1 .. :with maxima and. minima at about 1906, 1928, and 1950, ·rEqual 
i:)iiases ·of iJ anci Yare observ~d along equal-longitudes·, with a lag fr~m -~;;st to 
west, as though there were two waves drifti~g around the "globe 180° apart.-
n·.·B.v~··.· .:···: . ····: -.. · · ·; .. :.::::·;:· ····:c'.;r· ·' 

158-42 .. · :Chakrabarty~ S. K~. and Pratap, R. On. the· dynamo theory of ge<>il'l.ag
.. :. neti"c .:field ·variations: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 59, no. 1, p; l-14,. 

·:: ~ . ' 1954. ' :. . - . f: .. >: . 
• • - .J ~. • .• ' • • • . • ~ • , • • ~: n '.! ( ~: ~: ·~ 

The dynamo theory. developed by Stewart, Schuster, and Chapman in -orde;r. to-
exphiin_.th·e ~eomagnetic fiel~:~aria~io~s no doubt gives qu~iitative .. exp~a~~ti!?~ 
for the. observed. _va~iations but ~ifief.~ appreciably in details.. In the : p~~~eP.t 
paper, the analysis of Chapman has""been modified and. the dynamo equaP,ons 
have been solved without·. intrO,Cit:c.ini .. approximattons. which are difficuitjo 
justify. The· solution o.f the dynamo equation has been :given ·in the m~'st ·ge~~al 
form, which can be used for any given ''ionospheric" corid~~tivity;' "and '~at~~s~ 
pheric osctllati9ns." 'rl).e r~sults :obtaineO. l;lave.· be.en cQmpared with those of 
-.Chapman, which .show the eff~ct introduced in the final result by the approxima
tions :U:Sed, by Chapll!~n: ·Tlle re~;mlts have been utilized also to caJculate the 
diurnal variations in horizon.tal. ap.d vertical intensities, and these have been 
compared .. with the observed da.ta .. The results show that with a .. r.easonable 
assu~ptioil ; f~l; tlie. c~nductivity~ and' .the ·atniosphei·ic "oscillations . the dyd~ino 
theory_ can' very ~eil explain tfiJ observed facts.-A1tth_or8' '"q,bstract ·~ ·,c· .. '· ' 

158-43. ·co~lomb, i~-~an]. c~~~~rais·o~ ?nt~e ~~l~~ti~n.s ~agn~tiqu~~,~~·~~~rf:~~~ 
Slmu~tan~p:le~ t a _500" _kJ?l •. de.: distance [ Co~panson oetween m~~~tic 

·pulsations ~e~c;>r~~d.sim"!Jlta:iieousl:V 500.km.apart]: .Anna,les G:Jop_hy-
sique, tome iO",-"no:2, ·p~ 1592161, 1954: . ' 
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'This is a comparison of magnetic pulsatio:p.s.recorded at:Chambon-la-Jfor~t.and 
·at Saint-Michel 530 km away. Data are presented for the.period·.December.6-1l, 
1953, and include comparisons of ·mean; period, : .. mean· amplitude in gam.~a~. 
number of oscillations, and time of.beginrung of:the various .disturbances.:·. The 
comparison of diurnal pulsations,. which could. be correlated wave by wave at·tbe 
two stations, reveals that the periods are practically the. same. The ratio; of the 
amplitudes at Chambon to those at Saint~Michel is .. 1.54. The longer period 
oscillations accompanying nocturnal bays. show:. the .:same perlods a:t the two 
places and the amplitude ratio is .1.21 in .the same sense. Thus. the ra~io de

·creases as the period increases and rocks at .greater depths, which ·are ;more 
nearly the same at the two stationst affect the disturbances.-P. E. B. - : 

·11$8-44. Imamiti, Syuiti. -Magn~tic PU:l~ations p'Qserved __ -by __ ip._du_ct,on loop~·_: 

Kakioka Magnetic: Observatory M.em_., v.!.'!; no;_ ;1,_;P_· -1-4, 1954. 

Observations of the three components of magnetic pulsations of 20-60 sec 
period, observed by means of induction loops at the. Kakioka Observatory .are 
summarized in tables and graphs. The 20-60 sec pulsations appear ~osf_ fre
quently in daylight hours, longer periods .. pi.~e(ioniinating at ·night. The equJp
ment, and the general characteristics, amplitude,' 'and phase differences: of. the 
three magnetic components_ are described.~D. B. V. _ .. _ ;._: . _ :-·, 

158-45-.- Kato, Yoshio; Ossaka, Justo; and Okud_a-, ·M~tsu.nao: ·- Investigat1<?n:-~ on 
the magnetic disturbance by the induction-magnetograph, _ Part ·li : 

. Tohoku Unlv. Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 5; no: 1;, _p._1()::..21,_1953. ' - · 

-Kato~s inv-estigation ofmagnetic disturbances by-means-of induction-magnetom
eter records ( Geophy~. Abs. 12906) has b~e~ continued. with ·an analysis .of. the 
dH/at qscillat~on at the time of bay di.sturban~_e .. :. -This. o~cination. app~ar~:-q~ly 
a.~ the ~nitial part. of bay disturba~ce, a-l~aYS ~:ll a _no:t;th or sout~ .;~ire,ct~on 

. regardless of whether the bay is_positive or negatiV:~· It is believed that t~e 
cause of the dH/dt oscillation is not fluctuation in- the ·leakage currentS», but 
flu<:tuation in the magnetic field due directiy_-t~ .Jno~io~ of a -CQrpuscula~ _b~am 
having different density or velocity.-D. B. V. · 

158-:--46. Kato,· Yoshio; Ossaka, Justo; and .Okuda·, Mitsunao. Investigation oh 
the magnetic disturbance by· the· induction magnetograiih, Part III. 
On the magnetic -storms: Tohoku Univ: Sci. Repts. 5th ser., v. 5. no. 3, 
p. 85-122, 1953, . 

At t4e time of sudden ·commencement of the first phase, the oscillation aHjat 
was noted to have a ·long period and amplitude. This. is. reduced to calm until 
the beginning of the main phase, when short p.eriod .oscillation .begins and con· 
t~nues fnto the initial part of the main phase. Tl;le dH/dt. oscillation in. the main 
phase may be caused directly·by the magnetic iieid of· a corpuscuiti~ beatiJ, ap-
proaching the earth, having different d(msity or velocity . ..;_D: B. V. · · · · · 

158-47. Fukushima, Naos}ji. Constitution of .polar·· magnetic storms (11)-: 
1.'okyo Univ. Geophys. Inst.- Geophys. ·Notes, ·v. 5; no.·. 2," 1952-; 
reprinted from Rept. Ionosphere -Research iri :Japan, v. 6,: iio; 4,· p. 185-
193, 1952. - . . -

Geomagnetic variations on May 1 and ~.: .. 1933,:.were ·exaJnined on: a number 
of magnetog1·am copies of world-wide .data ... It was· nqted that disturbances of 
rather simple. form, the iqealized. form .. of. :which ·is :·equivalent to :the current 
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system produced by an electric dipole along .the .auroral wne, are supE:'rposed 
upon··ttre'· general:: geom~g~eti~. :variation :at. th~ severest stage and. at. the later 
stage of the ma~~-mc1'$t<?rm, ···with duration fr.om a few tens of niinut~s. to 
libout ·an hour. This corroborates the conclusion in the previous study (see 
Geophys. Abs. 157-31) ·that the distur;bance field of polar magnetic storms con
sists of elementary dis.turbanc.es, whose origin takes place intermittently or 
successiyely at :some limited r.egion along the auroal zone. .This effect .can b.e 
attributed to the occasional concentration of corpuscles from outside the ~earth 
impinging into -some limited region .along the auroral zone, if dynamo .action in 
the upper atmosphere is assumed to be the main .cause.of the disturbance.Jield.
D.B. V. 

158-48. Yumura, Tetsuo: On the sudden commencement of geomagnetic storms 
(in Japanese with English ·summary) : Kakioka lVlagnetic Observa
tory Mem., v. 7, no. 1, p. 27-48, 1954. 

'Statistrca1: investigation of=··sudden commencements show that: latitude dis
tribiii:Hni b:f-dlfe<!ti(m of the horizontal component, calculated from ·the magnetic 
meridian, is approximately symmetrical with respect to the magnetic equator; 
hourly distribution· of direction angles depends upon local time at each observa
tory, with values concentrated aTound oo between 12h and 24h, but 'fluctuating 
with l~g.e 8.ID,plitudes .betwe.en _6h and 12h; inv.erted SO's appear more .fre
quently dur~g the .6h-12h interval in high magnetic latitudes; horizontal SO 
vectors do no.t point to ma,gnetic .north in high altitudes, as in middle and low 
latitudes; distribution of magnitudes of horizontal vectors of SO is found to be 
of the W-type with symmetry ·near the magnetic equator, the minimum of 0.4 
occurring near magnetic latitude ·3oo. 

'The ·variation in sudden commencement thus seems to be affected by the 
sun:~s altitude, which does not seem compatible with an origin outside the 
earth's atmosphere. Correction for the "influence of Tiltraviolet radiation from 
the ·sun gives no essential· difference. 

'The ratio··of the amplitude 'Of the 'Vertical component to that or the horizontal 
shb.WS1regul~r·distribution-with respect·to·the geomagnetic latitude, w'ith··maxima 
at~ about.:±2o~30° (positive ·r~gions) and minima at +15° and -35° (n~gative 
regions). ·'It is diffic~it ·to· itl'terpret such distribution according to Chapman's 
. tl.l~P.iN. ,9f:w'agD;e.tH~~s'toilhs.~.D~·B. v. 

158-49. Kato, Yoshio, and Ossaka, Justo. Time variation of the earth's mag
_netic field at .the time :of bay-disturbance': Tohoku Uni:v. ,Sci. Repts., 
:5th s.er., v .. 3, ·no. 3, .p. lll-~13, 1951; Rept. of Ionosphere Research 
in .Jiapflll, ·v. 5, no. ·4, 1951. 

The changes of dHidt .a.-re .rema£kable only at ,the initial part of bay .dis
turbance, becoming calm .at .~e time of maximum amplitude of the b~y.. The 
explanation suggested is that thE;! source of the disturbance, corpuscular. radiation 
from the .sun, is suspended afthis time, and the change .of bay disturb~nce after 
its maximum is the variation .iri~the interval until the ions ·which ~~ke up the 
current system lose their charge QY recombination or attachment, and 
disappear.-D. B. V. · 

158-:-50. Rikitake, T.suneji, and Yokoyama, Izumi. Anoma:Ious Telations•between 
Hand Z components ·of transient geomagnetic variations: Jour. "Geo
magnetism and Geoelectricity, v. 5, no. 3, p. 59-65, 1954. 
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, Anoma:lo.usly large amplitudes of the vertical component.of geomagnetic ya~ia
tions have been observed at Hermanus in South Africa and at several Ja:p~ese 
o.bservatories. The·anomalous~behavior in Japan can. be explained-by a magnetic 
field originating in the earth. The anomaly is approximated by an apparent 
magnetic dipole situated under central Japan .. -.M. 0. R. 

Kato, Yoshio, and Yokoto, Kenichi. Corrected paper on the phase difference of 
earth. current. induced by the changes of the earth's'. magnetic field. See 
Geophys. Abs: 158-84. 

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AND MINERALS 

158-51 .. Bruckshaw, J. M. Rock magnetism.. Some recent developments: 
Science Progress, v. 42, no. 167,. p. 406-418,.1954 .. 

The results of the work of numerous inve-stigators· of the magnetization of 
igneous and sedimentary rocks throughout the world' are reviewed1 ·and' it is 
conchided that reverse magnetizations are mo·st likely produced by cooling o{ 
igneous rocks or the formation of sedimentary rocks during a period of' reversal 
of the earth's main magnetic tield.-:-J'. R. B. 

158-52. Hospei.·s, J: Rock magnetism and· polar ·wanderfrrg-: Nature v. 173, 
no. 4416, p·. 1183-1184, 1954. 

· Lava flows; .pe'rmanently magnetized in the dire~tion of tfie.loeal geomagnetic 
field on cooling through the Curie p·oint, and sediments, polarized by- the lining 
up of minute permanently magnetized particles· of ferromagnetic minerals on 
deposition, were studied· to gnin· information· on paleomagnetic· dire-ctions. Tb'e 
mean direction of magnetization was compared t~ the direction of the field due 
to a geocentric dipole. It is concluded that fn rec-ent geologic time· the magnetic 
poles have centered on· the geographic poles~ The· paths of polar wand.ering in 
the Tertiary and Quateri1ary suggested by Kr.eichgauer, Koppen and, Wegener, 
and Milankovitch cannot be· reconciled with data found in. this study. Results 
from Eocene flows in Ireland, however, indicate a possible 5°-10° change i.n 
position of the: geographic axis relative to t~at country.-R. G. H. 

158-53. Graham, John W. Rock magnetism and. the earth's magnetic field 
during Paleozoic time: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 59, no. 2, p. 215-
222, 1954. . . 

A brief appraisal is· given of the observations' and arguments that are advanced 
in support of the opinion that during Paleozoic time the earth's magnetic field 
retaio.ed· approximately· its present orientation,- and', except.:for· possible .brief 
excursions, its present sense.-AttthOJ·'s abstract 

158-54. Veshev, A. V. Zavisimost' magnitnoy vospriimchivosti gornykh porod. i 
l'Ud ot soderzhaniya ferromagnitnykh komponentov [The dependence 
of magnetic susceptibility of rocks. and ore bodies on their contents of 
ferromagnetic components] : Vses. nauchno-issled. inst. razved. geofiz. 
Trudy, vypusk 2, p. 68-81,1950. 

Veshev examines a two-component aggregate consisting of a substance having 
magpetic permeability of f.i.l and susceptibility of k1, and ·containing· magnetic 
inclusions with the properties p.2 and k2. If the inclusions are. spherical with 
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raditiei r~1;'"tile 'resuTiing permea6il1tY:#i and susceptibility k are represented by the 
formulas -

.. · · . : ~ : ,U=[JLJ(1+2E)_+2JLt(~--E) 1/[JLs(l-E) +Pt(2+E) l 
and:. 

. .~,-:-iC= (;,i-1)/411', . 
where .E is the entire·~-'volume of- th.e inclusion or ( 411' /3) ro8 v, v being the l,\umber 
of spherical h:~~lusio~s. . : . . . . . . . 
. The ·case i:s considered· oi inclusions ·which are smau· ellipsoids of revo1ut19n, 
all similarly oriented. This makes the aggregate anisotropic;· the· resulting 
permeability /L2 in the dir.ection of the axis of entpsoids is: 

/L2=JLt[JL2(l-Ek) -kJLt(l-E) 1"-. [JL2(1-E)-JLt(k-E) 1; 
in the plane perpendicular-to this 1t is ILz=JLv=JLt[JL2(1-El)-lJLt(1-E·) 1. ·These 
formulas are not applicable when the -ellipsoids are very fiat ; a set of correspond
ing expressions for /LZJ, ILv and JL2 are derived for this.case. 
: The :results of these analytical deductions were checked by laboratory measure

ments . ·and. a- good agreement . between measured and. computed values was 
fpund~.:.....:.:s .. T~ v. ·· · · 

158-55. Manley, H[orace1 Rock mS:gn·eusm as a temperature indicator·: Jour. 
· '" ... Geomagne~jsm, aqd,:Geoelectricity, v. 6, no. 1,. p. 47-51, :1,954 . 

• .; ••• ·- •• ,• ·- • -· • j. ... •• ••• • • • ......... "':' ••• 4 • • • • • 

The magnetic properties of a suite of pre~Cambrian doler-ite dikes of the west 
coast· of .. S~otland ·were· determined -and show good correlation with the degree 
of -~etaD;orphism. · Th~ ·.field :!11 whi~h th~se rocks cooled was of t}?.e order of 
tP,~t:. e~·IsH_!!:g tq_~ti~ .. a~(}.-:not less than 0.12 g~u~:~s. The rate of_ dema~~ti~at~on, 
a_s~lJm~IlgJ~~ field was 0.545 gauss, was ~0 percent per 800 million years.~¥~ 0. R. 

I --~ :, f • . :. : ·. . .. - . . . . . . .. • .-
:1,58-56. Griffiths, D. H., and Kiug,.R. F. Natural magnetization of igneou~;~ aii.d 

. ':. sedltnentary rocks:·Nature, v. 173, no. 4415, p. i114-1117, 1954. 
. ~ . . . . . . 

.·At 8. recent Geophysical-Discussion· of the Royal Astronomical Society recent 
developments in 'Great ·Britain 'in the study of natural magnetization of ·rocks 
were considered. Participants included· G. D. Nicholls, S. K. Runcorn, J. MeG.· 
Bruckshaw, J.·Hospers,-E~ living, R .. Fisher, K. M. Creer, J. A. Clegg, and others. 
1;'~e peJ,"manent ~agnetism o:t rocks depends upon tqe properties of their iron 
oxide mim:!rals whicl1··occur naturaliy·as solid solutions of hematite, maghemite, 
magnetite, and ·nmenlte. : ·. . . -- . 

From various paleomagnetic studies of series of lava :flows and sediments 
c,overing mtJ:Ch of _g~ologi~~·tim~,..the -following conclusions may be drawn: there 
is·no .evidence of· t_he. ~lar. wandering suggested by Wegener and others -for 
r:_ec~nt g~ological times, b':ltthere_is ~vidence of a 5° movement since Eocene time. 
Great Britain may have moved re~D:tive to the earth's geographic axis, explaining 
certain preferential directions of polarization found there. Some evidence wns 
offered favoring the view that reversed magnetizations are due to reversal of the 
earth's magnetic field ; however the question remains very i:nuch unresolved. 

Particle size. in relation to both domain ·size and limits set by the demagnetizing 
effect of: .thermal fluctuations is· believed to affect magnetic stability. In model 
sedimentation experiments, discrepancies appear between inclination of the 
r.eman~nceand the ~ppl~ed field:-R. G. H. 

158-57. · Hatherton, T. The perfuanent magnetisation of horizontal volcanic 
slieets: Jotir. Geophys; Research; v. 59, no. 2, p. 223-232, 1954. 
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·:·.·The· ma.gnetisation of~ igneous rocks is often largely due to thermo·r('manent 
~omponents. Several horizontal. sheets of acid.· tuffs in New Zealand·: exhibit 
similar.. magnetisation · patterns. Each sheet has a basic minimum · Q value; 
superimposed on this is an amplitude of polarisation pattern which, for one 
sheet ... exairiiiied· 'in detail, is found to vary with depth in a similar manner to 
the inverse. ratios·. of the computed cooling times over the tem~erature· 'range 
To--0.75 To, To being the instantaneous t{nuperatu~~ of deposition· of the lava.
.A.uthor'8 abstmct 

.. , · .. , . 

158--58. Kawai,. Naoto, and Kume, Shoichi. · The tlieriiiai'.fiuctuation. after-
~ I 0 i, I, , o. I • J,, 1 o ,, 

effect found in the natural rem~nept magnetic poladzaU.on, of rock~ : 
Jour. Geomagnetism and Geoelecti·icity, v. 5, no.'. 3, ·p. 66-70, 1953. 

The:directions of magnetic polarization in pebbles· of a conglomerate of known 
·geologi'c.'age were measured with a sensitive astatic magnetometer. Agreement 
with:·:~:rO:ham's results was -found for many igneous pebbles, but sedimentary 
pebbles· were exceptional. . Laboratory measurements of the polarizations at 
interva'ls from 2 to 1,000 days and also at different temperatures suggest that 
the·.polarlzations are due to thermal fiuctuatlon. ·aftereffect under· the infiuenee· 
of the geomagnetic field during the interval since deposition.-M. 0. R. 

158-+l$.9 •• : .. 1:Gr'fib(r-rskiy, M; A., .and Pushkov, A;i.N. · K ·voprosy o vozniknovenU 
·: · :--:.: · r . ost'atochnoy namagnichei:mosti . obratnoy · polyarnosti v gornykh 
· .;.:::: n :·;,, porodakh [On the origin· of lnverseirem.anerit magnetization in rocks]: 

Akad. Nauk SSSR Izv. Ser. geofi£, 'ilo. -4, p. 32~329,1954. 
Experhnents indicate . .'that induced magnetization of a ferromagnetic rock 

cannot g.tve. rise to a .:magnetization of opposite: polarity and of iui i:ntensity· 
greater:>than that of ·the external field producing the induced magnetization; 
a fertoinagnetic substance undergoing thermoremanent magnetization. can prO
duce• a .magnetic field :of:reversed polarity and of an intensity greater ti:1an that 
of a constant magnetic field:in.which the rock is cooling; in the thermoremanent 
magnetization of two rocks 'of· different coercivitj' and different· Curie points it 
is possible for one . specf:men: to· become magnetized with· polarity ·opposite to 
that·()f the ea.rth's field.~s. T. V. · 

15tHlO. Nagata, T[akesi]; Akihoto, S[yun-iti]; and Uyeda, S[eiya]. Self
.. J:UJ ·. reversal of -thermo-remanent magnetism of igneous rocks (Iii)·= Jour. 

· · .. : . .. ·. · .· Gooma!?netisin and G:e?electricity, v. 5; nO. 4, p. 168-184, 1953. 

· ·:s~~·ides .tll~·da:citic pumice of.Mt. Haruna, ari igneous rock having the tendency 
-of self~rev~tsal of t-hermoremanent magnetization has been found in a pitchstone 
{)f Mk Asio. · Although the self-reversal property of the Asio ferromagnetic 
minerals is weaker than that of ·the Haruna ferromagnetic minerals,. the mag• 
netic. and crystallographic properties of the former are fundamentally ·same 
as those of the latter. 
· . BY:: thermomagnetic separation, an ensemble of .ferromagnetic grains· in both 
the Baruna and. the· Asio rocks were divided into A., B and A.B groups. The 
t.esults .. of ·thermomagnetic measurement, chemical .analysis, and x~ray analysis 
ofthese three groups showed tthat the A constituent is a titanomagnetite of the 
crystal structure of inverse spinel type having the Curie point of 430°-510° C, 
and· the B ·constituent is· an 'ilmenite-hematite: solid· solution of· the rhombohedral 
<!r.ystiif'structure having the· Curie point at about 230° C, while the A.B grains 
are composed of both A and B constituents. 
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The measurement of thermoremanent magnetization of, a large __ ,~umber of 
single grain gave the result that only the A.B.grains. can have the reverse.thermo
remanent magnetizat1on, the ·A and the B· grains getting the ordinary normal 
thermoremanent magnetization.~A uthors•· abstract 

.... ~- .. 

158-61. Akimoto, Syun-iti. Thermo-magnetic study of ferrpmagnetic minerals 
contained in igneQus rocks: Jour. Ge~magnetism and Geoelectricity, 
v.6,no.1,p.1-14,1954. 

The change in intensity of magnetization of ferromagnetic mineral grains 
separated from igneous. rocks with 'change· in temperature was .. measured :iil a 
strong magnetic field by" i:neans of a magnetic balance. 

The Curie point and intensity· of saturation magnetization; especially for 
titanomagnetites,· .. could be interpreted as the magnetic properties Q:C .the: solid 
solution of 'I'iFe20• and FeaO... As ·a first approximation a linear relation. was 
found between any two of the ch~mical composition, lattice parametex·, the. Curi-e 
point, and t.l;J.e intensity of saturation magnetization .. In the ilmenite-hematite 
~eries, some .minerals were found which have a peculiar thermomagnetic curve, 
with a higher· intensity .of saturation .magnetization :and:.higber Curie··point.
M.O.R.· 

158-62. ·Chevallier, Raymond, Mathieu, Suzanne,. and Vincent; E. A:.. Iron
titanium ·oxide minerals in·layered·gabbros of the. Skaergaard intrusion, 
East Greenland. Pt. II. •, M;agnetic properties : Geochim. et Cosmo

. cliim~ Acta, v. 6, no. 1, p. 27-34, 1.954. 

Measurements of the magnetic constants of chemically analyzed .. tita:niferous· · 
magnetites from the Skaergaard intrusion indicate that FeTiOa is•. cQmpletely 
exsolved as ilmenite lamellae. Up to about 6·.percent Fe2TiO., however; may 
remain in. solid solution, the amount appearing to be more closely related' to .the 
temperature of consolidation of the rock than to the total Fe2Ti04 content of. the 
mineFal. The magnetic measurements provide a completely .independent estimate 
of the FeaO. contents, of the samples,· which show good agreement with values 
¢alculated from chEU11ical.analyses. ~he coexisting ilmenites show little variation 
in magnetic properties; in particular there is. no. close relationship between 
magnetic properties and content of Fe:Oa.-A1tthor's abst1·act 

158-63. M:asfn, Jan. Magnetismus gabbrovych vyvrelin str-edoceskelto plutonu 
[The magnetism of the gabbro intrusives of the pluton of central 

·Bohemia] (With summaries in English and Russian) :Czechoslovakia, 
Ustredni Ustav Geol. Sbo~nfk, Svazek 19, p. 185-212, 1952. . . 

A magnetic survey of the gabbros at the northwestern margin of the central 
Bohemia batholith, in the area between Velke Popovice and Pysely,., sho.wed·. a 
major anomaly near the village of ZajeCice, which was surveyed in d~ta:it After 
a theoretical discussion of the possible causes of such an anomaly, Masfn con
cludes·tbat it is caused by plate-shaped bodies· containing considerable percentage 
of magnetite, whose upper margin lies· at a. depth of 10-30 m. Their position 
suggests that they are not veins but magnetic differentiates. Maps of vertical 
intensity and many tables and graphs are included in the paper.-D. B. V. 

158-64. Manley, Horace. An estimate of the time taken for a dike to cool 
through· its Curie point : Geofisica Pura. e Appl., v. 27, p. 105-109, 
1954. 
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The problem of the cooling of a dike is similar to that in the setting' of concrete 
in walls and foundations, although the magnitude of the temperature chimges is 
considerably different. On this basis, if the temperature at injection is 1,000° C, 
the co·untry rock more than a dike's width away is never heated above 200° C. 
The cobtr·omng factor in the cooling of a dike ·below ·600°· C is the thermal 
diffusivity of the dike and the country rock. If the di:ffusivity is taken as 
12X lQ-8 cgs units, dikes such as those in the Cleveland dike system would cool 
from 550° to 450° in one year, and hence a 60-foot dike would acquire its remanent 
magnetization in about one· year. The effect of variables is to make the time 
of cooling of the order of 1 to 10 years.-M. 0. R. 

. ' . 
Ovchinnikov, I. K. On the theor~ of effective electric conductivity ;y, magnetic 

permeability 'ji, dielectric constant e of a medium containing foreign inclusions. 
See Geophys. Abs.l58-87. · · 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

158-~~. B:ruckshaw, J. MeG. Magn~tic variometers: 115 p., London, .Hilger .and 
( Watts Ltd., 1954. 

'l'his is primarily a handbook on the operation and maintenance of Schmidt
,,ty.pe .varib'meters, especially the models manufactured by Hilger and ·watts. 
The · :t11eory of the magnetometer and . magnetic prospecting are reviewed 
briefly.-M. C. R. · 

158-66. Hirone, Tokutaro, and Maeda, Seijiro. An automatically recording 
magnetic balance: Toholm Univ. Research Inst. Sci. Repts., Ser. A, 

_-v. 6, no.l, p. 67-76,1954. 

A chemical balance has been modified to provide .:COJitinuous records of the 
variation~ qf saturation magnetization with temperature. The specimen to be 
measured is suspended from one arm of the balance in an inhomogeneous mag
netic field. The pointer of the balance carries one plate of a condenser whose 
other plate is fixed to the frame of the balance. This condenser, by means of a 
phase-sensitive capacity analyzer, controls the .flow of current through a coil 
surrounding a ·small magnet suspended from the other arm of the 1balance. 
By this means the force exerted on the specimen by the interaction of i.ts sus
ceptibility with the inhomogeneous magnetic field is balanced by the same force 
exerted on the suspended magnet by its.surrounding coil. The current flowing 
through the coil is reco.rded and after suitable. calibration gives the ·saturation 
magnetization of the specimen. 

·The"-entire apparatus can be enclosed in a bell jar which can be evacuated. 
The specimen is suspended in a tubular extension around whid1 a heating furnace 
or cooling vessel can be placed.-J. R. B. 

158-67. Diirschner, Horst. Ein Magnetometer zur Bestimmung der magne
tischen Eigenschaften von Gesteinen [A magnetometer for the deter
mination of the magnetic properties of rocks] : Annales Geophysique, 
tome 10, no. 2, p. 152-156, 1954. · 

An apparatus for measuring remanent or induced magnetization of rock 
samples consists of a Helmholtz coil suspended by a gold fiber or gold band. 
If the sample is introduced into the homogeneous part of the field of the coils, 
a mechanical moment turns the Helmholtz coil an amount depending upon the 
magnetic moment of the sample. The other mechanical moment from the ter-

820766-54-4 
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restrial field is compensated. by ·a second current c~il,·.the magnetic mem.ent' of 
which is equal and opposite to the moment of the· Helmholt2; coil. Zero can be 
obtained by varying the current in the second system. The sensitivity of the 
apparatus is 1Q-6 gauss··per mm scale value. Max;imum dimensions of samples 
are 3 ~ 3 x 3 c;m3

, The advantage of .the system is its great sen~iti_~ity. An 
e~ample of results obta.ineet. with the appara,tus. is included.-P. E. B. 

. f.:·· .. ,., . .. . ..... , .. 
158-68 .. ,_Burkha~t. :K'[urt] .. Die Fernregistrieranlage . .-fiir · Deklinati9n .. und 

. ... . Horizont'alintensitiit am erdmagnetisch'e'n. Observatorium: in .. FU~steil-
~ ..... !eidbru~k-- [The remote-r~gistration installa.tion .. foi-. decunat~on ~ii<i 

horizontal intensity at the geomagnetic obser~atory. in;)f~~§te.~eid
bruck]: Geofisica Ptira ·e· Appl., v. 27; p. i16-120,- 1954: · · , .. · · .:. · ·· 

'; ... , . ' '•j:: - - .. : 

The photoelectric recording apparatus which has been used since Octob'er 1953 
at the Fiirstenfeldbruck Observatory in Bavaria is described. The H-variometer 
(Topfer) is compensated for temperature, :and a- D-variometer, constructed at 
the Observatory, has a plexiglass case. The projectors, furnished with a special 
.diaphragm, ·ught· up ·the v·ariometers, whicli"tlirow equally clear rectangles of 
light on the cells. The scale values are: forD, 0.70±0~3'; for H, 4.2±0.05 gamma 
per part. The arrangement is .yery useful .for prediction of ionosphel(~C- di~ 
turbances.-D.B. V. 

158-69 .. Mariley, Horace. A new inductive meth'od. for· the· determi~~tion .of 
the temperature variation of susceptibility of rocks : Geofi.sica ·Pura e 

· Appl., v. 27, p. 98-104, 1954~ ... · · · 

·A. method for determining.- the· variation with temperatJife .Qf m~gnetic sus
ceptibility is based on the fact that, when placed in a magnetic ·field 'of intensity 
'H, rock cubes· produce a secondary field proportional 'to 'the:inverse cubt(of the 
distance, r. As the intensity of magnetization is small, this secondary ·fietd: can 
be expressed by kVH/r8

, where TT is: the volume of the cube and k is itii(vbHune 
susceptibility. 't · • 

1 
• • 

Two pick-up coils, inside a HelmhOltz coil system, are accurately balanced so 
that in the absence· of the· cube, they have the same mutual inducbf1ice with 
the Helmholtz coil system. The distortion of the field due to· intro-duction ·of 
the: specimen is a direct measure of its susceptibility. A. 2-cm cube with :b~veled 
edges is placed on the axis 7 em from the nearest pick-up coil, completely' en
closed by the fire-clay jacket of an electric furnace, which is in turn. enclosed 
in a water jacket. Copper-constantan thermocouples measure the temi>erature 
at each end of the specimen. · 

Details of the apparatus are described, with photographs and schematic di~
grams. · A new· rock-cutting machine, designed to cut more perfect cubes, is aiso 
described.-D. B. V. 

i58-70~ Morton, .L., Si-~pson, J. Arol, and Lachenbruch, S. H. Electron-optical 
shadow method of magnetic-field mapping: U. S. Natl. Bur. Standards 
Jour. Reseatch, v. 52, no. 2, p. 97-1~)4, 1954. 

A technique was devised for. the. quantitative mapping of electric and: magnetic 
fields by means of an electron-optical system. The field to be studied is pla~eq 
in the path of an electron beam in the object space of an electron-optical·:lens 
,system whose image. space con~ains an opaque object, such as a wire grid; an.d 
the distortion of the shadow of this object due to the presence of the unkno~n 
field is measured as a function of position. When the fteld.does not:b~:v~ axial 
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symmetry·, ad-ditional experimental· data of: value may ·be· :obtained by ·repeating 
the experiment with· different orientations of: the~ ~eld. and (or)· var.ying. beam 
energies. · From this shadow distortion and .from --}mown geometrical· pa:tterns 
of the electron-optical system, the angular deflections of different rays by the 
given field are calculated. The field distribution -is then~ calculated ·from this 
deflection function and from any knowri or assumed qualitative properties of 
the unknown field.-!. Z. · 

158-71. Runcorn, S.- K .. Airborne magnetic su·rveys : •. Nature,· v. 173, no. 4398, 
p. 281-283, 1954. 

In discussions of the Royal- Astronomical S~ci_ety ~n a-~rborne mag~etic su_rv~ys, 
.J. Squires gave details of the design, operation, and sensitivities o~ fl~x-gat~ 
magnetometers used in aerial surveying. A h~gh._permeability wire-measuring 
. element whose alternating-current res_istance depends -upon- the ambient magn~tic 
field may also have applications in airborne surveys. -A. B. Maione critically 
reviewed the interpretation method developed by V.acquie~ apd .others, .~nd ~ug
gested an alternative "sharpness criterion'.' method ·for areas where the former 
would hot be applicable. H. F. Finch,. reporting 0~ -an- absolute ai~bo~~e- mag
netometer found that it gave results (good) within ·0.5 o in declinatioil ~~d. ~ithin 
200 gammas in horizontal and vertical-oomponents. The execution of aeromag
. netic surveys lJ-lld the reduction of data were described by P. A. Rankin. S. K. 
Runcorn referred to successes of airborne sur.veys and suggested their use in 
scientifi~ .ptob}ems-such as the depth of the .EJurie-point iS.ot;lierin u~der oceans 
and continents.-R. G. H. 

15.8-72. ··Lundbak, Asger: About possibilities: and lfniitations in ~aeromagnetic 
· surveying: Geofisica Pura e Appl., v. ·.27, p. llQ-115, 1954. 

One of the problems of aeromagnetic surveying is that the quantity measured 
by the common _type of flux-gate magnetometer is the total field; tor differe~t 
purposes other ~omponents may be des~r.ed. They. can· be obtained ·either by 
dil'ect 'measurements or by computing procedu~es, · but in both cases d'ifficulties 
arise. The most serious _difficulty is a~celerations ·of. the aircraft; ~ong-period 
accelerations can be compensated by reference to the pcisitioi:i of some 'Qody out
side the aircraft; for instance the sun, '•but such ·value~r are me'an values' fo'r 
definite short intervals of. time. Pitch and roll ·of th:e a!rcraft al~o- introdu~e 
inaccuracies. 

Computations of horizontal or vertical components from total anomaly, accord
ing to various investigators, are reviewed .. The ·im;~equisite for su~h comimta
tions is that the anomalies be small in comparison~~ith the earth's :field.-D. B. V. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION · : 

158-73. Tafeyev, Yu. P. Paletki dlya opredelenis_ra· elementov zaleganiya verti
kal'nogo plasta po magnitnoy anomaliy [A chart·for determination of 
the position of a vertical slab froiii. the magnetic anomaly] : :Vses. 
nauchno-issled. inst. razved. geo:fiz. Trudy, vyp:uslt 2, p. 64-67:, 1950.:-

Charts for determining the vertical and horizontal components of the magnetic 
field produced by a vertical slab of infinite length magnetized vertically are given, 
based on the formulas: 

Z=2I [arctan ( m+ a) /h- arctan ( m-a) /h] 
and - .. ,_ 
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·(wJler,e J ·is the intensity :"of· the magnetization; 2d is the thickness .of the slab:; 
and h fs :the· depth .of its upper edge.) Both charts ·are constructed in deuble
logarithmic scale, with var~ing values of the parameter dfh.-S. T. V .. 

158-7-4. Andreyev, B. A. Ob uslo:viyakh primenimos.ti formul dvukhmernoy 
zada.chi'-1Jri .interpi·etatsii magnitnykh i gravitatsio~ykh anoma.liy 
[On the conditions of applicability of the formulas deri:ved for twoa 
dimensional problems in the interpretation of magnetic and .gr.avita
tional anomalies] Vses. nauchno-issled. -inst. razved. •geofi"z. Trudy, 
vypusk 3, p. 3-5; 1950. 

In interpretation of magnetic and gravitational anomalies, it is often assumed 
that the disturbing body is infinitely rextended in one direction, which reduces 
the problem to just two coordinates anP. simplifies tbe analysis. Andreyev dis
cusses -cases where such ·an ·assumption is admissible and computes the error 
committed 'by such simplification. The assumption is valid, for instance, in the 
case -where the disturbing body is ·an ellipsoid of revolution with the ratio of 
long axis to transverse greater than 5. The resulting error in such 3; case is 
less· than 2 percent.-S. ·T. V. 

158-75. Con~:!li, Ca.J¥~?· f'alcolo degli elementi .del campo. magnetico delle 
m.as·se di .. forma :qualunque [Computations of the elements of the 
magnetic field of masses-of. any shape]: -Geofisica Pura e Appl., v. 26, 

. p~ 41-.66, .1953. 

For the approximate computation of the magnetic field of a heterogeneously 
,magnetized .mass .of aJ!Y geometric ·s.bape, the given mass may be divided into 
several (20--30) -small ·JJo.dies and the effect .of indi:vid.ual parts on .surrounding 
space- computed. The summation of all elements is then the total field. A 
graphical procedure is also presented, as well as charts for convenient use of the 
derived formulas. Topo_graphic corrections to be applied in magnetic surveys 
can be computed usin_g the ·same charts and the procedure suggested by L. L. 
Nettleton for gravimetric surveys. 

The same *>rmulas and th.e same procedure can be used for the determination 
of the second derivatives of the gravitational field.-S. T. V. 

1'5g...;_76. Andreyev, B. A. Dva sposoba opredeleniya elementov zaleganiya 
krutopadayuschikh plastov po magnitnym anomaliyam [Two methods 
for the determination of the position of steeply dipping slab -from 
magnetic iui.om'itiie.sl: Vses. nauchno-issled. inst. razved. geofiz.\Trudy, 
vypusk 2, p. 59-63, 1950. 

If a vertical -slab ·of width 2b is buried with its top -edge at ·depth 11r, the 
v.er.tical component Z.a of the magnetic field can be expressed by the formula 

Za=2I (arctan (m+d) /h-arctan (m-d) /h, 

where a; is the coordinate of the point of observation in the (profile) plane 
transverse to the strike .. 

Andreyev suggests the use of the variation of 
Za( SZa (_a:,l) =lh [Za ( m) -Za ( m+l) +Za (X-l)] 

where l is a short linear segment taken along the axis of aJ to the right or the 
left of point m. 

For points of the y axis, the formula 
Za(O,l)=2 arcta.n d/h-[arctan (l+d)/h+arctan (l-d)/h] gives the values of 
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z. (O,l) for any. value of the ratio l/h. The. values d/h ranging from 0.25 to 2.5 
are computed and presented in graphs in a double logarithmic scale. 
· In anoth.er procedure use is made of the variation's of· Z~ (a:,li) so that the 

vertical coordinate z is changing,. ·Then 
~ (x,7i,) =Za(a:,h) -Z~(a:,O) =2I (arctan a:-arctan 'V) 

where 
a:=h(a:+d) /[z(z+h) + (m+d') 2

] and y=h'(a:-d) /[z(z+h) + (m-d2
) 1. 

Field measurements. give the values Za ( m,O), from 'vhich it is possible to con
struct the curve~ (m,h) and thus to find the depth, using the angular coefficient 
of the b~st fitting. curve.-S. T ~ V. . 

158-77. Bauman, V. I. Geologicheskaya interm.1e.tatsiya resul'tato.v magnito-· 
metricheskoy s'yemki [Geologic interpretation of magnetic survey 
results] : Vses. nauchno-issled. inst. razved. geofiz .. Tr.udy, vypusk 2,. 
p. ·3-58, 1950. . 

Bauman calculates the· magnetic effect pro'Clnced by a single pole; by an in
finit~ly small dipole; by a thin infinite horizontal line of magnets !raving a mag" 
netic intensity of +u per unit length ; by two similar· lines· infinitely close· and 
parallel, with magnetic intensities· of +cr and' .....:.d" respectively; by two infinite 
parallel lines separated·by a: distance of'2 t; by·an fnfinite'horizontal siab having 
a thickne'Ss of 2 b and intensity of +u; by two infinite horizontal slabs, infi'nitely 
close, having a thickness of 2 1j and intensiti'es of +cr an-cf -u respectively; and 
finally, by two parallel inclined slabs. Illustrations include the anomalies pro
duced in each case as seen in the horizontal and vertical planes. Similar prob
lems have been treated' by Tornquist (see Geophys. Abs. !4":1:34) .-S. T. v: 

158-78. Schleusener, Alfred~ Wann muss d'ie mag.p:etische Ve:rtika\j.nt~~sitat in 
einem europaischen Messgebiet registriert. Wereden? [When should 
the vertical magnetic intensity be .recorded in a. European· measur
ing area?] Geol.. Jahrb., B~nd 67, P• 361.,.-865, 1953, 

The most' suitable interval between field measur~nients of' vertical intensity, 
which are to be corrected fo1· diurnal vari'ations aga·inst observatory records in 
European areas, depends on the accuracy desired. For very precise work (limit 
of error, ±2 to ±5y), readings should be made every 2 to 4 hours 'in the field 
and at the base station, and within 100 km of a:n· observatory. For surveys 
( ±5 to ±lOy accuracy), field registration is not absolutely ne'Cessary but desir
able, for by referring to observatory recot;ds, me·asurements made during· rather 
strong disturbances (over 40y) can be repeated. ·Base· station readings should 
be made at the beginning and' end of the work day a:nd possibly once or twice 
during the day; maximum distance from an observatory should be '500 km. 
For coarse measurements ( ±15y or more)', such as over magnetite deposits, 
reference to observatory records is not necessary exc~pt to avoid. 111;rge dis
turbances. Base station readings are necessary· on~y in morning and evening.
D.B. V. 

Andreyev, B. A. A simple method of reduction of geophysical anomalies to n 
(given') altitude. See Geophys. Abs. 158-17. 

Tanant, L. H. The least-squares method of determining regional contours. 
See Geophys. Abs. 158-11 .. 
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: · MAGNE.TIC. OBSERVATIONS AND SURV.EYS 

l.-58-79 .. Keiler; Fred~ Ji:; _Meuschke, J. L., and Alldredge, L. R. ·Aero'magnetic
surveys in ihe AH~utian, Marshall, and Bermuda Islands: Am.··Ge~ 
phys_. Union_ Trans., v. 35, no. 4, p. 558-572, 1954. 

Total-intensity aeromagnetic surveys of the Aleutian, Marshall, and Bermuda 
Islands were completed in 1948. The anomalies associated with the Aleutian 
volcanoes are attributed mainly to topographic relief and are not an indication 
of the degree of volcanic activity. Eniwetok presents a magnetic pattern that 
would be produced by an irregular-shaped rimmed depression in the basement, 
modified by the two adjoining seamounts, and differs from Bikini, whose 
magnetic features would be produced by a broad seamount with irregular surface 
relief~ The Bermuda survey demonstrated magnetic features typical of volcanic 
rocks. Comparison of an observed and a theoretical profile computed by Press 
.and Ewing ·indicates that ·their assumptions are reasonably correct. The Aleu
tian Trench survey shows anomalies that are attributed to susceptibility con
t~~s!s.bu~ no~e that can be correlated with the trench. A traverse from. Adak, 
~.leutian. -.Islands .:to .K\vajalein, 'Marshall Islands, exhibited several large 
anomalies that are presumed to be caused by susceptibility contrasts but may be 
indications of uncharted seamounts. _Two traverses, one from Cape Ma:y-, N. J., 
to Bermuda and the other from Bermuda to Long Island, N.Y., reveal a change 
in the magnetic field approximately 300. miles from the Atlantic Coast that 
indicates a possible thinning of the sial and an exposure of sima.-Authors' 
q,bstract 

158-80 .. Hawke·s, H. E., Wedow, Helinuth, and Balsley, J. R. Geologic investi
gation of the' Boyertown magnetite deposits in Pennsylvania: U. S. 
Geol. Survey Bull. 9~5-D, p. 135-149, 19~3. 

The -magneHte deposits at and near Boyertown, Pa., consist of replacements 
of . calcareous sedimentary rocks, both Paleozoic and Triassic, near the con
tacts of intrusive.bodies of Triassic diabase. A zone along the northwest margin 
of the Triassic basin near Boyertown was considered a particularly promising 
location for the occurrence of the favorable calcareous host rocks and hence 
for the.existence of .undiscove~ed deposits of magnetite. 
: An .exploration program . based on this premise was conducted. in 1943 and 
1944~ TWo deep diamond-drill ·holes demonstrated the down-dip continuity of 
·ihe pr;hi.cipal rp_agne;tite.~~P~~i(at Boyertown. A geologic and magnetic survey 
of a. belt 6 miles west and 3% .miles northeast of Boyertown uncovered two 
relatively large magnetic anomalies in addition to the anomaly over .the known 
deposit at Boyertown. In addition, five experimental airborne-magnetometer 
traverses near Boyertown and an experimental ground-magnetometer survey 
~ithin the city of Boyertown ;were run.-Authors' a.bstract 

Romberg, Frederick and Barnes, V.irgil E. A geological and geophysical study 
· of Pilot Knob (South) , Travis County, Texas. See Geophys. Abs. 158-18. 

158-81. Bullerwell, W; A vertica:t· force magnetic survey of the Coalisland 
District, Co. Tyrone, ·N-orthern Ireland: Great Britain Geol. Survey 
Bull., no. 6, p. 21-32, 1954. 

A magnetic survey· in the Coalisland District, made in March 1949 with a Watts 
variometer, indicated several large magnetic anomalies related to the Antrim 
basalts. The most striking feature was the marked change of field across the 
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northerit: part·of tlie area f(oni.· high magnetic values above the stratigraphically 
loWer:·f~Jr!mations to low magnetic values over the Lough Neagh Clays and the 
A~tr.Up'.lf:>asalts. As the clays are nonmagnetic, the general reduction over their 
outcrop must be due to strong negative JD.agnetization of the underlying basalts. 
Thei magnetization is of the order ·Of 0.0028 cgs. units but is not constant 
thi·oughout' the area. Nevertheless ·the margin of the basalts could be traced in a·re·as· of average cover, and the presence of several faults in which the basalt 
is involved could be determined.-M. 0. R. 

" Dizloglu, M. Y. Underground water investigations by means of geophysical 
·.·methods (particularly electrical) in the Central Anatolia. See Geophys. Abs. 
: .15S...1~ . 

ELECTRICITY 

. i GENERAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES 

158-82. Bekefl, G. The impedanc-e of an antenna above a circular ground plate 
laid upon a plane earth: Canadian Jour. Physics, v. 32, no. 3, p. 205-
222,1954. . 

.. · .:'"'/I' 

- :Recent theoretical work by Storer concerning the impedance of a vertical 
antenna in contact with a circular metal disk is extended to include the case 
when ·the system· is laid upon an imperfectly conducting plane earth. An 
integral. equation is developed for the radial electric field that exists. over the 
surface of the earth. By a method similar to Storer's the expression for the 
impedance is put into a variational form and by a suitable trial function for the 
radial.electric field,: the desired result is obtained. The dependence of the trial 
function and of the im:oedance upon the dielectric constant of the earth is dis
<!USSed. A comparison of calculations thus obtained with those based on the 
theory of Monteath shows satisfactory agreement. 

Although the variational formulation developed by Storer fulfills its purpose 
.when' ~the' ground plate is large as compared to the wavelength, it. is not' well 
s~lt,ed for smali disks of the order of several wavelengths in diameter. Bekefl 
describes,. therefore, an alternate variational formula. 
Nu~erical calculations are made for the case of a hard, dry earth and high 

signal frequency. A graph of the signal frequency against the real· index of 
refraction shows the interesting result of. a .rapid fall off of frequency caused 
by a sm11.ll departure of the latter from unity.-!. Z. 

15~: .. (}rigor'y.eva, N. P. Lineynyy neekvipotentsial'nyy provodnik [Linear 
· ···nonequipotential conductor]: Vses·. nauchno-issled. inst. razved. geoflz. 

Trud;v, vypusk 2, p. 82-93, 1950. · · 

In th'E{theory·of charged body it is usually assumed that the entire disturbing 
mass 'has the same potential. This assumption is not always admissible. 
Grig6r'yev'8. analyzes the case of a horizontal linear conductor in a homogeneous 
isotropic medium under such conditions that the potential drop in the conductor 
is proportional to the potential gradient in the surrounding medium. The surface 
potential·due to the action of the buried conductor is expressed by the equation: 
a=i yR, R, {[cosh X (l-nt/2 l) ]/sinh X} where i=intensity of the current 
~:r;tter:ing: the co~duc}or; R1. is -resistivity of the conductor per unit of length,· R, 
is: '~res~stance of the transition" per unit of length; n, is the coordinate Qf the 
element on the condu~tor; X=2 l yR,jR,; and 2 Z is the,length of the conductor. 
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Jrrom. this expre~sion the gradients can b~ .r~adily · c~mputed; num .. e.r.~cal .val~es · 
of the, potential a·nd of the gradient on the surface are p~esented i:Q.. tabl~ and 
~rap:bs f()r different conditions. of the problem.-S. T. TT. 

158-84. Kato, Yoshio, and Yokoto, Kenichi. Corrected paper on the phase 
difference of earth current induced by the changes of the earth's 
J;Ilagnetic field: ~ohoku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 5, no. 1, p .. 41-43: 
i953. . . . . . . .... 

This paper corrects a mistake pointed out by Scholte in previous calculations 
(Katq ·and Kikuchi, Geophys. A.bs. 12921) of the phase· difference betweeu the 
geomagpetic field and induced· earth current, when the electrical conductivity 
of the earth varies as u (z) =uo (1-zl a) -P, where uo is the conductivit~ .. at the 
surface, and a. and {3 are constants:-~· B,. V. 

158-85. Yoshimatsu,. Takasab":lro. The loc~l char~:H;teri~~ics· of earth-currents: 
Kakioka Magnetic Observatory Mem., v. 7, no. 1, p. 15.-26, 195~. 

By an~iyzf.~g data from .15 ob~eryat~ries in. va~ious parts. of the ~orid, ·Yoshi
matsu deduces the principal' direction of potential gradients from the diurnal 
variations. At stations near the coast, the principal direction is usually perpen
dicular to~ the coast;. at .stations. ·on narrow peninsulas, the direction,is perpen
dicular to, the length; at inland stations the direction is in.tl.uenced by sur-. 
rounding topography, probably; because of electrical conditions of the ground, and 
in mountainous regions is parallel to the general trend of the system.-D. IJ. V. 

158-86. .Yanagihara, Kazuo. Disturb::~.nce daily variation of tlH~· eart:Q-cu~.~.ents 
. at Kakioka (in Jap!lnese with English summary) : Kakioka Magnet~c. 
Observatory Mem., v. 7, no. 1,. p. 49-54, 195.4. 

' ·This is ail analysis of some· characteristics of the SD variation of earth.: cur
rents, from records of the Kakioka observatory for the period 1934-1944. ·The 
mea:t:J. values of SD and SA·=s_:_Sq show a secondar~ minimum at 10h; the two 
are' coincident in phase but the amplitude of the latter is about 40 percent of 
the former. The amplitude variation of S..t (or SD) with seasons and years is 
dear in the diurnal, but not in the demidiurnal, component. The secondary 
minimum at 10h is uncertain at equ1nox and sunspot maxima because of the 
iiredorriinant diurnal component in the same period. . . 

These·results indicate that Sv in ·earth currents does not seem to be a single 
diurnal wave as in geomagnetism: ·Comparison with records f'rom Tucson 'and 
Watheroo shows that the appearance of the secondary minimum is not 1:1. local 
phenom~rion ·at Kakioka but worldwide, which might be related to short-period 
disturbances.:.._.D. R V. 

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AND MINERALS 

158-87. Ovchinnikov, I. K. K teorii effecktivnoy elektroprovodnosti y nJagn.it
noy pronitsayemosti p., die~ektricheskoy postoyannoy esredy, im.eyush
chey inorodnye vklyucheriha [On the theory of .effective electric con
ductivity y, magnetic. permeability /J., dielectric constant e . of a 
medium containing foreign inclusions] :. Vses. nauchno-iss.le.cJ.-,, i~st. 
razved. geofiz. Trudy,. vy.,Pusk 3, p. 33-38, 1950. 

The effect of' inclusions: on electric conductivity, magnetic perme~:~.~ility, and 
dielectric· constant of a min·eral is analyzed, and the case of eiectrical cond·uc-
tivity is· treated in detail. · ,_ · · 
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When the inclusions are small el1ipsoids of similar shape and orientation the 
aggregate becomes electrically anisotropic. The potentials in the directions of 
the coordinate axes are computed, using elliptic integrals of the first and second 
kinds. The expressions obtained are then extended to the case of a mixture of 
f•llipsoids in rand.om orientation. 

The formulns derived in three analyzed ·examples are applied to the case of 
spherical inclusions, of tubular inclusions, and of inclusions consisting of elliptic 
laminae. Tables and graphs are presented to facilitate the computations.
S. 2'. V. 

158-88. Noritop1i, Kazuo, and Takagi, Akio. A note on the electrical polariza
tion in quartz and perthite: Tohoku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 5, 
no. 3, p. 183-190, 1953. 

When a potential difference is applied to a specimen of quartz the em-rent 
varies with time according to the formula i=Arn, where A is a constant depend
ent upon applied voltage, and n is a function of temperature, independent of 
voltage. The value of n decreased with rising temperature. In perthite, the 
current increases with time in the lower temperature range, but above 500° 0 
the change is similar to that in quartz. In both, the polarization emf is negligi
ble at higher temperatures; hence at temperatures above 600° C the conductivity 
of rocks, which increases sharply with rising temperature, can be measured by 
using direct current.-D. B. V. 

158-89. Noritomi, Kazuo. Some consideration on the diffusion coefficient and 
the mobility of movable ions in rocks: Tohoku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th 
ser., v. 5, no. 1, p. 34-40, 1953. 

Measurements of electrical conductivity at high temperatures give thermal 
variation curves frorn the gradient of which the activation energy is obtained. 
If the theory of electrical conductivity of ionic crystals can be applied to rocks, 
the diffusion coefficient of movable ions can be obtained. -r.rhe ion mobility is also 
estimated under suitable assumptions. Values of the diffusion coefficient for 
rocks are sometimes 10" times smaller than for ionic single crystals, but this 
is reasonable if the rock is considered to be a mixed crystal. Mobility is esti
mated to be of the order o{ 0.01--100 em/sec per volt/cm.-D. B. V. 

158-90. McConnell, E. B., Jr. Self-potentials of reservoir sands: Pennsylvania 
State Univ. Min. Industries Expt. Sta. Bull. 62, p. 31-39, 1954; and 
Producers Monthly, v.18, no. 8, p.19;_27,1954. 

The self-potentials of oil reservoir rocks were measured in the laboratory to 
determine some of the factors and considerations necessary for the interpretation 
of well logs, particularly in the Bradford, Pennsylvania, area. Self-potentials 
were obtained by plaeing sand cores between salt solutions of differing concen
trations and obR<:'rYing the potentials developed across the cores. 

The research has confirmed that the st:lf-potential generated by a sand core in 
the laboratory may often be represented by the equation SP=K log Rm/Rw, where 
Rm and Rw refer to the resistivities of the bore hole and connate water respec
tively, and J( is a factor depending on the clay content of the core. For Bradford, 
Pa., oil sands, the equation SP=45 log Rm/Rw was found to give good appr~xi
mations of the relation between the laboratory self-potential and the ratio of 
resistivities up to a concentration difference of 100: 1. 

320766-54--5 
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For the accurate interpretation of the self-potential well log in terms of the 
connate water resistivity it is concluded that it may often be necessary to resort 
to la,boratory determinations of the self-potential eonstant K.-rhl-tlwr's aus·traot 

158-91. McCardell, W. M., and Winsauer, W. 0. Orlgi11 of the electric potential 
observed in wells: Am. Inst. Min. Metall. Engiueers 'Trans., v. 198, 
p. 41-50, 1953. 

The mechanism by which an electrical potential difference is developed between 
two salt solutions separated by shale is shown to be a consequence of the electrical 
double layer of the shale surfaces. A mathematical derivation is presented to 
show the dependence of the potential on the shale characteristics and on the 
concentration of the salt solutions. The equations developed describe adequately 
the potential-concentration behavior of a long shale core. The equations also 
describe the variation of potential of sand-shale mixtures with variation of 
clay content. Ion adsorption is an important factor in the development of the 
surface charge on the shale, and electrical resistivity and ion transference number 
data are employed to estimate the increase of surface charge with concentration. 
Since the potential is shown to be dependent on the characteristics of the par
ticular system, water salinities estimated from the potential log by previously 
proposed methods may be low in some cases.-A1tthors' abstract 

158-92. Perkins, F. M .. Jr., Brannon, H. H., Jr., and Winsauer, W. 0. Inter
relation of resistivity and potential of shaly reservoir rock: Jour. 
Petroleum TecJ;mology, v. 6, no. S, p. 29-34,1954. 

Both the abnormal resistivity exhibited by shaly reservoir materials and their 
potential are due to adsorption of ions. Interrelations between the two have 
been derived and verified by laboratory results. These relations which have 
resulted from this work may be used in a qualitative manner to estimate whether 
or not a particular shaly reservoir contains hydrocarbons, and also to estimate 
the porosity of shaly sands.-A.u.thors' abstr(Wt 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

158-93. Orsinger, Albed, and Van Nostrand, Robert [G.]. A field evaluation 
of the electromagnetic reflection method: Geophysics, v. 19, no. 3, 
p. 478-489, 1954. 

In the electromagnetic-reflection method described a low-frequency square 
wave is transmitted by a large loop lying on the ground and a second loop, also 
lying on the ground, is used as a receiver for the transmitted energy, which 
consists of an electromagnetic surface wave and reflections. This received signal 
is compared with the signal from a scaled model consisting of a pair of small 
loops and a stack of plates having various resistivities. The layering in the 
model is manipulated by mixing the two signals in opposition and detecting 
the difference between the two on an oscilloscope until the received signal in 
the model is the same as that in the earth. In field trials of the system at five 
locations, estimates of the 9epth to a contact between 50 and 400 feet were 
obtained within an average accuracy of 5 percent.-G. V. K. 

l-58-94. · Ovcllinnikov, I. K. Ob ispol'zovanii elipticheskoy polyarizatsii magnit
nogo polya dlya razvedki [On the use of elliptic polarization of the 
magnetic field in exploration] : Vses. nauchno-issled. inst. razved. 
geofiz. Trudy, vypusk 3, p. 39-49, 1950. 
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.The magnetic field produced in the ground b~~ electromagnetic induction is 
ellipsoidal in shape. In the case of acoustic frequency the pha'Se angle of this 
vector is strongly influenced by the electrical conductivity of the ground, making 
the phase angle a sensitive indicator usable in prospecting. Ovchinnikov pre
~ents tables of computed components of the magnetic vector from which the 
phase angle can be readily determined. The tables give the normal fields Qf 
loop conductor and cable conductor and of the same fields disturbed by a con
ducting sphere and cylinder, respectively.-S. T. T1• 

158-95. Doll, H. G. The MicroLaterolog: Am. Inst. Min. Metall. Engineers 
Trans., v.198, p. 1F32, 1953. 

The MicroLaterolog method makes use of circular concentric electrodes applied 
to the wall of the borehole under an insulated pad and current focused by an 
automatic control system so that a thin beam penetrates the formations almost 
horizontally and then opens widely at a short distance from the wall. Forma
tions more than about three inches from the wall have a negligible effect on 
the measurements and the presence of mud cakes less than one-fourth inch thick 
do not affect the measurements. For thicker mud cakes, simultaneous recording 
of a curve analogous to the MicroLog provides a correction. 'l'he l\IicroLaterolog 
gives the value of the resistivity of the flushed zone directly, a quantity used for 
determination of formation factor and porosity. F'ield examples are given.
M.O.·R. 

158-96. .BeHuigi, Arnaldo. Su un Matranslog di massimo rendimento [On the 
most productive Matranslog] : Geofisica Pura e Appl., v. 26, p. 67-74, 
1953. 

The shape of the functio~s r~presenting the transient portion of .the Matrans
log process are analyzed,· and the conditions that would produce optimum opera
tion are determined analytically. For this purpose the two integrals, represent
ing the transient phase of the process, are computed and the curves of the final 
results traced. This makes it possible to determine the conditions of optimum 
operation, 'vhich give the greatest possibiliti~s for the interpretation of tpe 
data obtained.-S. T. V. 

158-97. De 'Witte, Leendert. Resistivity logging in thin beds: Jour. Petro
.leum Technology, v. 6, no. 7, p. 29-35, 1954. 

·aon~entional resi~tivity logs do not give data that allow a complete quanti
t~tive intei·pretation in beds thinner than 20 feet. If. the beds are 12 feet or 
more thick, the short and long normal curves may be interpreted qualitatively 
using simplified departure curves. The limestone, laterolog, and microlaterolog 
curves permit quantitative.interpretat,ion for beds that are at least 10 feet thick. 
For beds· thinner than 10 feet, combinations of the mi~rolaterolog ·with .short
spaced laterologs and pseudolaterologs appear to be promising, using simplified 
departure curves.-£. 0. P. 

158-98. Birks,. J. An evaporation method for measuring .the resistivity-water 
saturation .characteri!;;tic.s of cpres: Prodticers l\~onthly, v. 18, no. 8, 
p. 28--30, 1954. 

The resistivity and water. saturation ch!;tracteristics of cores may be measured 
by an evaporation method using a saturated solution of calcium sulfate of con
stant specific resistance. The method can be applied to cores covering the 
complete range of permeability and porosity.-£. 0. P. 
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158-99. McGehee, F. M., Jr. Propagation of radio frequency energy through the 
earth: Geophysics, v. 19, no. 3, p. 459-477, 1954. 

Measurements were made of the rate of attenuation of radio waves through the 
earth over the Carlsbad Caverns, N. Mex., and Mammoth Caverns, Ky. The 
signals were transmitted by horizontal rod antennae lying on the surface of the 
ground, while the signals were detected with loop antennae at various locations in 
the caves. The field-intensity patterns and wave polarizations indicated that 
transmission was through the ground for distances as great as 1,200 feet. The 
observed values of attenuation agreed with theoretical values for an assumed 
set of resistivities and dielectric constants.-G. V. K. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

158-100. Sebestyen, Karoly. Osszehasonlit6 vizsg(tlatok a vertikalis elektromos 
szonchizasi gi5rbek kiertekeleser6l [Interpretation of resistivity -depth 
curves] (With summaries in English and Russian) : Magyar Allami 
Ec>tvos Lorf"uid Geofiz. Intezet Geofiz. Kozlemenyek, kotet 3, s,.;am 
3, p. 31-39, 1954. 

A discussion of the practical use of the differential, the cumulative curve 
methods, and the master curves.-D. B. V. 

158-101. . Poupon, A., Loy, M. E., and Tixier, M. P. A contribution to electrical 
log interpretation in shaly sands: Jour. Petroleum Technology, v. 6, 
no.6,p.27-34,1954. 

Improved logging methods may make feasible the quai1titative interpretation 
of shaly sands, using the information provided by the electric logs.-L. C. P. 

ELECTRICAL SURVEYS AND WELL LOGGING 

158-102. Polak, Edward Jan. The ttpplication of resistivity methods in estab
lishing the base of the water-bearing rocks in the Cannock Chase 
Coalfield: Geophys. Prosp., v. 1, no. 3, p. 197-207, 1953. 

The Cannock Chase coal field in England was investigated by means of bore
holes and resistivity surveys in order to insure maximum safety as well as 
maximum use of reserves· in this area of heavily waterlogged overburden. 
Different resistivity methods were used in different parts of the area : an asym
metrical arrangement, with current electrodes over 5,000 feet apart with the 
line of potential electrodes at an angle of as much as 60° to them, proved quickest 
and gave best results in interpretation, but the ,~Yenner configuration, Jakosky's 
method, and others were used where especially applicable. Results were checked 
against borehole evidence. It is concluded that the resistivity method provides 
a valuable adjunct to geological evidence, but that neither alone could guar_antee 
complete safety for mining under conditions su~h as found here. Qualitative 
information for placing boreholes is provided where no quantitative interpretation 
of resistivity data is possible.-D. B. V. 

158-103 .. Stefanovic, Dragoljub, and Mladenovic, Milan. Geofizivko ispitivanje 
akumnlatsionog bazena Liverovici [Geophysical investigation of the 
storage reservoir near Liverovici]: Glasnik Prirod. Mus. Srpske 
Zemlje, Ser. A, kniga 5, p. 225-235, 1952. 
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Electrical-resistivity surveys were made of the site of the dam for the hydro
electric plant on the Gra·canica river east of Niksic. Depth to bedrock and the 
contact between the Verfen and middle·Trias were determined. Good agreement 
was found between geologic profiles determined on the basis of these measure
ments and theoretical resistivity curves computed from known resistivities for 
limestone and other sediments in the valley.-S. T. V. 

158-104. Dizioglu, M. Y. Underground water investigations by means of geo
physical methods (particularly electrical) in the Central Anatolia: 
Maden Tetkik ve Arama E~stiti.isii Mecmuasi, no. 44-45, p. 63-70, 
Turkish summary, p. 71-76, 1953. 

Geophysical investigations were made in the area between Polath and Konya 
in central Anatolia in order to determine the appli:cability of resistivity, electro
magnetic, and magnetic methods in ground-water exploration. Three layers 
can be distinguished by resistivity methods, soil and limestone at the surface, 
the whole Neocene in the middle, and older crystallines as the basement. Because 
the magnetic susceptibility of the basement rocks is much higher, magnetic 
measurements can be used to determine the basement configuration. Electro
magnetic methods were found to be particularly suitable for exploration of irreg
ular water horizons in fractured limestones, which are most common in this 
region.-D. B. V. 

158-105. Vecchia, Orlando. Recherches geophysiques pou;r un barrage au lac de 
Molvano (Venezia Tridentina) [Geophysical investigations for a 
dam on the lal{e of Molveno (Venezia Tridentina)]: Riv. Geofisica 
Appl., anno 14, no. 2, p. 73-85, 1953. 

Because of a proposed increase in the height of the dam forming the Molveno · 
lake a geophysical survey was made of the area around the dam and the valley 
in which the lake is formed. A seismic-refraction survey showed that the depth 
to bedrock immediately beneath the dam is about 100 m, and increases to about 
200 m down the valley. To estimate the loss of water through underground 
leaks, the lake was emptied and an electric~resistivity survey made of the lake 
bottom. The resistivity measurements were repeated 10 times during the refill
ing of the lake as the level of the water increased. These measurements con
firmed the seismic results and also indicated that the dam i's· watertight when 
the water level in the lake is some 50 m below the normal, but that the leakage 
rapidly increases as the water level in the lake goes above this lilie.-S. T. V. 

15S-106. YiingUl,. Sulhi. Spontaneous potential survery of a copper deposit at 
Sariyer, Turkey: Geophysics, v. 19, no. 3, p. 455-458, 1954. 

Several electrical methods were applied in exploration for quartz-vein 
chalcopyrite and auriferous-pyrite deposits in the Sariyer area about 12 miles 
north of Istanbul. The spontaneous polarization method was found most suc
cessful. Anomalous areas found by this means were drilled, and sulfide masses 
under a cover of unmineralized schists or alluvium were penetrated. The area 
of the Nalbant Qe~mesi anomaly was afterwards partly developed and the 
geologic section thus determined found to be in accord with that predicated on 
the basis of the spontaneous polarization data.-111. 0. R. 
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SEISMOLOGY 

GENERAL 

158-107. Jung, Karl. Kleine Erdbebenkunde [An introduction to seismologyl: 
158 p., Berlin-Gott~ngen-Heidelberg, Springer-Verlag, 1953. 

The topics consider~d are phenomena related to earthquakes and the funda
mental ideas of seismology, the methods of recording earthquakes and the inter
pretation of seismograms, seismologic evidence regarding the structure of the 
earth, and seismic exploration.-S. T. V. 

ELASTIC WAVES 

158-108. Das Gupta, Sushil Chandra. Waves and stresses produced in an 
elastic medium due to impulsive radial forces and twist on the 
surface of a spherical cavity: Geo:fisica Pura e Appl., v. 27, p. 1-6, 
1954. 

Displacements and stresses produced by impulsive radial pressures and by 
impulsive twists have been determined. In the former case total flow of energy 
across a spherical boundary has been obtained.-Author's sun111nary 

158-109. Menzel, H. On the propagation of seismic waves in a solid body with 
elastic afterworking: Geophys. Prosp., v. 2, no. 2, p. 139-151, 1954. 

The propagation of seismic waves in the earth cannot be satisfactorily ex
plained if the rocks are considered to be perfectly elastic. By considering the · 
medium as viscoelastic, Ricker and others have been able to deduce theoretical 
results that are in good agreement with observations in exploration seismology. 
However, the laboratory experiments of Sokoloff and Skriabin on samples of 
rocks indicated that the assumption of a viscoelastic medium was a poor one. 
They adopted the theory of elastic afterworking which in essence assumes 
that the earth behaves as a perfectly elastic body against fast changing dis
tur,bances and as a viscous fluid against slowly changing disturbances. This is 
the exact·opposite of the assumptions made in viscoelastic theory. 

Menzel uses the equations of Sokoloff and Skriabin but in addition assumes 
that every rock is to behave as perfectly elastic against hydrostatic pressure. 
The necessary equations are deduced and several important graphs are plotted. 
The following conclusions are reached: for stationary disturbances, waves of 
very short periods propagate· with constant velocities; for longer periods, the 
velocity decreases as the period increases; and waves of long period attenuate 
considerably less than those of short periods. By plotting the velocity of 
propagation as a function of t,., the time at which the disturbance reaches a 
maximum value, it can be.shown that the velocity of propagation has a negligible 
minimum value for a certain range of t.,.. In this region the waves cannot pene
trate the medium. For very small and very large values of t.,., the situation is 
similar to that of stationary disturbances. 

For short' period waves, the agreement between the theory of elastic after
working and observations is poor; in this case the theory of viscoelasticity is 
far better. However, laboratory experiments are explained by the •theory of 
elastic afterworking and contradict the theory of viscoelasticity. Menzel sug
gests that more exact and systematical observations be made on the attenuation 
of amplitudes of seismic waves.-/. Z. 
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HiS-110. Mattice, Ii. 0., and Lieber, Paul. On attenuation of waves produced 
in visco-elastic materials: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 35, no. 4, 
p. 613-624, 1954. 

A solution to the problem of wave motion produced when a pressure pulse 
is applied to the interior surface of a spherical cavity in a visco-elastic medium 
is obtained. Comparison with the elastic case indicates that viscosity signifi
cantly reduces the amplitude of the displacement in the vicinity of the wave 
front and decreases the velocity of propagation of the wave. 

In the addendum, a pressure-time pulse defined by a function of the form 
P (t) =Ptt exp ( -tt) is applied to the cavity wall and a solution of the differ
ential equations of motion is obtained using the theory developed in the main 
body of the paper. Since all values of the parameter rare admissible, pressure
time pulses of arbitrary form may be represented by superposing individual · 
pulses of the above form corresponding to different' values of r.--":A.uthars' 
abstt·act 

158-fll. Nomura, Yiikichi, and Takaku, Koshun. On the propagation of elastic 
waves in an inhomogeneous sphere: Tohoku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th 
ser., v. 5, no. 1, p. 22-33, 1953. 

The mathematical study of elastic wave propagation (see Geophys. Abs. 157-
70) has been extended to the case of an elastic sphere of large radius having a 
concentric spherical fluid core whose radius is also large. The media of both 
shell and core are inhomogeneous, and their respective velocities are proportional 
to r-m and r-s, where. m aJ?.d s are arbitrary real numbers larger than -1. Using 
values of elastic constants taken from seismological observations, reflection and 
refraction at the inner' fluid boundary are calculated for the value m=0.3, which 
takes into account waves far fr.om the source.-D. B. V. 

l5S-112. Sa to, Ryosuke. . On the propagation of tremors along the interface 
between solid and water produced by a point source in a solid. I. 
(In Japanese with English summary) : Zisin, v. 7, no.1, p. 8-20,.1954. 

The problem of the propagation of tremors over the plane surface of a semi
infinite homogeneous isotropic elastic solid, generated by a three-dimensional 
point ·Source;· w.as. studied by Sakai in 1934. The mathematical treatment in 
stratified media is complicated, partly because of the difficulty of obtaining poles 
on the complex plane. In this paper, water is taken as one medium, and a solid 
in which th~re is the same point source as assumed by Sakai as the other. It is 
assumed that both media are homogeneous, isotropic, and perfectly elastic ; that 
the effect of gravity is negligible-; that rigidity in the water is zero; that Poisson's 
ratio in tlH~ solid is lj~; and that the depth of the water is infinite. In this first 
paper, the branch points and poles of D(y) or E(y) (function defined by Sakai) 
are stndied.-Jlf. C. R. 

158-113. Honda, Hirokichi, and Nakamura, Kohei. Notes on the reflection and 
refraction of SH pulse emitted from a point source: Tohoku Univ. 
Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 5, no. 3, p. 163-166, 1953. 

The reflection and refraction of the "SH pulse at th~ bounda •T between two 
elastic media is investigated mathematically using the methods of Sakai. The 
displace~ents are ca~culated for the direct wave and the reflected and re
fr:fcted SH pulses. The displacements ·are calculated with reasonable assumed 
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velocities, rigidtties, and other constants and giYe results essentially the same 
as those of Pekeris (Geophys. Abs. 7044) .-D. B. TT. 

158-114. Honda, Hirokichi, and Nakamura, Kohei. On the reflection and re
fraction of the explosive sounds at the ocean bottom: TcH10ku Univ. 
Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 4, no. 3, p. 125-133,1953. 

Reflection and refraction at a solid sea bottom of explosive sounds originating 
in a point source in the water have been treated mathematically. When the 
velocities of the longitudinal and transverse waves of the floor are greater than 
the velocity of the sound waves in water, both kinds of waves are refracted back,. 
into the water from the bottom, after travelling some distance along the bottom 
surface at horizontal distances from the source larger than some definite critical 
values. Expressions of reflected and refracted waves are obtained for periodic 
as well as aperiodic cases. Some numerical examples are given.-D. B. V. · . . 

158-115. Van Melle, F. A. Note on "The primary seismic disturbance in shale" 
by N. Ricker and W, A. Sorge: Seismol. Soc. America Bull., v. 44, 
no. 2A, p. 123-125, 1954. 

Ricker and Sorge ( Geophys. Abs. 13~3) describe~ experiments which seem to 
be in agreement with a law of decay of amplitude of the earth-particle velocity 
from' small explosions with the-% power of the travel time. Computations of 
the ·energy in the compressional wave from a 1-pound shot of 60 percent dynamite 
at a distance of 722 feet (distance between shot and geophone in a hole in Pierre 
shale at Limon, Colo., listed by Ricker and Sorge) indicate that this energy is of 
the order of 0.05 percent of the chemical energy available. This agrees with 
experimental work done by a crew of Shell Development Co., although the Shell 
Yalues of the same order were found over a greater range than is compatible 
with a-% po.wer decrease of the velocity amplitude. 

Reflections ha,;e been observed with travel times of 7 to 8 sec (Geophys. ~bs .. 
12946). Extension of the -%power law to such travel times indicates that the 
velocity amplitude of the reflection, where speed contrasts are as high as 2: 1, 
will be so low that it falls below the particle velocity of the wind disturbance. 
If a higher output of energy per pound of explosive is assumed for the locality 
of Junger's experiments than for Pierre shale, then the difficulties for short 
travel times become serious. The indications are that the -% power law bas 
a rather narrow range of validity.-P. E. B. 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

158-116. Gamburtsev, G. A. Opticheskiye seysmonaklonomery [Optical seis
. moinclinometers] : Akad. Nan~ SSSR Izv. Ser. geofiz., no. 4, p. 305-
311, 1954. 

Seismoinclinometers are inclinometers capable of measuring very slow periodic 
undulations of the crust; two such instruments designed by Gamburtsev are 
described. The first consists. of a vertical pendulum whose bob oscillates in a 
viscous liquid; a horizontal crosspiece is fixed at the midpoint of the rod and 
carries at one erid a small mass, thus forming a horizontal pendulum capable of 
swinging in a horizontal plane due to the torsional resistance of the. rod of the 
first (vertical) pendulum. Another seismoinclinometer is obtained by the addi
tion of .a relatively heavy ·box capable of oscillating in the same plane as the 
first (vertical) pendulum around a horizontal axis situated beneath it. 
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J1Jither system contains a great number of elements capable of~ing so adjusted 
that the natnrnl periods of oscillation of the instruments range from 60 sec to 
4,800 sec, and the sensitivity can be varied within wide limits.-S. T. V. 

1G8-ll7. Gutierrez Burzaco, Jose Manuel. Cronometro a pendulo de gravedad 
para sismografo [Chronometer with gravity pendulum for seismo
graphs] : Meteros, afio 3, no. 4, p. 433-438, 1953. 

An improved chronometer bas been developed in the laboratories of the Servicio 
Meteorologico Nacional for use in seismological observations, in which the point 
of suspension of the pendulum is placed o,·ei· the anchor-shaped escapement by 
means of a double elastic lamina. 'l'he instrument has proved effective nnd 
reliable during tests.-~~. T. V. 

158-11.8. McKay, A. E. Review of pattern shooting: Geophysics, v. 19, no. 3, 
p. 421~37, 1954. 

Patterns of shot holes and patterns of seismometers are now standard· tech
niQue in many arens currently being surveyed by the seismograph. 'l'his paper 
reviews some of these pattern arrangements and shows comparison records in a 
number of ai·eas such as Nmv· Mexico, west Texas, western Oklahoma, Missis
sippi, and li'lorida. Although pattern shooting is definitely proven as a useful 
technique, it is not to be construed as a cure-all for difficult shooting areas.
A1l.t71-01''s abst1·act 

1G8-119. Vol11oni, Fernando. Nuevo metodo sismografico para el estudio de 
funclaciones de diques cle embalse [A new seismic method for the 
investigation of dam foundations]: Acta Cuyama de Ingenieria, v. 1, 
no. 1, p. 1-34, 19·53. · 

In a seismic refraction technique specially adapted for exploration of river 
beds across which dams are to be co~structed, shot points are located along a 
longitudinal section of the river and waves are recorded by geophones along an 
nrc reaching from one shore to the other or placed in the cross section containing 
the shot point. Depth to bedrock and thickness of alluvium .are determined 
from differences in travel times. Use of the method in two places in Argentine 
is described.-S. T. V. · 

158-120. Ez, V. V. 0 rezul'tatakh issledovaniy geofizicheskikb usloviy voznik
noveniya vnezapnykh vybrosov uglyn i gaza v ugol'nykb shakbtakb 
[Results of the investigations of the occurrences of otitbursts of gas 
and coal in coal mines] : Almd. Nauk SSSR Izv. Ser. geofiz., no. 3, 
p. 302-303, 1954. 

In a conference in 1953 sponsored by the Rl1ssian Academy of Sciences, the 
causes of and precautions against outbursts of gas and coal in eoal mines were 
discussed. Conditions producing bursts of solid material were studied tbeot:eti
cally and experimentally in the laboratory and in the field. The studies included 
continuous observation of the strength of the side walls in mines, using the seis
moacoustic method to determine the stress under whi£.h the wall is standing and 
the presence or abSence of cracks in it. Measurements of the seismic velocity 
in the wall of the mine are.said to give reliable information on the state of the 
wall or. supporting columns.-S. T.V. . 
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158-121. Roberts; F. A., and Dennison, A. T. A device for overcoming the 
effects of static on seismic shot signals: Geophys. Prosp., v. 1, no. 3, 

. p. 192-196, 1953. 

A simple. devi~e .for .sending an accurate series of signals at fixed intervals 
designed to minimize interference with radio transmission of refraction-time 
signals by electrical stor~s is described and illustrated schematically. With 
this system, which basically comprises a normal thyratro~ time base switched 
on by the ·breaking of the detonator link, the explosion of the charge gives a 
shot signal of the usual form which is then followed at regular intervals by a 
series of exa·ctly similar ones. As the signals occur at constant intervals, the 
position of any one of them can be computed from the position of any two 
others. If the first is obscured by interference, it is most unlikely that it would 
be impossible to measure at least 2 of the 30 or so signals that would appear 
on a normal record:-n. B. V. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC SURVEY DATA 

158-122. Hagedoorn, J. G. A process of seismic reflection interpretation: 
Geophys: Pr.osp., v. 2, no. 2, p. 85-127, 195.4. 

Seismic-reflection depth points are commonly plotted vertically below the shot 
point; or below a midpoint between the shot point and a detector. These verti
cally plotted positions are true positions only where there is no dip. However, 
a vertically plotted surfa·ce can be thought of as a transformation of the actual 
surface with a continuous point-to-point relationship; and therefore, the actual 
surface can be derived from it. 

A vertically plotted point ·must lie· on a surface of equal reflection time, which 
is also a surface of maximum ·concavity·. · It must also lie at the axis of a 
·surface of maximum convexity. When verti·cally plotted ·points describe· a 
::;urface. of maximum convexity, they -ar.e all reflected from a single· reflecting 
point which inust represent a sharp bencrdownward (such as a fault). 

By using chart~ .depicting surfaces of maximum concavity and convexity for 
the appropriate velocity distl)bution, it is possible to "migrate" vertically plotted 
points to their. true positions. The same ch~rts can be used either for two
,dimensi~nal- migration (on a. cross section) . or three-dimensi~nal migration (on 
a depth contour map) .-L. a. P . 

.158-123 .. -Press,.Frank, Oliver, Jack, and.Ewing, Maurice. Seismic model study 
of refractions from a layer of finite thickness : ·Geophysics, v. 19, 
no.3,p.38~01,1954. 

Two-dimensional· model studies of seismic-refraction arrivals indicate that 
determinations of velocity and depth may be unreliable if the ratio of wave
length to thickness of the layer is large. Experiments were made on a single 
layer, on 2 layers, and on 3 layers. Sheets of plexiglass, brass, and aluminum 
one-sixteenth of an inch thick (horizontally) were used as the lower, inter
-mediate, and higher velocity layers. The vertical thicknesses of the model layer 
ranged from :JA inch to 8 inches, .and spreads as long as 60 inches with detector 
-~pacings of 2 inches were used. Misleading velocities, particularly for greater 
:distanc~s and second. arrivals, were observed on the two- and three-layer models . 
. Masked layers, selective absorption in the overburden, and "echeloning" of 
'travel-time curves. were noted. Many of these phenomena are similar to thos.e 
observed in seismic-refraction field surveys. · They may explain in· part the 
discrepancies between well-shooting velocities and refraction velocities.-£. a. P. 
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l58-124. Posga~r, K~l.roly. Szeizmikus reflexios· meresek kozephibaja [Mean 
error of seismic reflection measurements] (With summaries in 
English and Russian): Magyar Allami Eotvos Lorand Geofiz. 
Intezet Geofiz. Kozlemenyek, kotet 3, szam 4, p. 41-54, 1954. 

A method of finding the mean error in seismi·c-reflection arrival times rapidly 
is presented in which the correction equations are deduced from equations for 
propagation times measured with symmetrically located seismometers. Practical 
·examples of its application are included.-D. B. V. 

158-125. T{trczy-Hornoch, A[ntal]. Zur Bestimmung der reflektierenden Ebene 
bei den seismichen Refiexionsmessungen [On the determination of 
the reflecting plane by seismic reflection measurements] : Geotisica 
Pura e Appl., v. 27, p. 87-97, 1954. · 

Adjustment of seismic-reflection data by conversion to equal geophone altitudes 
is u cumbersome method. A simpler way to increase the accuracy of determina
tion of reflection planes is to use indirect observations to obtain the most probable 
values of the velocity and the coordinates of the image of the shot point. Mean
square errors of the unknown quantities may be calculated from the adjustment. 
The avproximate value needed for the adjustment can· best be calculated from 
tlte linear equations.-.D. B. V. 

158-126. Bading, Rolf. Zur reflexionsseismischen Erfassung einer Bruchtek
tonik [On the seismic reflection interpretation of a fault structure] : 
Geol. Jahrb., Band 67, p. 73-82, 1953. 

Under favorable conditions it is possible to determine structure from seismic 
retlection data even in complexly faulted regions. Many examples of seismograms 
are given, showing the.effect of vertical layers and the angles of faults.-D. B. V. 

158-127. T{trczy-Hornoch, Antal. A terjedesi sebesseg metat{trozas{trol a re
flexi6s szeizmikus modszernel [Determination of propagation with 
the seismic reflection method] (With summaries in Russian and 
English) : Magyar Allami Eotvos Lorand Geoflz. Intezet Geofiz. 
Koslemenyek, kotet 3, szam 5, p. 55-69, 1954. 

Tarczy-Hornoch derives a formula for more precise determination of velocity 
for three seismometers, equally spaced along a line. For velocities greater than 
1,500 m per sec and 'depth greater than 1,000 m, wider spacing is necessary.
D.B. V. 

158-128. Reich, Hermann. Uber refl'ektierte Refraktionslmpulse [On reflected 
refraction impulses]: Geol. Jahrb., Band 67, p. 135-142, 1953. 

Certain impulses appearing in refraction seismograms and travel-time curves 
are obviously caused by reflections of the refracted waves, which may occur in 
the case of well-defined boundary vlanes that act as effective reflecting planes 
as well as "conductors" for the refracted impulse. Such contacts can be recog
nized in the Donau region, namely the upper surface of the crystalline basement, 
and the contact of the Maim limestone with the underlying Mesozoic rocks.-. 
D. B. V . 

. · 158-129. Helms, Hans von. Anwendungsmoglichkeiten kombinierter Refiexions:.. 
,. und Refraktionsmessungen insbesondere zur Bestimmung von 

Durchschnittgeschwindigkeiten [Possibilities of application of com-
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bined reflection and refraction measurements especially to the 
determination of average· velocities]: Geol. Jahrb., Band 67, 
p. 115-126, 1953 .. 

By means of c·alculations for the cases of two hori7.ontal layers and two in
clined layers and by practical· examples, the usefulness of combined reflection 
and refraction measurements is demonstrated. V\There true average velocity is 
known, the layer velocity of individual reflecting horizons, which also appear in 
the refraction travel-time curve, can be determined and from this, often, their 
stratigraphic position. Where the true average velocities are not known, but 
where it is reasonable to.assume that horizons appear simultaneously in reflection 
and refraction (as in the Oberkante of the Upper CTetaceous of northwestern 
Germany, f<?t; example), a satisfactory approximation of the average velocity 
can be determined by direct measurement. Depth determinations in reflection 
as well as refraction measurements can be made precise in this way.-D. B. V. 

158-130. Linsser, Helmut. Geometrische Probleme bei der Auswertung von 
Untertage-Seismogrammen [Geometric problems in the evaluation 
o.f underground seismograms] : Geol. Jahrb., Band 67, p. 127-134, 
1953. 

There are geometrical problems in the interpretation of seismic records made 
underground. The usual method of construction of the image .point is not 
applicable. Reflections must be calculated at each seismograph individually. 
From these a group of ellipsoids of rotation is obtained to which the refl'ection 
plane is tangential. When the ellipses are projected upon a level, the reflecting 
plane appears in a zone of aggregation. This method is valid only if the reflecting 
plane is perpendicular; otherwise a correction must be introduced in the con
struction of the ellipses. The case of very gentle dip and the evaluation of 
surveys on several levels are also discussed.-D. B. V. 

158-131. Mota, Lindonor. Perfil de refracao ~1 [The R-1 refraction profile] : 
Brasil Univ. Escola de 1i1inas Rev., ailo 18, no. 1, p. 27-30, 1H53. 

This is a practical example of the use of Mota's previously described method 
of determining the dip and depth of layers ( Geophys. Abs. 12821) . The profile 
considered is one in Riachao in the Estado do Maranhao.-.M. G. R. 

OBSERVATIONS OF SEISMIC WAVES 

158-132. Perri, Emilio. Sopra un'onda lenta superficiale provocata da esplosione 
vicina : I [On a slow surface wave produced by nearby explosions : 
I] : Geofisica Pura e Appl., v. 27, p. 7-29, .1954. 

Records of experimental explosions at Fegino (Genoa) show a surface wave 
having higher velocity than that of Rayleigh waves but appreciably less than 
that of shear waves, and anomalous dispersion. Analyzed mathematically, this 
wave is found to be a compound wave formed by superposition of a condensational 
and a distortional wave, both damped, having the' same frequency and same ini
tial phase. Absorption of energy in the (fJ and· z directions is considered. It is 
assumed that the wave is propagated along them axis, with the distortional wave 
having a lower absorption coefficient in the (JJ and z directions. 

Equations are derived for the phase velocity V * as functions of the respective 
specific velocities of the two· component waves, vl=(V*/!11); V2=(V*/!12) where 
01 _and !12 are, respectively, the velocities of undamped longitudinal and trans-
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verse waves in the same medium. The formulas are valid for any homogeneous 
isotropic medium. 

The phase velocity calculated according to Perri's formulas, 788- m per sec, 
is in good agreement with the experimental res.ults.-D. B. V. 

158-133. Caloi, Pietro. Onde longitudinali e trasversali guidate dall' astenosfera 
[Longitudinal and transverse '"aves guided by the asthenosphere] : 
Accad. Naz. Lincei Atti, 01. sci. fis., mat. e nat. Rend., v. 15, fasc. 6, 
p .. 352-357' 1954. 

Earthquake energy entering the asthenosphere may become channeled wilhin 
it, particularly if the focus is in it or near its boundaries-that is, at depths ·of 
50 to 200 krn. Seismograms of earthquakes with foci at 60 to 100 km, several 
of which are reproduced, show such waves clearly .-D. B. V. 

158-134. Honda, HirokichL Amplitudes of P and S, magnitude and energy of 
deep earthquakes: Ti'"lhoku Univ. Sci'. Repts., 5th ser., v. 3, no. 3, 
p. 138-143,. 1951. 

Analysis of. published constants AP and As, characteristic of the P and S 
amplitudes respectively, of deep earthquakes, shows that log AP and log As are 
proportional to the magnitude M given by Gutenberg and Richter; the energy 
ratio of S t.o Pis very large (15 or more) for deep earthquakes of small magni
tude, and smMl (less thaD' 1) for those ·of large magnitude ;~ an:d the. ell'ergies: of 
deep• earthquakes estimated by Gutenberg and Richter are proportional to those 
expected from the values of A.p and As.-D. B. V. 

158-13p. Hodgson, J. H., and Allen, J. F. Tables of extei1ded distance.s for PP 
and pP: Dominion Observatory Ottawa Pubs., v. 16, no. 11, p. 3G1:_ 
362, 1954. 

This paper is the third in a series extending Byerly's method of determining 
the direction of faulting in an earthquake to deep. focus earthquakes and per-

. mittiug the. use of secondary P phases. Het~e tables of extended distances are 
presented for the reflected wave rays PP and pP, for earthquakes of all focal 
depths down to 0.12 R. The tables are consistent with earlier ones for P, PKP, 
and PeP [see Geophys. Abs. 14287], so that the several phases can be used in a 
single solution.-A~tthors' abstract 

158-136. Honda, Hirokichi, and Ito, Hiroshi. On the reflected waves from 
deep focus earthquakes: Tohoku~ Uriiv. Sci. Repts·., 5th ser., v. 3, 
no. 3, p. 144-145, 1951. 

l\~l~thods of calculation .of the initial motion of P, S, pP, and ScS from· deep
focus earthquakes, that do not assume that energy leaves the focus equally in 
all directions are described. Studies of the initial motions of P, S, and ScS 
recorded near the epieenter of the deep earthquake of April 21, 1939; in the 
northern .Tapan Sea lead to the conclusion that the earth's core is liquid. Initial 
motions of P, pP, S, and ScS from the earthq,uake of February 20, 1931, in Siberia 
were calculated theoretically. for · Stuttgart, Kew, and Buffalo observatories 
from the P and S motions near the epicenter and found to. be consistent with 
those observed.-D. B. V. 

158-137. Ewing, Maurice, and Press, Frank. An investigation of mantle Ray
leigh waves: Seismol. Soc. America Bull., v. 44, no. 2A, ·P· 127-147, 
1954. 
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: Disper~ion. of Rayleigh wav~s for a new rang~. of_ periods ranging frQD;l_ 1 _to 7. 
minutes is described. Pertinent data are listed for R2, Ra, R4, R5, an~ Rr -~S;tyl~igb· 
'.Vav.es _·fo:cthree ,earthquakes recorded at Pasadena, with .Pasade~a ·D;lagnitu<les 
of 8 to.8.6 ... The data show that a single dispersion curv~ represents all the 
orders of Rayleigh waves and that there is no indication whatever of a systematic 
shift of· this curve with increasing length of path. The group velocity curve 
sliows a long-period and a short-period branch merging at a minimum value of 
3.54-kmps with·a corresponding period of ·about 225 sec. -Refraction and attenua
tion effects for these waves are negligible at the continental margins. Possibly 
the known variation of velocity with depth in the mantle .can account for the 
observ'ed dispersion. · 

Estimates of the absorption suggest that it can be ascribed largely_ to the effects 
of internal friction, w_hi<;h .may be specified by a dimensionless parameter Q. 
For periods of 140 and 215 sec, the absorption in the upper mantle is found to 
be gi.ven. by 1/Q=670X10-G. This is of .the same order as that reported from 
vibration. mell.surements at audio frequenCies on laboratory samples'·of cry~tlilline 
rock. at normal pressure and temperature.-P. E. B. 

158--138.- · Brilliant,_ Renee M., and Ewing, Maurice. Dispersion of Rayleigh 
waves across the U. S.: Seismol. Soc. America Bull., v. 44, no. 2A, 
p. 149-158, 1954. ' 

~ A ·.dispersion curve for Rayleigh waves traveling across the United States was 
computed: fr.om records for 6 stations lying approximately on a great circle path 
including the epicenters of two earthquakes in the Tonga area. The great circle 
path was nearly normal to the coast. A curve of the velocity of Rayleigh waves 
of each period for the oceanic part of the path was obtained by extrapolating 
to zero continental· path the arrival times at all the seismographic stations and 
converting these arrival times into the corresponding velocities. Comparison 
;with .theoretica,l curves of Ewing .and Press, after taking into account the 
depth of water, indicates thicknesses of unconsolidated sediment of 0.7 and 0.8 
km between the southern California coast and the Tonga and Solomon Islands 
respe<;tively.-P. E. B. 

15~139. Evernden, Jack Foord. Direction of approach Qf Rayleigh waves ~nd 
related problems (Part II) : Seismol. Soc. America B~ll., v. 44:, 
no. 21\, p. 159-184, 1054. 

Dat~ presented in ·Part I. of this paper :(Geophys. Abs. 156-10()) concerning 
determinations of azimuthal variations by tripartite methods a~e discussed in 
detail. 

Extensive wandering of the plane of polarization of seismic surface waves is 
due .. to variations in the azimuth of arrival of surface waves. This variation 
is in turn a function of the inhomogeneities in the.crtistallayers. The departures 
of surface-wave arrivals from station-to-epicenter ·g~eat-circle paths, when: inter.: 
preted on the basis of the theory of ray paths on a spherical shell, are shown 
to be consistent with the known differences between Padfic and continental 
structure. Surface waves arriving at Berkeley from a given earthquake do not 
have the nature of a continuous train of waves, but are characterized by the 
arrival of groups or packets composed of only a few per1ods. Thus the coda 
is not en_tirely a dispersion pheno~enon, but also has a scattered or r~fracted 
co_mpone:q.t .. On this basi~ the two horizontal _components of motion as recorded 
by paired seismographs do not necessarily show perfect in-ph_ase relationships. 
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The·.explanation lies iu simultaneous anivals from different azimuths,. not .in 
departures·· of. particle. motion from Rayleigh's :theory. It is concluded that 
transvel's~"motion ·does not exist in observed Rayleigh waves. Data on phase 
Yelocity. versus period in conjunction with this conclusion ·and earlier investi
gations of orbital motion indicate that current theory affords an adequate 
explanation of the characteristics of the observed Rayleigh waves. 
· Experimental phase and group velocity curves for Rayleigh waves, derived 

from the observed data, are induded.-P. E. B. 

158-140. Byerly, Perry, and Herrick, Charles. T phases from Hawaiian earth
quakes: Seismol. Soc. America Bull., v. 44, no. 2A, p. 113-121, 1954 . 

. · T phases, arising from earthquakes in Hawaii, have been studied on the 
reeords· at the Berkeley stations. Tabulated data are given on 17 earthquakes 
from 1929 to 1952. The records indicate that the larger part of the motion over 
the lan_4 path in California is not a longitudinal wave in all probability. Periods 
of T. reeorileo. range from 0.25 to 0.7 sec. On both Wood-Anderson horizontal 
and Benloff:·vertical·instruments the period occurring· most frequently is 0.5· sec. 
Waves of this period are found throughout the T phase. The waves of 0.25 
sec period usually appear in the small motion at the beginning and. at the end 
of T·recorded by the Benioff instruments .. Those with pe.riods between 0.35 sec 
and 0.45. sec occur most often as groups or. pulses, with the -largest amplitudes 
in the maximum motion. Waves with periods greater than ·0.5 sec always 
appear in the groups of maximum motion. Those with periods as great as 0.7 
sec were :found only on the Wood-Anderson records. 

The speed of T on the Hawaiian land path was determined from times of 
the beginning. of the T group at the Berkeley station. A line representing a 
speed of ·a kmps, a value currently very popular in seismology, could be drawn 
through the scatter of points. Similarly, a value of 6 kmps could be used for 
the land 'path in California, although 7 kmps would fit the data better. Cor
rection of the travel times with the value 6 kmps for land paths ·yields a mean T 
speed in water of 1.47 kmps, the value given by Ewing, Press, and Worzel for 
the spe,ed·of the maximum ofT from shocks in the West lndies.-P. E. B. 

158--141. BA.th, Markus. A study of T phases recorded at the Kirunl;l. seismo
graph station: Tell us, v. 6, no. 1, p. 63-71, 1954. 

Five cases of clear T phases from earthquakes in the Norwegian Sea recordNl 
at Kiruna since 1951 are studied. To the author's knowledge these observa
tions are the first of this kind in Europe and also the first so far to the north
on the borders of the Arctic Ocean. It is verified that T propagates as a sound 
wave through the water. Different phases, constituting T, have been identified, 
travelling along the land path as Pg, Sg, and a third wave with a land velocity 
of 2.7 kmps, probably an S wave in more superficial layers than granite. The 
conditions for sound-channel transmission in the .ocean are studied. The effi
cient use which can be made of the T phase in epicentre locations is illustrated 
with .a particular. case. The period of T is remarkably constant and equal to 
0.5 sec. By amplitude .calculations it is shown among other things that different 
submarine earthquakes are not equally efficient in producing a T phase; reasons 
for this behaviour are discussed. A theoretical explanation is given for the 
fact that at the same time as the amplitude of T may be larger than that of 
P at Kiruna, there is no T, but a clear P recorded at Uppsala._:_A.uth01·'s abstract 
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1~142. · Wadati, K[iyoo], and Inouye, W [in]. On the T-phase of seismic" waves 
. observed in. Japan: Geophys. Mag., v. 25, no. 3·-4, p. 159·465, 1954. 

Clear-c1,1t T-phases have been observed on the records of 29 earthquakes origi
nating near Japan. The velocity observed in the intermediate earthquake of 
June 6, 1951, was 1.47 kmps, on the basis of 5 observations. A similar velocity 
was found for· the deep earthqual.:e of March 6, 1951, on the basis of 4 observations. 
These and other observations confirm that the velocity of the T-phase· coincides 
with the velocity of sound waves propagating throtigh the sound channel around 
Japan. The amplitude of. the phas~ is increased if the epicentral distanc~ .of the 
c.ontin~nt:;t~ slope is about the same as the deptl;l of f.ocus. T~is suggests that the 
T-phase may originate as a SV-wave incident on the continental. slope and 
refracted into the water as well as a boundary wave tlirough the channel where 
the energy is concentrated.-M. 0. R. 

Tuve, Merle A., Tatel, Howard E., and Hart, Pembroke .T. Crustal structure 
from seismic exploration .. · See Geophys. Abs. 158-215. 

·EARTHQUAKE OCCURRENCES AND EFFECTS 

158-143. :Suzuki, Ziro. A statistical study on the occurrence ·of small· earth
quakes, I: Tohoku Univ: Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 5; no. 3, p. ~77...:..182, 

1953. 

If the empirical relation n(a)8a=ka~m8a between the maximum trace ampli
tudes a an,d the number of earthquakes n (a) found by Ishimoto and !ida holds 
good at. an observation station, then a similar formula f (A) 8.A=K.A-m8.A should 
be .valid "for the distribution of the maximum amplitude at the hypocenter .A. 
Th~ result·. is independent of the mode of amplitude· attenuation by th~ prob::~.ga
tion of seismic waves and the distribution of the earthquakes in the seismic 
region.:-111. 0. R. 

158-144 .. Wadati, K[iyoo], and Iwai, Y. ~rhe minute investigation of seismicity 
in Japan (1) : Geophys. Mag., v. 25, no. 3-4, p. 167-173, 1954. 

Studies of the distribution of earthquakes of magnitudes greater than 5 be
tween 1926 and 1952 ·in the Kwanto and Kyushu districts of Japan show there 
is a marked tendency toward increasing focal depths progressively .landward and 
inland from the trench offshore to the volcanic zone. Earthquakes of inter
mediate depth occur frequently in the region of active volcanoes, but are prac
tically unknown in other areas. There may. be no direct relationship. between 
the occurrence of intermediate earthquakes and current volcanic activity,. but 
in Japan the coincidence seems to be "too remarkable to be regarded 
accidental."-111. 0. R. 

158-145. Murauchi, Sadanori. A study of the variation in the seismic activity 
before and ·after great earthquakes. First Rept. :· Tokya Nat. Sci. 

·. Mus. Bull., no.· 30, p. 6-20, 1951. 

In a preliminary study of. the variation of seismic activity before and after 
the great Nankaido earthquake of 1946, shocks in selected areas were tabulated 
for 30-day, 24-hour, and 30-minute intervals over a 2 year period. Whenthere is 
a noticeable difference in activity after the earthquake, it is reasonable to 
conclude that the condition of the crust has changed in that region.-D. B. V. 
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1.58-U6. ~ :Beiopsov, V. V. K voprosu o metodakh seymicheslmgo rayonirovaniya 
[On the methods of ·seismic zoning] : Akad. Nauk SSSR Izv. Ser. 
geofiz., no. 3, p. 209-222,.1954. 

The seismotectonic method of zoning, as proposEd by Gubin, is based on the 
assumed correlation between ·eaTthquakes and tectonic dislo.cations :on the'si:irface 
o.f the earth. When at any .point of such a tectonic line a new differential move
ment is observed, the entire length of this rupture is considered to be seismically 
endangered. 

Belousov points out that the epicenters of many recent earthquakes in the Cau-
. casus are along lines perpendicular to geologically established lines of rupture, 

indicating movements at great depth not apparent at the surface of the earth. It 
is necessary to investigate the crust by geophysical methods to a depth determined 
by the 'depth of the foci of these earthquakes, and to make more precise obser
vations of even feeble seismic sho.cks and to record t~em continuously. Only 
after sufficient obseTvations of .seismic movements to great depth in a region 
ar.e available will it be p.ossible to establish correlations between .these move
ments.and the earthquakes .at the surface. The seismotectonic method provides no 
information about the movement .of such earthquakes. The intensity of seismic 
shocks at a given point can only ,be said to be inversely ;proportional to the 
distance from tl1e point to the conjectured rupture. In summary Belousov.says 
that· the suggested 'seismotectonic method of· zo'ning is no· method at· all untess 
it can :give the answer to the ·questions about the time of a future earthquake, 
lts intensity, and the area affected.-S. T. V. 

158-147. Gubin, I. Ye. 0 seysmicheskom rayonirovanii yugo-zapadnoy Turk
menU [On the seismic ·zoning of southwestern Turkmen S. S. R.] : 
Akad. Nauk SSSR Izv. Ser. geofiz., no. 3, p. 223-243, 1954. 

A seismotectonic map of southwestern Tur.kmen S. S. R. was constructed on 
which seismic conditions of this 11egion are shown. Certain possible foci at 
great depth on Kopet Dag and on the Malyy Balkhan, not associated with known 
g~ologic structures, are not taken into account. The intensity of seismic shocks 
at these foci has never exceeded 3-4; if the deep shocks .should reach even 
intensity 6 or 7, it will be necess~try to modify the zoning map because no more 
violent earthquakes in these regions can be expected. The constructed map is 
more detailed than the existing seismostatistical maps of 1949 and 1951, but is 
not considered finaL-S. T. V. 

158-148. Krestinkov, V. 'N. Istoriya razvitiya stJmktury i seysmichnost' sever
nogo Tyan'-Shanya [The structural history and seismicity of north
ern Tien Shan]: Akad. Nauk. SSSR Izv. Ser. geol., no. 3, p. 92-108, 
1954. 

Earthquakes in the northern Tien Shan from 1770 to 1952 are listed. Instru
mental data have been available since 1885. The distribution of epicenters 
indicates that there are two seismic zones, southern and northern, with an 
aseismic zone between. However, the apparent lack of seismicity in the latter 
may be due to the sparseness of population in that area; many shocks recorded 
instrumentally could have centered in this so-called quiet zone without having 
been reportEd. The southern seismic zone follows the boundary betwe-en two 
large scale structural complexes, the southern Tien Shan uplift and the Tarim
sky massif. The structure of the northern zone is considerably more compli
cated.-D. B. V. 
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158-+149 .. Tanabashi; .. Ryo~ ·and Jshizaki; Hatsuo .. : Earthquake damages and 
elastic properties of the ground:. Kyoto Univ. Disaster Prevention 
Research Inst. Bull., no. 4, 70 p., 1953·. 

T.he results of several-years' study of the relation between the nature of the 
ground ahd earthquake damage to wooden ·buildings, by statistical examination 

·of destroyed buildings and experiments. with .elastic waves, are summarized in 
this .paper. The damage· is found: to be roughly proportional to hi/1J•,~ where 
1J,=velocity of surface waves and h,'=thiclmess of the surface layer .(co-r-
rectE.d) .. --D. B. V. . . 

158-150. , Steinbrugge, Karl V., and Moran, Donald F. An engineeri'ug.study ~f 
, the Southern California earthquake of. July. 21, 1952, and ~t~ after
· shocks: Seismol. Soc. America Bull., v. 44, no. 2B, p. 201-462, 1954. 

This is a very detailed study of the damage to various structures by the· eartli
quake of· July 21, 1952, and its aftershocks, including that of August 22, 1952. 
The damage to buildings, refin'eries and pun:ipirig plants, oil wells, storage tanks, 
·roads: and. bridges, ·and·vilrious·other. items is discussed iri detail wifh:a.:View to 
evaluating· the effectiveness of current earthquake-resistive design, and aiding 
earthquake-insurance underwriters. Many photographs and maps are inCluded, 
as are diagrams showing structural failures.-P. E; B. 

• ' ~ ! ' 

.158-151.'. Ericksen, George. E., Concha, Jaime Fernandez, and Silgado F .• 
~nrique. The Cusco, Peru, ear~thquake of May 21, 1950: :Seismol. 
Soc. Aille~ica Bull., v. 44, no. 2A, p. 97-112, 1954. 

The· epicentral ·area of the Cusco earthquake, within which buildings were 
e~tensively da~aged,. covered only about 12 km2 within the Cusco (Cuzco) Basin, 
and the earthquake may be considered local in. effect. The depth of .f-6CUS prob~ 
ably wa·s: b~tween. 8 and 9 km. ·'I·he maximum intensity in the epicentrai area 
was estimated to be 7 on the modified .Mercalli scale, and the acceleration was 

·less than 390 gals. ·' The· extensive damage in the epicentral area is attributed 
largely to poor construction and· the age of buildings. The buildings that were 
most seriously damaged were colonial churches 250 to 300 years old; old a'dobe 

·houses,: and new houses of combined adobe. and rock or brick construction. 
Many of (he. buildings that were destroyed in this earthquake· had preV:iously 
been damaged during an ea.rthquake in 1941. · 

li'rom a summary of the geology of the Cusco Basin· it is concluded' that the 
most extensive damage was. to buildings resting on thick, water-saturated,. alluvial 
gravels.--:-P. E. B. 

158-152. Tandon, A. N. Study of the great .Assam. earthquake of August 1950 
and its aftershocks: Indian Jour. Meteorology and Geophysics, v. 5, 
no.2,p.95-137,1954. 

The epicenters _and origin time of the major earthquak~ of August ·15, 1950, 
and of 54 aftersh.ocks that occurred by the end of April 1951 were determined 
by a least-squares solution based on the Jeffreys-Bullen (1940) tables ... The main 
shock occurred at i4b 09m 28.58 G. m. t. at lat. 28.46° ·N, long. 96.66° E .. After
shocks were scattered within the area bounded by lat. 24.39° and 31.20° .:N and 

long. 90.35° and 97.26° E. Magnitudes were determined from the dat_a of Indian 
. stations, that of the niain shock as 8.5 and of aftershocks from 5~3 to 7.0. 
Depths of foci were all shallow. Velocities of P, P*, J>: S, S*, anQ. __ ~-_were 
determined to be 7.91, 6.55, 5.58, 4.46, 3.85, and 3.43 kmps, respectively. The 
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·depth of the granitic layer· is 24.8 km arid· of the' intermediate layer 2.15' km 
(means from P and S observations). Extensive tables are included._.:M, O; R. 

'158-153. S:uzuki, Ziro; Noritomi, · Kazuo; Ossaka,· ·Justo; and T:iikagf',': Akio. 
On the tmiami in Sanriku: District accompanying the Tokachi earth
quake, March 4, 1952: Toboku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 4, no. 3, 
p. 134-138; 1953. 

,. . ,, 

. Wave .heights and fronts of the tsunami of M:arch 4, 1952, in. t}?.e 'Sa1,1riki.t 
districthave been compared with those of the Sanriku tsunami of Mat;~li.2~ 1933. 
~,ne;.d~~~~ti.P,n .of:.w.a ye fro.~ t~. i~: di~e~~en t. in. the nort4ern part ·of the .area, out 'is 
similar inthe southern. The maximum height in the area in the 1952 tsunanii 

·was 2.1 mat OtQmoura.-,P. B. V. . . ·· .... · ; 

158-154·. · .. Kato, Yoshio; Noritomi, Kazuo; Ossaka, Justo; and Takagi, A:kio. 
· Report of tunami in Shizugawa Harbour accompanying Tokachi 

earthquake on March 4, 1952: Tohoku Univ. Sci. Repts., 5th ser., v. 4, 
no.3,p.143-145,1953. 

Wave heights at various points of observation in Shizugawa Harbo:u~. Tohoku, 
.from the· tsunamiof March 4, 1952 (ID;aximum, 1.2 in), have been .compared 
with the results of model experiments carried out in a tank by Ogiwara .an.d 
Okita; good agreement was found.-D. B. V. 

158-155. Suzuki, Ziro, and Nakamura, Kohei. On the heights of th~.t1wami ou 
,,.'March 4; 1952, in the district near Erimomisaki: Tohokri, UP,-~.v. Sc·i. 

Repts., 5th ser., v. 4, no. 3, p. 139-142, 1U53. · · · ' 

o'bser:v.ations. of heights of the tsunami of March 4, 1952, on the eastern and 
western shores of Erimo-misaki, Hokkaido, show that there is no evidence that 
the western part of the cape was in the shadow zone, which it would have been 
if the ts.unami had been generated at the epicenter and had a short wave.length. 
The ma;i:ipmm height was n~arly 4 m atKirittapu.-D. B. v.. . . 

158-1~. 

SEISMIC SURVEYS 

Officer, C. B., [Jr.], and Ewing, Maurice. Geophysical investigations 
in tlie emerged and submerged Atlantic Coastal Plai~,' :Pa.rt' VII: 
Continental shelf, continental slope; and continenbtl rise south of 
Nova Scotia: Geol. Soc. America Bull., v. 65, no. 7, p. 65~7o; 195.4. 

rl"he results of a series of refraction profiles made over the continental· shelf 
south of Nova Scotia and (l.Xtending down to the adja<:ent deep basin are reported. 
The resulting geologic and crustal sections show the manner in which· the grada
tion from continent to ocean takes place. The Coastal plain sediments reach a 
maximum thickness of around 20,000 feet on the gently sloping area at the 
bottom of the continental slope and thin further seaward. The crystalline base
ment of metamorphic rocks and granites over Nova Scotia gradually thins under 
the continental margins and pinches out toward the ocean basins. ·It drops 

. abruptly und~r the continental slope from 5,000 feet to 20,000 feet. The Mohoro
vi<:!ic discontinuity is measured on a single profile at a depth of 52,000 feet under 
the continental rise.-.Authors' abstract 

158-157. Beatty, W. B. Shallow exploration for iron ore with the r·eflection 
seismograph: Explosives Engineer, v. 31, no. 6, p. 172-174, 187, 1953. 
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A description of Stanford Research Institute's shallow reflection experiments 
in Minnesota. See also Geophys. Abstract 14119.-L. 0. P. 

158-158 .. Miihlen, W[alter] von zur, and Tuchel, G. A study of well velocity 
data . in. nor.th 'v.est~ Germany : Geophys. · Prosp., v. 1, ·no.· 3, p."t159-170, 
1953. 

The article is based on data from 74 seismic well velocity surveys in northwest 
Germany. 

The effect of ov•erburden is illustrated by means of diagrams representing 
interval velocities against depth. To eliminate observational errors and litho
logical variationsfrom well to well, interval velocities from about the same depth 
are averaged. Thus, relatively uniform curves are obtained for lower Tertiary, 
Upper Cretaceous, and Lower Cretaceous (Albian), making the effect of over
burden better evident than from individual observations. The vertical gradient 
of velocity for these geological sections are given. Furthermore, they are com
pared with curves for Lower Tertiary and Cretaceous .obtained. in North America. 
Due to its high lime content, the Upper Cretaceous of northwest Germany has a. 
much higher velocity than that observed in the Cretaceous of North America. 
The curves for shales of the Lower Tertiary and Lower Cretaceous (Albian), 
however, are similar in both countries. In older formations, on the other hand, 
for ·examp~e-Jura·ssic and Triassic, lithologic character has the ·dominant.intlu
ence and the effect of overburden is rather small and often searcely noticable. 

The data considered cover a depth range down to 2,700 meters. The interval 
velocit~es are generally based on the use of various equal intervals.-.Authors' 
abstract 

Rosenbach, Otto. A comparison. of the second derivative method of gravity 
interpretation with reflection sei'smics and geological findings in the Offenburg 
area. See Geophys. Abs.158-14. 

158-159. Cassinis, R., and Carabelli, E. Misure sismiche di spessore del 
ghiaccio · al ghiacciaio dei 'Forni (Lombardi a) [Seismic measure
ments of the thickness of ice in the Forni ·glacier (Lombardia)] : 
Riv. Geofisica Appl., anno 14, no. 2, p. 87-99, 1953. 

An experimental seismic survey was made to determine the most reliable and 
convenient way of obtaining the thickness of the ice of a glacier. A standard 12-
channel seismograph system with all 12 channels responding well to low-fre
quency waves of 6 to 10 cycles per second was used. It is recommended that in 
siinilar•surveys reflected waves of much higher frequency as h~gh. as ... 100 ·cycles 
per second be used. Shot holes should be very shallow (about 1 m deep), and 
geophones ·should be distributed with spacing of only 10 m along two profiles .cross
ing one another. Explosive charges must be small, not more than 180 gr. The 
distance from the shot point to geophones must be selected so that refl'ected 
impulses arrive at geophones before the direct transverse waves. The interpre
tation o:f the data was ·made according to the procedure of S. M. Rock ('See 
Geophys. .Aibs. ·4338). The results ·were. checked by shooting one refraction 
profile, about 1 km long, along the axis of the valley. Good agreement was 
found ·between these results, as well as with the geology of the area.-.S. T. V. 

Vecchia, Orlando. Geophysical investigations for a dam on the lake of Molven·o 
(Venezie :Tridentina). See Geopbys. Abs. 158-105. 
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MICROSEISMS 

158-160. Imbert, Bertrand. Microseismes et boule dans l'Ocean Indien sud 
[Microseisms and .swell in the southern Indian Ocean] : Ai:males 
Geophysique, tome 10, no. 2, p. 175-184, 1954. 

The presence of some 70 miles of pack ice around the coast of Adelie Land, 
combined with the fact that Australia and New Zealand are approximately 3,000 
km. away, indicates that the microseisms recorded in Adelie Land must; have 
been generated in water 2 to 4 km deep. A further more general check is given 
for data. from. a number o{ coastal·obsen;atories. · It indicates a ·lineartrela:tion
ship between periods and depths in agreement with a theoretical relationship, 
of Press and Ewing, for deep water. A discussion is given of the different ocean
ographical factors which, inside a barometric low, can modify the amplitudes 
of microseisms. Empirical curves are pre.sented for several relationships, in
cluding those of amplitudes of microseisms and swell versus the translational 
speeds of barometric lows. The effect of rotation of the winds is important and 
the coalescing of two "fetches" with different mean ~irections. will produce a 
swell that _generates microseisms of amplitude involving a certain amplitude 
factor. The application of a formula to data. on microseism storms at Macquaric 
Island leads to an amplitude factor of the same order of magnitude as that 
derived for this case from the theory of Longuet-Higgins. The results are thus 
in accord with the theory of Longuet-Higgins according to which microseisms 
are generated by standing waves at sea.-P. E. B. 

158-16L Inou~e,. W[in], Hirouo, T., and Murai, G. Microseisms and .surf: 
Geophys. Mag., v. 25, .no. 3'--4, p. 175-183, 1954. 

Comparisons of microseisms observed at Tokyo arid sea waves recorded at 
Jogashima,. 60 km south of Tokyo, from March 16- to October 31, 1952, confirm 
Longuet-Higgins theory on the period of microseisms. The ~·elation observed 
between the amplitudes of the microseisins and the corresponding sea waves 
and the positrons of the cyclones and cold fronts, suggests that microseisms are 
generated in two places, the sea bottom near a coast and the ocean .basin about 
the cyclone center, as suggested by Longuet-Higgins.-M. C. R. 

158-1'62. Darbyshire, J. Structure of microseismic waves: estimation of direc
tion of approach by comparison of vertical and horizontal com
ponents: Royal Soc. London Proc., Ser. A, v. 223, no. 1152, p. 96-111, 
1954 .. 

Analysis of microseisms recorded at Kew Observatory on 8 to 10 October 1951 
affords further confirmation of the wave-interference theory of microseism gen
era:tiont,"' and -allows those· of 8 to 10 October to be attributed to a fast .moving 
depression between the Azores. and Iceland. 

Although the bearing of the microseism generating area changes by more than 
90° during the period investigated, there is no appreciable difference in the ratio 
of the mean amplitudes of the_ north-south and east-west horizontal components 
as would be expected if the~fu;icroseisms .consisted entirely of Rayleigh waves. 
An investigation of the phase differences between the three components, using 
Lee's method, suggests that the microseisms consist of Rayleigh and Love waves 
in comparable proportions. Making use of this assumption, the vertical compo
nent, which is not affected by Love waves, is correlated with the two horizontal 
components with an electronic correlating device, and the bearing of the micro-
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seism area can be deduced from the correlation coefficients. The calculated 
bearings agree reasonably well" with those obtained from tbe meteorolQgical 
chartS~· · · · · · · ·.. , · 

Th~ ·beS:ring of a storm oi1:12 ·to 15 November 1945, studied in a previous paper, 
was.=also-:ca:lcula'ted·.sati'sfactorily ,..:....;.Autlio'r' 8 abstr'a~t ·' 

ISOTOPE STUDIES AND AGE DETERMI::NATIONS 

158--163. Vinogradov, A. P. Geokhimiya isotopov [The geochemistry of iso-
. topes] : Akad. Nauk SSSR Izv. Ser. geol,., no. ·3, p. 3-19, 1954. 

This is a. review of contemporary knowledge of the isotopes of the elements in 
the lith<>si>here, hydrosphere, and atmosphere and their bearing on fundamental 
geologic ·problems such as the age of the ~arth as a whole and of individual pQr
tio:ns of. the .crust; origin of the atmosphere·; d.istribution .of oxygen, sulfur, 
catbori, :~it.d: hydrogen in the crust ;,:and the. relation between hypogene 'and 
hypergene processes.-D. B. V. 

158-164. Damon, Paul E. An abundance model for ·Iead isotopes based.l;lpon 
the continuous creation of the earth's sialic crust: ·Am> Goophys. 
Union Trans., v. 35, no. 4, p. 631-635,1954. · · · 

.' . 4 ma·th~matical model for common lead. isotope ratiOS· has be~n· derived on 
tl\e'b~_sf~·of·\ynsorr··s hypothesis· that the continents-have been growing through
ou.t ge.ologic' thi:u~ by segregation from an originaUy uniform simati~·_crust. .·The 
age of the sialic crust in Holmes' modef is nearly the same as. the. age . of the 
ancient: n,uclei of the continents in thi~ model. . In the model based on co~tinuous 
creation of sialic material it ~ay be assumed. that l~ad can.b.e derived from either 
sima or sial or both, ·and the known variations in common lead isotope ratios may 
thus ·be explained. An attempt should be made to correlate lead.isotope ratios 
on a region:al basis. The ratios are not considered quantitative criteria for-age 
of depoSition.-M. 0.- R . . · ... · · .. 

158--165 .. ·Bagge, E ... Isot()pen-Bestimmungen als .Hilfsmittel paUiontologischer .. 
. : ·~:.:· .: Forschung [Isotope determinations as an ·aid to paleontological 

. research]: .Umschau,. Jahrg. 54, Heft 12, p.·36~66, 1954: . 

The new field of research which can be called "isotope paleontology" applies 
the i~of~~ ratios of 012 arid 0 13 an~ 0 16

,. 0 17
, and 0 18 to pale'ontological problems. 

CarbOn of plant origin can be distinguished from that of Umestone or·volCanic 
origiri by'Ihearis'of the isotope ratios (012

: 013=~1-93: 1, 81-89:1, and 89-90:1, 
re~pectively). The 0 18 abundance in shells is an indication or" the· teml;>et:atu.re 
of the seai:dnwhich they were secreted.-D. B. V. 

158-166. : Kohman, Truman P. Geochronological significance of extinct natural 
radioactivity : Sdence, v. 119, no. 3102, p. 851-852, 1954. 

: Ail extinc't ·naturai radionuclide is define~ as an unstable nuclide whose half 
life is· sufficiently short to have resulted in complete decay since the presumed 
origin of the elements but sufficiently Ion~ to ha~jroduced identifi~ble effects. 
Such a half "life would have to be between 3 X 10· ·and 2 or 3 X 10 H year if the 
universe ·and the elements are 4 to 8 X 10 D years old and chemical fractionations 
of elements yielding products now accessible took place no earlier than 3X10 11 

year after.the formation of the elements. Extinct n·atural radioactivity, if it 
exists and is detectable, should be useful in determining the times -of ancient 
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geologic•·events associated with the formation of appropriate minerals, as there 
would exist a functional relationship between the age of the mineral that once 
contained an extinct natural radionuclide and the quantity of the radiogenic 
product. An experimental search for such extinct natural radionuclides is 
reported· under way in the laboratories of the Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Dep&rt!ment of Chemistry . .....,-M.·O. R. 

158-167. Carr, Donald R., and Kulp, J. Lauren~e. Dating with natural radio
active carbon: New York Acad. Sci. Trans., ser. 2, v. 16, no. 4, p. 175-
181, 19"54. 

: A review of the methods, techniques, and appli-cations of carbon-14 dating.
M.O.R. 

158-168. : Straaten, L. M. J. U. van. Radiocarbon· datings and charges· of ·sea 
level at Velzen (Netherlands) : Geologie· en Mijnbouw, jaarg. 16, 

-no. 6, p. 247-252, 1954. 

· · On: the basis of radiocarbon age determinations combined with detailed geo
logical investigations, van Straaten concludes that the ·average rise of sea level 
has been much slower during the last 4,000 years than in the preceding period. 
Be-cause· of· the errors in.herent in both the radiocarbon dating and geologic 
ev~dence~ 'thr_e~ -different" interpretations are given for the relative. changes. in 
s'ea·I~vel, ·one of which is regarded' as most probable:-D. B. V. . · 

158-169. Bruet, E. L'Qge absolue de la der.niere grande eruption peleene de 
la Soufriere de la Guadeloupe [The absolute age of the last great 

· · .. ·':'· · peh~ean eruption of the Soufriere of Guadeloupe]: Bull. ~olcanolog., 
~t' .t ~ 

ser, 2, tome 13,'p. 105-107,:1953. ' 

. · In a previous paper, B~uet and Aubrat fixed the date of the last great peleean 
eruption· of the Soufriere as pre-Columbian, probably not earlier than the year 
1000. Since then, two deposits have been discovered which contain much wood 
charred during that eruption; Carbon-14 determinations made at Columbia Uni· 
versity .on .two samples give an age of 550±150 years, which is in good agreement 
,\rith ea.rller conclusions. -D. B. V. · . · · 

~ . ; ; 

158-170. Rankama, Kalervo. The isotopic -constitution of carbon in ancient 
rocks as an indicator of its biogenic or nonbiogenic origin: 
Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta, v. 5; no. 3, p .. 142-152, 1954 .. 

A lower "iimit of 90.5 for the C u;c 18 ratio of biogenic· ~arbon may be ipferred 
from Wickman's measurements. In the absence of ge_ologic evidence to the 
conttary:, carbon in shales, slates, and schists may be c6nsidered biogenic if its 
isotopic composition is within the biogenic range.-M. 0. R. . .. 

148-171.. Suess, Hans E. ·Natural radiocarbon measurements by acetylene 
counting: Science, v. 120, no. 3105·, p. 5-7,1954. 

A new standardized method for the determination of radiocarbon for age 
measurements, involving acetylene counting, has been developed and is in use 
in the U; S. Geological Survey. The acetylene gas is produced in a ·series of 
chemical reactions in which carbon dioxide from the sample is combined with 
ammonium hydroxide to . produce ammonion carbonate arid water, ·strontium 
chloride is added to precipitate strontium carbonate, the carbonate is reduced 
to a carbide by reaction with an excess of magnesium powder in an -evacuated 
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stainless steel tube, the reaction product· dumped' into water inside· an evacuated 
system, the gases thus formed dried by passing them through a trap·cooled by 
a:n acetone mixture and· a Drierite column, and the acetylene condensed in a 
liquid nitrogen trap. The principle of the counting technique is that developed 
by Libby; with the cosmic ray background eliminated by a ring ·of ,cosmtc~ray 
counters in anticoincidence with the sample. counter. Pulses are amplified in 
a linear amplifier of a NICC methane counter Model 117 and fed into an RCL 
anticoincidence circuit· Mark 15 Model 40 ·and registered. The advanui•ges of 
the· method are that only a small sample ( 1 g) is required, less than 12 man-hours 
of work are required for preparation of the acetylene, .and the stabilit~~f. the 
CO~nti.ng system and reproducibility of absolute .. c01;mting . rates elimi,nate the 
need for more than one check run every 2-3 weeks.-.M. 0. R. 

158-172.. S~ess, Hans. E; U. S. Geolog,ical Survey radiGearboD: dates. I: ~<deuce, 
. v,120, no. 3117, p. 467-473, 1954. 

Radiocarbon dates obtained by acetylene counting are repo:rted for 63 samples. 
The ages; of most of the_samples were determined to date pre.-Mankato substages 
of the last. glaciation. The dates show that a major glacial advance. took place 
in. N or.th America some 20,000 years ago, and reached. its maximum extent between 
18,000 and_19.,000 years. ~gol penetrating, at. least in Iilinois, farther south than 
any other previous. stage. of Wisconsin glaciation. Other samples w.ere ~easured 
as part of investigations of changes of. water temperature with time along the 
California coast, late Pleist'ocene se~-level. cha:g.ges, and archeological and mis
cella:neoti's geolog~c.pr9blems.~.i1f .... a. R. 

158:-173. Potzger, J. E., and. Courtemanche,, Albert. A radiocarbon date of peat 
from James Bay in Qu~bec: _Science, v. 119, no. 31~4, p. 908, 1954 . 

.. Radiocarbon dating or· samples from 19 bogs in Quebec indicate that. forests 
migrated northward during. the warm. dry (xerothermic) period of post gJacial 
times; some. varieties had extended their range as far as James Bay but h~ve 
since been depressed southward abo{Jt350 miles.-.M. f!. R. · · 

15s:-174. Geiss, Johannes. Isotopenanalysen an "gewohnlichem Blei" 'rlsotope 
analyses on "common lead"] : Zeitschr. Naturforschung, Ba'nd· 9a, 
Heft 3, p. 218-227, 1954. 

· This paper presents the results of a mass spectrometer investigation of the 
isotope ratios of nonradiogenic leads in 30 samples ·of galena from various places. 
The results are tabulated under the headings Pb204/Pb206.100, Pb207/Pb206.100, 
and ~b208/Pb206.100. In a detailed analysis of these data, the question of original 
lead (that formed with the earth's crust) and lead_ subsequen_tly formed· by 
disintegration, and their bearing on age determinations, are explored.:-:-~· B. V. 

158.-175. Epstein, S[amuel], and Mayeda, T. Variations of 0 18 content of waters 
from natural sources: Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta, v. 4, no. 5, 
p. 213-224, 1953. 

The oxygen isotopic analyses of marine and fresh waters, in conjunc:tion with 
salinity. data in the former case, provide information on evaporation and con
densation ptocesses in existing water bodies. A large fraction of the. fresh 
water removed. from the warm ocean current areas is isotopically similar to 
the ice and snow found in Greenland and in the mountains in the. northwest of 
North America rather than to the waters in the Great Lakes or typic~l rain 
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water. The lowering of ·salinity in the cold Alaskan and California currents 
se.ellilS. to .. be primarily due to meltwater from snow and ice. The existence of 
huge·-Dodies of ice and snow seems to _·play an important P,art in· -~~termining 
both isotopic composition and salinity of· shalloW'· ocean waters. The isotopic 
composition of fresh water varies over a large range and is dependent upon its 
history ani:l its source.-A:u.thors' summary 

158-176. G.entner, W., -P.rag, R., .and .Smits, F. Alterbestirnmungen nach der 
Kalium-Argonmethode unter Berlicksichtigung der Diffusion des 
Argons [A,ge determinations by .the potassium-argon method with 
I~egard to the diffusion of -argon] : Zeitschr. Naturfor.schnng, Band 
Sa, Heft 3, p. 216-217, 1953. 

In a previous investigation of the ·nuggingen potash deposits, it was shown 
that the abundanc~ of radiogenic argon in different layers varies, ;wJthin narrow 
limits;·· in .comparison to the corresponding .abundance of potassimn. · Measure
~enh~·~.~~th a sp~c:iaHy constructe<!bmass •speetr~meter ·now ·sho~ ·that the A •o 

content depends on crystal size, suggesting that the difference in argon content 
can be attributed to diffusion.-D. B. V. 

158-177. Grant, F. S. The geological signifkance of variations in the abun
dances .of .the isotopes of silicon in rocks: Geochim .. et Cosmochim. 
Acta, v. 5, no. 5, p. 225-242, 1954. 

Physical and chemical processes •which may lead to variations "in the isotopic 
content of rocks ·are discussed in -this paper, with special emphasis given to the 
processes of chemical exchange ·which ·may occur during the early stages of 
formation. Quantitative calculations 'deriving from physica-l understanding of 
these mechanisms have •been .applied whenever possible to the case ·of silicon, 
and lead to certain conclusions relating the isotopic abundances o'f silicon to the 
geological history of the mineral. They are: limits may be calculated 'for the 
isotopic content of rocks which formed in equilibrium from a common magma·; 
if iS' Unlikely that ·diffusion processes play any part in the separatiOll''Of SiliCOn 
isot~-~~~ either in the 'SOlid ·or liquid state; analysis of abundan9es in ·a given 
Jl).inei'lll'can reveal ·whether or not sedimentation during its history is a necessary 
hypothesis. The paper is entirely theoretica-l, and except for a few minor 
extensions to existing methods, it contains no original developments.-Author's 
abstract 

RADIOACTIVITY 

RADIOACTIVITY CONSTANTS 

158-178. Wetherill, G. W. Spontaneous fission yields from uranium and 
thorium: Phys. Re:v., v. 92, no. 4, p. 907-912, 195i:J. 

Relatlve:.~~pontaneous fission yields: ·from uranium and thorium have been 
determined by extracting zenon and .krypton from geologically old uranium and 
thorium minerals and measuring the .iso.topic abundances of these gases in a 
mass spectrometer. Arguments ar.e presented for believing that the anomalous 
isotopic abuntlances observed are caused· by spontaneous fission rather than by 
some other fission process. The spontaneous fission yield curve peaks were 
found to .be much sharper than .those associated with other fission processes. 
Evidence was found for fine .structure in the tlssion yield curve at mass 132, 
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possibly connected with preferential formation of spontaneous fission fragments 
containing 50 protons and 82 neutrons: Evidence for neutron induced fiSsion ln 
pitchblende was· found.-Autlwr's abstract . 

158-17~ .. -Porschen, W., -~nd Riezler, W. Natiirliche Radioaktivitat von :Wolfram 
[Natural radioactivity of tungsten]; · Zeitschr. NaturfQrschung,_ 
Band Sa, Heft 8, p. 502, 1953. · 

Using Ii~clear chromatin' ·plates, Porschen ~nd Riezler have detected :weak 
alpha activity· in· tungsten. The average rang.e of particles in the emulsion is 
10;7-+-0;24~;-from.which it is calculated that the alpha-particle energy is·3.2 MeV. 
The· decay. cons bin t is 3;1 X 10-18 ·years ; the half life is calculated on. t4e basis of 
Gamow's formula to be 6X108 years. The radioactivity must be due to a 
hith~rto 1,1~known light isotope, for example W 118.-D. B. V. 

INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION · . s:: 

158-180. }3ilicke, Walt. How to use a counter: Mines ·Mag., v. 44, no. :6, p. 40. 
90-92, 1954. 

This is an explanation of the use of Geiger and scintillation ·counters in 
uranium prospecting.-£. 0. P . 

. 158-181: Davenport, A. N., and Stevens, G. W. Use o~ X-ray film for comparing 
radioactivities: Nature, v. 174, no. 4421, p. 178-179, 1954. 

The rad,ioactivity. in terms of relative quantities of silver, of .six d·i:t:ferent 
sour~e.s. were compared by direct cl.lemical a:qalysis, by a Geiger-Miiller counter. 
by means .of a series of·autoradiographs together .with the relative activity of 
each source. as derived from· plots of density against log-exposure tim~; _and by 
visual density matching to determine the e~posure time needed by each: source 
to give a standard density. The third method gave an· accuracy .·comparable 
with that_ obtained by counting; even the last method yielded. an accuracy 
adequate for semiquantitative work. The· determination of radioactivity by 
autoradiography is said to simplify corrections for decay, facilitate assessment 
of isotop~s of short half lives, and- make practicable comparisons of -very· weak 
sources.-R. 0. II. 

158-182·. Palumbo, D[onato]. Teoria per la determinazione del co~tenato radio
. attivo dei mirierali. ii [Theory of the determination of radi~active 
content of minerals. Pt 2] : Annali Geofisica, v. 6, no. 4, p. 467-481. 
19G3. 

In a continuation of his previous work (see Geophy!:). Abs. 14959), Palumbo 
computes the number of the tracks of alpha particles emitted per squa1;e c-enti
meter by. the material lying on a nuclear emulsion·, assumlng that tlitr ratio 
between the range of the alpha particle having a given energy content is inde
pendent <?f this initial amount; the assumption is also made that the ra:pge v of 
the particle in. the material and that in the photographic emulsion-~ are 'related 
by the equation 7J=l(O. The shape of the function l(~) is computed on the 
basis of ·Bethe's theory by introducing empirical data. The theory: ls "then 
applied to several radioactive substances such as U288

, U235
, and thori~m.~S. T.v. 

• • I ' • 

158-183. ·Imbo, G[iuseppe], and Castertario, L[tiigi]. · Analisi radioattiva .delle 
rocce col metodo fotografico [Radioactive ·analysis of rocks by the 
photographic method]: Annali Geofisica, v. 6, no;·3, p. 315--=320, 1953. 
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:Using:tbe·.formulas.derived iii previous stu'dies·(see Geophys."Abs.13884:and 
'13885 )., ·it is possible :to obtain ·a system: of equations .so that the number: o:f· atoms 
.of'.thorium·C\ radium ct, and actinon·A disintegrating during the time·of expo
sure ;per cubic centimeter of the .substance can be calculated from the' number of 
alpha particles recorded on the· ph~tographic plate .and from the projections of 
the paths in the: emulsion that are longer than a certain definite range .. It is 
also possible to·.derive.the number of atoms of An, thorium A, and actinium C 
.di~i!J,tegrating. :.Under less favorable conditions, it is possible to· determine the 
number. of··disintegrating atoms .of thorium. C\ thorium· A and radium: C~ and 
·v~rif,y,Jhe.con~}Jtions of the single.·faQ:!UY .. o:t: thorium or else·only the nu.mber of 
disintegrating atoms of thorium 0 1 and radium ct. . . . . . 

Uranium and thorium can be determined without approximations in the first; 
·in the· sec'ond; approximations must be made .for the liranirim 'family; and iil the 
last, for· both radioactive .families so that calculated values have a different 
significance in each case.-S .. T. v: . . . . .. 

· 15s.-:184. Nelson,. John M. Pr'Osbeedng for uranium with c~r-niounted· equip
xilent :. u. s .. Geol .. Survey Buli: 98~ r; p. 211:....221, 1~53. ; ' -

The U. S. ·Geologi<:!al. Survey has prospected for· uranin~ with a, car~mounted 
Geiger-MUller counter since 19~5. 'fhe b.asic .P.rincip)es of the· cat;-~r~ve~s~ tech
nique ·U.re simple. Rocks and soi~s of abnqrmally big~ urani~m ·or ':~h9~iu~ 
content .are surrounded by .an equiv~~ently high· gamma radiation fi~ld. An 
.abno:J;·~al gamma-radiation fielQ. that extend~ a~ross a road or highway, ~an be 
detected at relatively high speeds by a car .or truck. equipped with 'a ~u~table 
Gelger-Mliller counter. Once detected by car traversing, the deposit- can be e~
amined· wit~ ~ight portable instrum~nts, and the better portions .sanml~d. The 
pri~~ advantage of the. car-traverse tec~nique is the rapidity of the scanning 
process, 100 to 200 miles per day, which permits exploration of large·areas.it;t 
a short time.-Author'B abst1·act 

'•·" 

1;5~~1~5.. van Bavel, C. H. M., Hood, E. ~., and U~derwood, N. Vertical reso-
lution in the neutron method for measuring ~il moisture: Am. 
Geophys. Union Trans., v. 35, no .. 1:, p. 595-600, 1~54;. . 

• • • • :· • ! • ; ':. ~ : 

A source of fast neutrons and a slow-neutron detecting device in. close prox-
. imity. have been used to measure the .mqisture content of. soil. The work· wa~ 

done with; a- 1(}-mc Ra-Be source and a BFa-fille<)· counter (2.5X30 em) .. Rates 
. wried. ·between. 16 and· 2 counts per se~ond. :The vertical extent of the sqil ~ayer 
contributing .95. percent of the measured .counting rate.var~e.d ,from 6~ em. with 
very·.dry material ( 4.4: percent water by volume) to 45 em wit~ saturat~(l mate
rial (38· percent water by volume). It has been sho'Yn' possibl~, by- partial 
shielding of the counting tube wit:U cadmium ·foil to iner.~~s~ verti~al resolution, 
at expens~ of· counting ·rate ... This procedure is not -yery effective, however.-
Authors' abstract 

RADIOAC~IVIT~ OF ROCKS, W:ATERS, AND AIR 

15.8-186. Holland, Heinrich D., and Kulp, J. Laurence. The trarisport arid 
deposition of uranil.lm, ionium and. radium in rivers, .ocea:ps, an~ 
ocean sediments: G~ochim. et · Cosmochim. ·Acta, v. 5, nri. 5, :P: ·197-

. 213, 1954. . . . .' 

The .. important factors controlling the concentration of the radioelements in 
the oceans are the influx, the rate of radioactive.decay,. and. the r.at~ at which the 
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radioelements .are removed by sedimentation.· With such ·data as are· ava:Hable 
for the concentration of uranium and radium in ocean water, their rates of 

) ip~lJ!• .. a.·~~, t~eir rates of d~posit~on, it .is possil}le to ~:;;timate the concentr:at\on 
of ionium in .sea water (3.1±1X10-15

) gm/cc, and the amount of. ionium a'nnu,f.iny 
transported into the oceans. lt may be. further concluded .that in the geochem
istry of uranium, influx ·and deposition in shallow water are of major importance 
while in the case of ionium, influx a~d deep water ·depositi-on seem most im
portant and in the case of radium, the production by radioactive decay of ionium, 
the disintegration of radium itself, and deep water deposition are important 
factors. Ionium is not in equilibrium with uranium in ocean water.-A.uthors' 
abstract 

157-187. Holland, Heinrich D., and Kulp, .J. Laurence. The mechanism of 
removal of ionium ·and radium from the QCeans: Geochim. et 
Cosmochim. Acta, v. 5, no. 5, p. 214-224, 1954. 

By..: the.mse of· radiothorium (-':Fh228
) and thorium X (Ra:~:~4 ) as tracers. for 

ionium (Th280
) and radium (Ra226

) respectively, it has beeq found possible to 
study the adsorption and base exchange of these elements on deep-sea sediments. 
Extrapolation of the adsorption data obtained with these tracers to the Tegion 
of the actua1 concentration :of 'ionium and radium in sea water shows that the 
quantity of ionium and ·radium adsorbed. is comparable to that ·observed on 
recent deep--sea sediments. This seems to demonstrate that base exchange is 
the mechanism by which ionium and radium are removed from ocean ·water. 
In turn this establishes the interpretation of the radium versus depth curves 
as reflecting ionium decay :which is the basic ·for the ionium method of ~a:ge 
determination. Finally, this information delimits the variables which must -be 
controlled in applying this method to the dating of .·events on the ocean floor.
A.uthors' abstract 

158-188. Gott, Garland B., and Hill, James W. Radioactivity in some oil fields 
of southeastern Kansas : U. S. Geol. ·survey Bull. 988-E, p. '69-122, 
1953. 

Radium-bearing precipitates derived from oil-well fluids have been found in 
more than 60 oil and gas fields in southeastern Kansas. Most of the formations 
in the area have no higher concentration of radioactive constituents than is 
normally ·found in rocks of similar lithology, but in ·a few wells drill samples 
from beds just below the eroded top of the Arbuckle group and from some lime
stone in the Kansas City group have an abnormally high radium content. The 
radioactivity of the precipitates ranges from 0.000 to 10.85 percent :equivalent 
uranium oxide, and the uranium oxide content ranges from 0.000 to 0.006 percent. 
Most of the radioactivity is caused by radium. The highest Tadioact.tvity caused 
by·;ra,dium in the rocks from· this ·area that 'have been radiometrically ·an~1yzed 
is equiv~lent to that 'of 0.26 percent urariium:.oxide. This ·analysis iridid~t1~s as 
much radium as would be found in equilibrium with about 0.5' Percent ura'nium. 
It is suggested that significant quantities of ·uranium may be present in the 
Rubsurface rocks.-.il.f. c .. R. 

158-189. Coppens; R[ene]. Estudio de la radiactividad de la arena de la playa 
de Langosteira, en Finisterre (Galicia-Espafia) .[Study of the 
radioactivity of the sand of the Langosteira playa in Finisterre 
(Galicia, Spain)] : Inst. geol. mii1. Espana, notas y comunicaciones, 

no.34,p.5-12,1954. 
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, ·The ;m~jor part ·Of the radio:;tcti.vity exhibited by the sand of the .Langosteira 
playa ~n .. F,i_nisterre .is due to mo~azite gr.a~!1S :J..00-200 p. in. diameter wl;lich emit 
lJ.n nvet~,age of 3 alpha rays per .cm2 per sec and have a thqrium"uranium ~at~o of 
about q/100.-D. B. V. 

~0!:>8-190. 1\inkranczi', B. Otnositel'noj'e rt1spredeleniye radioaktiviosti .. Y. .ueko
.. . ·:_. to):ykh kislykh izvet~zheimykh porodakh Vengdi '[Relative ... qistri-

1 .;~'. • . • . . . . . : • . •. '" 
. b.tJ.tion. of radioactivity in the component parts of some acid eruptive 

... rocks ·of Hungary] (In Russian with. French resume) ':.'A.cta .Geol. 
Acad. · Sc'i. Htl.ngaricae,- tom us 2, fasc. -a.:4, p. 251~256, '1954. · · 

With' ;a,:ppatatus constructf~·d· fit. the expei"imental physics ·instittit'e·:'at .the ·UnJ ... 
versity of Debrecen to measure the radioactivity of smaJl san1pie's, ~it was"feund 
that the radioactive matter in the acid rocks of the Velence and Mecsek mountains 
is contained not only in biotite but other components as well.-111. 0. R. 

158-191;':! S'z~1lay, S. The enrichtnent' of ·uranium in some brown coais iii Ruii~ 
gary : Acta Geol. A'cact' Sci. Hungaricae·, fomus 2, fa.sc. 3-4, p. 299-311, 
1954. 

, · A ge.ochemical enrichment of uranium in some brown-coal layers near the 
detritus· zone of the granitic mountains of Hunga~·y has been· observe.d ... The 
uranium co:p.tent of the c«;>al is ll.bout 0.01 percent, or about the same as the 
uranium content of bioliths. It seems highly probable that the same general 
geochell:).ical law is responsible for: all such enrichments in bioliths. Laboratory · 
experim~,nt~ indicated that decoJ;Uposing plant debris, peat;;·Fgnite, and·. brown 
coal, have an adsorption power and capacity for pranium that is suffi<;!iently 
high to explain the geochemical enrichment. Subsequent experiments verified 
that the humic-acid colloid particles are responsible for the adsorption,: which 
is a cation exchange process .. The adsorption equilibrium constant of humic-acid 
substance is much higher for uranium than for cations of lower valence .and 
lower atomic weight.-111. 0. R. 

158-192. Sanchez Serrano, E. La radiactividad de algunas agtias ·naturales 
espaiiolas [The radioactivity of several Spanish n·atural ·waters] : 
Bol. Radiactividad, v. ·25, p. 24-27, 1952-5.'3. 

The results of radon measurements made on 30 natural waters in Spain, most 
of them hitherto unpublished, .are listed. Wi~h the exception of three samples 
from Valdemorillo (Madrid) which 'contained 130.5, 166.5, ·and 174.4 milli
microc!Jries per liter, radon contents measured were less than one or at most a 
few miiii:in'icrocuries per liter.-D. B. V. · · 

158-193. Sanchez Serrano, E. Bibliografia nnotada (1904-1954) sobre radiac
tividad de aguas ilaturales espafiolas [Annotated bibliography 
(19_04-1954) on ra<;lioa~~vity of Spanish natural- waters] : Bol. 
Radiactividad, v.' 25, p. 28-65, 1952-53. · 

An ~p.not,ated bibliography cov~ring .the first 50 years of radioactivity studies 
on natural waters in Spain, most of which. have bee~ made by the Instituto de 
Radiactividad in Madrid. Entries are arranged chronologically.-D. B: v: 
1.58-194. ·Oshima, Yoshio; Yamada, Naoharu; and Mifune, Masaaki. Radon 

content of hot springs in Tottori prefecture, Japan [In Japanese 
.., . .i. "" 1· 'l with English summary]: Okayama Univ. Balneological Lab. Repts., 
\t> no. 14, p. 1-4, 1954. · ·' · ' 
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··The radon content ·of 166 w:ater samples from hot sprin.gs in Twai~: 'Tottori, 
Yoshioka, Mamamura, Togo, ·sekigane, Misasa, and Kaike was· measured with 
an.I.t.·¥.~:.:ffloj!~a:ct~s~~~· · ~ixty-six cont.::t:in~d more than 30X:10:-10 .~~'rie~·AAi. li,Wr, 
the highest being 1,150 X 1Q-10 curies per liter at Hisui-no-Yu in· Misa.sa. · The 
radon co~tent was higher in springs which issue from granite than those in other 
distri~ts. No definite relation between radon content and temperature of water 
was· determined. Radon content was generally high in "simple" thermal waters 
or in weak . sodium chloride springs, but low in sulfated springs or ·in saline 
springs· that had a comparatively high sulfate content.-M. a. R. 

Kohma:p., ,Truman P. Geochronological signifi'cance of extinct natural ·radio
a~t~vity~· See Geophys. Abs. 158-166 . 

. HEAT 

158-:J,95; Jaco.bs, J. A. T.emperature distribution ·.witl.lin. ·t~e ,:Ear.f]h~~ core: 
Nature v. 173, no. 4397, p. 258, 1954. 

The case of an earth cooling from a molten state and forming a solid inner 
core,· a liquid outer core, and a solid mantle, is satisfied by a melting-p<>in:t depth 
curve discontinuous at the mantle-core bounda:r;y. and .finally rising in· the core 

·to values exceeding temperatures in the mantle. F. E. Simon's values of melting 
temperature at the inner core boundary and at the center of the earth were 

· used with adiabatic temperature gradient cui•ves to calculate a lower limit of 
3,600° K. and an upper limit of 4,000° K for the melting point of the mantle at 
the core boundary.-R. G. H. 

158-196. · .Uffen, R. J., and Misener, A. D. Temperature distribution within .the 
Earth's core: Nature, v. 173, no. 4397, p.·259-260, 1954. 

· 'At the core-mantle boundary Uffen's work indicates a melting-point tempera
ture of 5,000° K in the mantle and Simon's work indica.tes a temperature of 3,000° 
K -~n, .. tp~: c~re. According to these data, ~olidific.atiQn would :begin at t.he core 
l?c;>~#,~'~r¥ ·apd progr~ss outward. · · ' 

The mean adiabatic temperature gradient in the core as determined from work 
of Valle and work of Bullard exceeds the mean melting-point gradient for this 
region as determined from Simon's data and raises questions concerning the 
possibility of a liquid outer core and convection currents.-R. G. H. 

Manley, Horace. An· estimate of the time taken for a dyke to cool through its 
Curie point. See Geophys. Abs. 158-64. 

VOLCANOLOGY 

158-197. Finch, R. H., and Macdonald, Gordon A. Hawaiian volca:iioes dur.ing 
i950: U. S. Geot Survey Bull. 996-B, p. 27-89, 1953. 

An erupti~n of Mauna Loa, the largest since 1859 in. terms of estimated 
volume of lava extruded, began June 1 and continued until June 23. Seven 
flows poured out, both southeastward and westward, and three of the western 
flows ent.ered. the ocean. 'l;he. t~tal volume of laya: extrude<;~. is estim~ted to 
have been. more than 600 million cubic yards .. Temperatures ranged from 
1,0~0° C at. the source fountains and 1,110° in the glowing throat: of a spatter 
co.ne,' to··-840° in the lava river 10 miles from the vents .. A l~rge number of 
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earthquakes· accompanied and directly followed the ·outbreak. Harmonic tremor 
was !conthiuo·us. during 'the. first part. of the eruption but intermittent. during 
later ·stk:ges;· the. ·fluctuations apparently· being. ·r~la:.ted, to vai'i~tloi:is dn. the~ 
amount'·Of· ·lava being extruded . 
. No surface eruptive activity occurred at Kilauea during the year. Directions 
of tilting at the edge of Kilauea caldera suggest an increase of volcanic pres
sure under Kilauea followed by a sudden decrease at the time of the Mauna Loa 
eruption, and renewal of pressure ·increase following the end of the eruption. 
In early. December there was very rapid southward tilting accompanied by 
more than 650 earthquakes as the entire top of Kilauea subsided, the amount 
{)f sub~idence being more than one foot in the vi-cinity of Halemaumau. The 
subsidence. is interpreted as resulting from decrease of volcanic pressure and 
withdrawal of the Kilauea magma column.-M. 0. R. 

15~19S; .. Ponte, Gaetano .. Sull' eruzione etnea del 1950-51 [On the Etna ernp
. . ~- ': tion of 1950-1951]: Bull. volca~oiog., 'ser. 2, tome 13, p. 121-i2s, 

'1953. 

A lateral eruption on the southeast flank of Etna began in the evening of 
November 25, 1950, and continued until the night of December 1-2, 1951. The 
l'ising column of magma first forced its way to the surface with explosive mani
festations at a subterminal crater used in the-1947 eruption; other earlier vents 
~vere blocked by solidified lava or landslips. Soon, however, the lava found a· 
lower channel between strata, and flowed from several vents farther down the 
slope, while activity ceased at the higher crater. By the end of the first week, 
explosions had become rare, and the flow of lava decreased gradually from that 
time until the end of the eruption.-D. B. V. 

158-199. Georgalas, G, C., and Papastmatiou, J. L'eruption du volcan de 
. Santorin en 1939-1941-l'eruption du dome Fouque (Troisieme 

communication provisoire) [The eruption of the volcano Santorin 
in 1939-1941-the eruption of the dome Fouque (Third preliminary 
communication)] : Bull. volcanolog., ser. 2; tome 13, p .. g..:.38, 1953. 

Aft~r ··~n· lllh-montb period of· quiescepce, Santorin volcano in tbe Aegean 
Sea. ·~atne active on August 8, 1939. During the first maximum of activity 
(August 20 to September 2), the dome Triton with one small lava coulee was 
formed. In a second maximum ending November 25, the dome Ktenas with one 
lava coulee was formed. During the latter activity, a new center became active 
on November 13, at a place where an "Explosion-strichter" had been formed 
during the first maximum. This third phase lasted 240 days (until July 9, 1940) 
and formed a third dome, Fouque, with 3 lava flows. The eruption of Fouque 
is described in detail.-D. B. V. 

158-200. Georgalas, G. C. L'eruption du volcan · Santorin en 1950 [The erup
... tion of the volcano Santorin in 1950] : Bull. volcanolog., ser. 2, 

· : tome 13, p. 39-55, 1953. 

After the 1939'-41 eruption cycle, Santorin was in a quiescent state, with 
solfataric activity only, until January 10, 1950, when a new rather weak erup
tion took place at the upper part of the eastern slopes of the Geogios dome 
(formed during the eruption of 1866-1870)·. This eruption lasted 23 days and 
formed a new dome (Liatsikas). 
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· The.aGtivity in the first 4 days averaged 4 .explosions per hour,· ,rea.ched a 
maxbnum ... on January 15:with 8 pe:r hour, and gradually diminishOO..until the 
night: of·February 1-2, when it ceased completely. During the ~ntire :eruption 
only one paroxysmal explosion occurred. Solid ejecta were thrown horizontally 
and v.ertically to distances of 100-200 m, the explosion clouds reached a. height 
of 5Q-300 m; and lava covered about 7,312 m2.~D. B. V. 

~f)S-201. Ge~e. Bernard. Les · volcans du Cameroun occidental [The: v;olca~oes 
.of the wester:n Ca:meroun]: Bull. volcanolog., ser .. 2, tome.13, p.-63-92. 
;1.9[$3. 

After ·a detailed descr~iption of the structure of each of the volcantc;·massifs 
Mont :oameroU:d, Manengouba, and Bambouto, and the minor ·volcanoe·s of Mont 
Roumpi, the Haut l\1oungo; and· 'Mont Kou.p~, Geze summarizes the· volcanic 
history and discusses the relation to structure of the region. The great volcanic 
massifs .lie· along oll'e of the two principal tectonic axes, the "Cameroun direction," 
which ttehds south-sotl.thwest::....north-northeast. ·In part the zone of volcanism is 
bounded by two major faults and is comparable to portions or the Rift Valley 
of east Afr-ica.~D: B. V. 

158-202. Minakami, T[akeshj]. :Activity of Mount Asama: Volcano ~tter, 
no. 523, p. 8, 1954. 

Mount Asama became active again on December 27, 1953. The Asama erup
tions-are ordinarily vulcanian in type and of explosive character, usually.marked 
by an interval of several-days between eruptions during any one active-period. 
Pr~sei1t eruptions, however, are on a comparatively small· scale and at frequ€mt 
intei·vals. From December to the end o:f-February,'-eruptionsTanged· front none 
to 10 per day.-V. S. N. 

158-203: Johnson, C. G. Volcanic eruptions on O-shima and on Suwanose 
Island : Volcano Letter, no. 523, p. 8, 1954. 

Miha:ra-yama on O-shima ceased to erupt abQut_ ,F·ebruar~y 15 with the last 
strong aCtivity on .January 27 .. Volcanic eruptio'ns· on Suwanose Island in the 
northern Ryukyu group begai;J- at 12:30 p. m., )f.ebruar.y 22, 1954.-V. S. N. · 

158-204. Bemmelen, R. W., van. Relati9ns entre le volcanisme et la tecton
genese en Indonesie [Relation's betw_een volcanism and· tectogenesis 
)n Indonesia] :·BulL volcanolog., ser. 2, tome 13, p. 57-62,).953 . 

.' ' . . :. . ~ 

. Van J?emrpelen analyzes the distribution of volc~mism in space ·and time in 
·Indonesia,.· and its ·.relation to orogenetic evolution. The volcanism is .. the 
physicochemical n;~anife_station of interi;lal forces, tectogenesis, the mechanical 
manifestation. Volcanoes are classified as positi.ve or. negative geomorphQlogic 
forms, according to the ratio between the amount of magma emittEd and the 
distance from the vent that is reached by the products.-D. B. V. 

Bruet, E. The absolute age of the last great peleean eruption of the Soufriere 
of Guadeloupe. See Geophys. Abs. 158-169 . 

.... : 



TECTONOPHYSICS 

GENERAL .. ·~ : 

158-205. Gzovskiy, M. V. 0 zadac}fakh i souerzhanii tectonofiziki [';rhe aims 
and the content of tect~nophysics] : . Akad. Na:uk. SSSR I~v. Ser·. 

· geofiz., no. 3, p. 24~263, 1954. 

Tectdn.ophysics, to Gzovskiy, ·means the study of mechanical processes that 
have produced deformations an·d fractures in the crust. In these studies the 
methods! oi theoretical physics must be supplemented by model experiments in 
the laboratory and by observations in the field. As ·the first problem the 
mech:anical,properties of different rocks must be investigated and their elasticitY, 
viscosity, l}.nd. strength determined. Reliable methods of modeling of tectonic 
processesr:and·more precise methods of observation·and investigation in the field 
must ·be •deteloped. It is necessary to study different tectonic forms,. to analyze 
mechatlical conditions leading to their differences, to work out the patterns of 
acting forces and of boundary conditions corresponding to different tectonic 
structtires. ·This \vill make it possible· to study the simplest forms first and later 
to analyze processes leading to more ·COmplicated structures, SUCh as Synclinoria 
and aii~ticlinai:ia.-S. T. V. 

·15~200:>~:· Gurev-ic~, G. I. 0 tak ·uazyyva:yemol:n '"mekanicheskom analize" v 
1 • ·~·~~{ • •. geologicheskoy literature [The so called "mechanical analysis" as 

employed in geologic literature]: Akad. Nauk. SSSR.Izv. Ser. geofiz., 
.· ·.:.:J.l ... , no .. 3, p. 264-279,1954. .J...-: 

Gurevich deplores the tendency to make use· of the laws of mechanics in 
analyzing: ~tecto·J'lic phenomena without even an elementary knowledge' of. these 
principles. Many examples from textbooks and papers are cited to show that 
this tendency to. explain tectonic processes by the basic pr-inciples of the theory 
of elasticity and ,of the str·ength of materials leads to absurd results. Most of 
·the quoted works are tlwse of Russian and American geologists.-S. T. V. 

FORCES IN THE EARTH AND OROGENESIS 

15~207.' Matscliinski, Matthias. Essai de bibliographie de la mecanique de 
· · · l'ecorce terrestre .et specialement de l'isostasie [Bibliographic essay 

• t ·' L 'on the mechanics of the ·earth's crust and especially on isostasy]: 
. Rev. geomorphologie dynamique, 4eannee, suplement to- no. 6, 42 p., 

. , .. ' 1953. . 

A general bibliography of works. pertaining to crustal mechanics, classified 
by subject, country, and author.-D. B. V. 

158-208. Matschinski, M[atthias]. Sulla genesi delle montagne [0~ tQe origin 
, .. _of m.~untains] : Accad. Naz. Lincei Atti, 01. sci. fis. mat. et nat., 

Rend., v . .l?, fasc. 1, p. 54-62, 1954. 

Matschinski again pi·esebts his theory ·of orogenesis, based on the assumption 
tl'i.at. the· crust, shortly· after· :its form.~tion, w·as broken into segments J the con
tinents} llav.ing a .. sma:llel;;radius of curvature than the inte'rior. (See Geophys. 
Abs32223.:)-D. B.·V. :·, 

158~2o9:~: '.:V~ning Meinesz, F. A. Crustal warping in the Netherlands: Geolob'ie 
en Mijnbouw, jaarg. 16, no. 6, p. 207, 1954. 



Vening Meinesz has calculated the amount of subsidence in the Netherlands 
resulting from subcrustal flow towards Scan dina via in response to melting 
glaciers. The total amount of subsidence still to come will not exceed 3¥2 m ; 
the downward movement will become slower gradually .and cease. about 6800 
A. D., folloWed by slow refurn movement upwards .. A' STil~ity_' suivey :-{~ thf> 
North Sea ·would give greater· pi·ecision to .these calc"il1ations.-D._ B. v. 

158-210. Castr9, Honorato de. VariaCi6n en. la latitude de los puntos. de·la 
. -- . . . superficie terrestre [Variation in 'tlie latitude of the poin.ts .. of the 

.. :~.,-_ea~th's ~u-rfa~e]: Petroleos. Mex_icano_s, 2a epoca, tomo 1 •• ~~-~ 19, p . 
. . ,; 151S:.l5~Q,'::t954. . .. 

T-he latitude. of a given point on the earth's surface is not an invariable element, 
but-' may vary w.ith: change :in either the direction of vertical. or :the .-axis of 
rotation of the earth .. The former can be caused.by continental drift or. isostatic 
compensation ; shifting .of the axis can· be and has been measured .. :·Graphs show 
the paths of. the north pole from 1800-1900, 1900-1912, and 1912-1918.-D.· B. l'. 

H~~2;t.;J,~, :Q.~nge.n,-F; H.·v:an den, Cox,.·J. F.; and Mieghem, J. yan .. L'effet sur 
.. : , :. :Ja ·position· d~; I' axe instal)tai;le de-rotation de la Terre d'ech~.J~ges 

de quantites mouvement entre l'atmospqere et le. glol;le . .[~J;J;ect ol) 
the position of the axis of the instantaneous rotation of the earth 

1. of the· exchange of amounts of movement between· the' atniospher.e 
..... ; and the globe]: Acad. Royrue Belgique Bull., Cl. sci., 5e ser., tome 

. ·; · · . ·. 39,.n.o. 1; p. 2~28, 1953; 
. . 

Meridional winds ·can exercise on the lithosphere a couple that rotates with 
the.earth-,·the effect·of whichis to-:displacethe·axis of rotation with.re8pectto the 
stars, affecting: the: calculated values of declination.;_Author's a-bstract M. ·C. R. 

,.. . ·:::: 
158-2;1.2.,- :D1]ngen, F.· H •. y~n den,- Cox, J. F., and Mieghem, J .. ~an! L.S~r des 

va,ri~tions dl,l niveau des mers et de. la vitesse de ro~atjqn (je la 
.-:T~rre. [On the .Va~iationspf sea: level and the velocity. Q~:rQ~ation 

of the earth]: Acad. Royale Belgique Bull., Cl. sci., 58 ser., tome 
39, no. 1, p. 29-34, :1_953. 

Rise. of .sea level . resulting from the melting of glaciers has an effect ,on the 
moment, of'ipertia and the· velocity of rotation. of the earth. -Calcuiations ·~ade 
.with certain 'simplifying assumptions show that if the ice masses are at latitudes 
'greatertll~n-47° the moment of inertia increases, and conversely if the ice masses 
are at latitudes less than 47°. ·Ice in Greenland; Spitzbergen( and Antarctica 
would cause a decrease in the velocity of the order of 0.0008 second per day, 
whereas· melting of the Asiatic glaciers would cause'an increase of-the·brder of 
0.000011·second·I)er day;·which is negligible:-M. 0. R. : '.J ,i'Y1 ~- ::~ 

158-213; · Melchior, P. J. · Sur le deplacement des poles d'inertie ala: surface de 
· · ..... la terre, -de 1900a 1950 [On the displacement of the poles of inertia 

at the surface of the earth from 1900 to 1950]: Acad. Royale Bel
. gique Bull., Cl. sci., 5e ser. tome 39, no. 4, p. 442-446, 1~5~~, ... , : _ . 

Melchior~ discusses the displacements of the poles that have-been computed for 
the period: 1900--50, taking into account the rise of sea level caused· by the more 
intensive melting of ice in polar regions during this period and the deformation · 
of the earth produced by this change in load distributed over the surface of the 

' • • •• * - • .. ' .. _: 



enr.t11.· ·He qo~clude~ that the .elastic~ty of. the·eartl;J: :rpake~:n~ce~sa.ry th,~ intro
.du,ctiql~· of a. c;ort·~ct_ion factor of 0.7 in ~he results. comput~d·:on: ~he a.~SP.JP.:Pt\9P o.f 
arigiQ_. e_arth.-S. T.V. · ;1: · .. , • 

Co.llette; 'B. :r: On the gravity. fieid of the St1nda region (West Ind~n:es~a),., Se~ 
Geopbys. Abs. 158-33. · · · · · · · -.. · · · · 

Bemmeien, R. W .. van .. The geopbysica~ codtrast betw~en orogeril~-:~nci 1 -~t~b'I~ 
arenS. see Geo{lhys. Abs. 158-34. . > . . . •' . ~- ) ~-· .•• '. 

. - ''' ' ' . ,' .l .::' .. :'. 
Collette: ~-·. J. · On· the·1gra:v.ity· flei.{i of; the. Sunda.: regiop (-West·~~d~~~~,h-a 

post~c1·ipt. See Geophys. Abs. 15~5. · 
' ·;_,·.: <ELAST.IC co'NSTANTS' AND STRENGTH. OF~ROCK~ .:. ,r: ;;;·) 

.... ·· . . . - . ·• . . ) ·: ::~ ;:·. ·:·) 

158-214. Hughes, D. S., and Kelly, J. L. Second-order elastic deformation of 
. solids: Phys. Rev.,:v. 92~ no. 5, p._l14~1149, 1953. 

l~xpressions for the velocities of elastic waves in stressed solids are derived 
using Mtttnlghan's theory of firiid~ defoi·mation~ ·~nd third~cm:lJt .. :t~rm~ ·ri:t tbi~ 
energy. For isotropic materials, in additio·n to the Lame consttmts >.. and p., 

three· additional constl:!-nts; Z, m., and .'n; are required to~ describe the material: 
By .measuring the transmission time of .elastic pulses. through ·the material, 

.the velocities of .longitudinal.and .shear waves ·are determin_ed as. a flinc;!tioil of 
the. applied stress. :·.By subjecting the material. to. hydrostatic'. pr:ess\ire ·as 
welL as.simple .compr.essi:on, i_t is· fo~n.d: that seyen .functions ;of the .three·c.onstants, 
l, :m;. ·n·;:·~~::be. measured ~nd -thus:numerical .values calcu~ated.: Results a.re 
given for pol:v.sty:cene, -iron.und Pyr_ex;:glass.-:-:--A.ut!wrs~.ab$tt:act:: ·.:: ~ :~: . ;. · ( ·: 

• :.... • ;. : ~ . ' l ~ ' . 

. ·,INTERNAL CONST.ITUTION OF THE. EARTH·::1 :. :: i 

.158-:-215.'. Ttpre;' M~ri~. A., T~iel,. ':Howard E., and .. Hart,. Pembroke .. J-:.: :drustil 
. . , stnicture ft:om. seismic·. exploration : Jour. Geophys .. ·Resea'rc:h,': v.~: ·5·~ • 
. · ·. ~o~B·,,p. ~i5-4~2, 195~ ... · . . ... · ::; -~· ;-. ::: 

'£he exploration of the earth's. crust' with seismlc waves. has ·:.al:r; acctirac~' 
limited by conversion-scattering and the scattering of surface and interior 
irregularities. ·These scattering effects produce signals ma·sking ·the.: ·smaller 
·Signals which :might be· present from minor structural features. Consequently, 
.. only the broader: aspects of ci·ustal strudure may be observed with the seismic 
method. Our data in the form of travel-time plots may be fitted· ;with a family 
of ~he~~·etic~~ c~rves derived. from a g~·oup of velocity vs depth rela:t·i?~s~~ . .J?.~ of 
a somewhat shiiilar. nature. These show that the wave velocity is· greatel.· at 
greater depth's 'vi thin th~ ·crust.· The demarcation between crust . .'tind -illintl:e 
.(where. the compressional velocity is 8 km/sec) may be abrupt~le~s: tha·n·250 
meters_:.or, as an extren{e, may be gradual-within several kilometet:s· .. Mote 
complex v'elocity vs depth functions may be made to fit the data, but thes~ require 
more complei assumptions. For example, it is not necessary to a~s~llie ·the 
existence· of discrete systematic intermediate layering to fit the da't~ ... ; 'sniooth 
continuou·s functions suffice apd, in addition, no §YStematic reflections)'iave ever 
been observed from such intermediate layers.-A. uthors' abstract : · :: · · · · ·:. 

158-:-216. Tamaki, Ituo. The crustal structure of Japan derived from observed 
travel time curves of shallow earthquakes [In Japanesif.with· Eng-
lish summary]: Zisin, v. 7, no.l, p~ 1-7, 195.4. (·' ·· 



. Deviations from mean traver-time· Cl.lrves m·ay indicate'latel.·lll inhomogeneities 
in the crust. Thlrty: vertical sections were taken across Japan and the travel
time curves determined from data of earthquakes and observatories in a belt near 
the sections. The results are shown in figures. The indicated crustal structures 
are cot4~1ex.~M. :0. R. · · · _' ; 

Damo~, Paul E. An abunqance model for lead isotopes base(!. upon the con-
tinuous= Creation ·of th.e. earth's sialic crust. s·ee Geophys .. Abs. '15~164. · .. 

Jac~bs, J .. A. Temperature distribution. wi~hi~ th~ Earth's core. See Geophys. 
Abs. 158-195. 

·.: 

t 
Uffen, R. J., and Misener, .A. D. Temperature .qistribution within the Earth's 

core. See Geophys. Abs. '!58-196. · · 

GENER-2\L GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION 

158-2i7. Hammer, Sigmund. Geophysi~al activity in 1953: Geophysics, v. 19, 
no. 3, p. 517-528, 1954. . 

Geophysical activity in the search ·for oil in 1953 on a global scale maintained 
. but. i>~·9Pably .. did not exceed the record high establisned in 1952. . Inc.Ferif,t~· 
activity 'in Mexico, South America, Africa, and the Far Eiast offset small but 
definite. declines in geophysical activity in the United States and Canada. In 
the United States and Canada seismic and gravity crew months were 4.3 and 
2.5 percent lower, respectively, than the previous year. Magnetic exploration 
is apparently increasing, largely owing to the advantages of the-airborne. mag
netometer. Investment by the oil industry of the world in geophysical explora
tion during 1953 was probably 350-400 million dollars. · Reported for mining 

· geophysics was an expenditure of more than 5 million dollars. The magnetic 
method, especially the aeromagnetic method, was most used, followed •in order 
(on the basis of applied· man 'power but not expenditure) by: resistivity and 
allied methods, geochemistry [sic!], self-potential, electromagnetic, gravity, 
radioactivity; and seismic methods.-M .. 0. R. ,~ : 

15g.._:218. Matschinski, M[atthias]. Prospection geophysique . et certitude 
d'interpretation de ses donnees [Geophyscial exploration and cer
tainty of interpretation of its data] : Geofisica Pura e Appl., v. 27, 
p. 35-84, 1954. 

The outlines of the problem of geophysical interpretation are· given· with 
a simple example of linear interpretation in seis.mic reflection. Mat!3chinski 
differ.entiates .between algebraic and statistical interpretation and mentions ex
amples of. the least-squa;res method. There are four fundamental problems1 in 
geophy~~cal interpretation : first, choosing the hypothetical g~ologic structure 
and describing it in mathematical terms having various param~ters; · second, 
determining the numerical values of these. parameters; third~ determipirig the 
likelihood of all possible values, not merely the most probable; and .. fourth, 
determining the likelihood of fhe hypothesis.'itself .. ln geophysical calculations, 
it is necessary to accept some limit for the variations of the parameters. A 
detaU~~ scheme f.o.r calculation. o.f the probability_ of tpe assumed str\}cture is 
given followed by a complex example of the application of the gene~ral theory to 
the determination of a fault from- gravity observ~~i?ns.-D. B. V. 
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1Q8:-:-219.:: ·Swartz, C[harles] A;, aqd. Sokoloff,· v ... ;1\'l. · ·Filt~ring. associated .with 
· sampling of geophysical data: Geophysics, v .. 1~, ·no. 31. p. 4()~"'""*19, . 

. . .. . :: '~9!$4. . .. 

; G~op1iy~ical data are often subjected ·to a variet~ of selective sampling :op·erS:.:·r 
tioris iii ·order· to make their interpretatioit easier. · . These sam piing oJ;}erations 
act' ·a~ fii't~l;~ .. ~hich tend to separate the signal :fi·om the noiSe and . inc~ude 
electrical filtering in seismic amplifiers, multiple geophones, seistilic· · mfxing, 
averaging .. of. file.iS~ic arrival times, and the preparation of re~idual. gravity and 
magnetic ·mai)s·:' Sampling by simple av.eraging of ."equally. space.d pointS along 
a curve·'(which1m9:Y repi''e"Sen:t a gravity or seismic pt:ofil'e· 01: a sei~!niograin!.tface) 
tend~ 1 tb 1 r:e~ov~~ the l1igher frequencies and retain the lower fr~quencies as the 
number of points averaged is increased: Sampling by hiking the successive. 
d,iffe.rences,8~ equqlly sp~1,ced. points tends to attenuate. the longer wave lengths 
and.bring ~P,t 1;andom errors mor~ distinctly. Geoplione mixing most effeCtively 
s~ppresses'g~=ou~·d. i·o"il when the geophone spacing is half the. wave length of the 
ground-roll component. The familiar residual curves and electrical filtering are 
other :~xamplE!s of sampling. The stat1stical detection.:of seismic reflections as 
d·eveloi.)ed:·by tlie :Massachusetts Institute of Technology ·group is also a sampling 
method hWftlt filtering. effects. In the latte~ method, 6. compromise: must he. 
made· 1n: 'ciio:osing the optimum· operator between· achie~ing: · maximuni 'noise 
suppression and reproducing the desired signal.-£. C. P. 

158-220.· ·· Ma:tjasic, Wallace L.· ca·se history of Wild Goose gas ·field; Butte 
'· · ·· · ~~C01inty; catifor·nia :· Geophysics,: v. 191 no. 3, p. 509-::-516,··195i:l; 

Tlie' discovery well of the w~id Goose ·gas fieid·was drilled and coin.pleted in. 
195{ on. fi' structure located by a reflection· seismogr;ph' .. survey. conducted in 
195ci. .An additional seismograph survey was made subseqtlent t~ discovery to 
d'etrne·t'be ·st+uct~i·e b~tter·:for further development. · The illustrations include two·' 
seis~ic· cross sections, a·'contour map based on the origfn.af~eismic reflection 
data·,: an aeroma"gnetic map, a structure contour map, a"nd', a'n' electric iog of the: 
discovery well. The producing sands are in an interval between the Forbes shafe
of Upper Cretaceous age an·d the overlying Capay shale of Eo~ene age.-Author'B 

· aoMtaci · · · 

158-22Li• Dobyns, D. Ray, and Roper, W. B. :Geophysical history ··of .Mamou· 
Field, Evangeline Parish, Louisiana: Geophysics; v. 19, 'no. 3, p. 
490-508, 1954. 

·r.:~.!.' l . :·:t.. ' . : 

Successive stages in the geophysical exploration of the ·Mamou field included 
a seismic survey in 1926, torsion-balance survey in 1934, magnetorpeter and 
torsion-balance surveys in 1936, gravity-meter and seismic surveys.' tn~·1942-43,. 
and, de.tailed seismic surveys from November 1943 to J:une 1945. The discovery 
weii was completed in December i945. Discovery of the field is_:attributed to 
three factors: 'recognition of an anomalous gravity condition; rec"ognition' from 
a· very small amount of seismic data in the follow-up surveys that an ·anomalous 
subsurface -condition existed; and .obtaining enough 'seismic control at the Wilcox 
depth to be reasonably certain of the faulting and associated dip into the 
fault.-M. 0. R. . ~' . 

158-22~. Pohly, Richard A., and Harris, Steven. H .. Exploration l)~()bierhs. anq 
procedures in the Williston Basin: ·world Oil, v. 139, no: t, p~ 119- · 

'I ; . "124, 1954. . . . .. . 
: .. 'i' 
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'
11.Ii···unglaclated ifreas:of the W-1-fliston Basin; reconnaissance gravity. ;and :mag-.:· 

net'ic·surveys':may. indicate· structures below -unconforri:lities. that :may -not be 
evident at" the surface.·· Detailed reflection· seismograph ·surveys ·or sUm-hole 
drmi.Qg .~re. ~e.con:p;nended where favo,rable structur~. is .inqi~ated\ . ~~. gla~i~.tEld 
ar~·~s~-~il~~~f#W~r.~ei:Pl6r·a:tf6n· .· a~t;roacli ·is, re-~Qmmen~~a ; ) mhc~ · greWter·;. r~1j~nce . 
muE1t"'b~ .. Pl~ce~ on geophysics becau~. of th.e paucity of g~d ·~'*~fac~· expo
s~~~s._ :'j·!f.'}J:_ r<; : l ' . • • • • .. I • • • . . . • . 

158-223.''· ]licb.'a~dsoti, Welch. ·Shooting· for oil in ·the' Gt11{ of Mexico·: :Explo-
:; : j ':: • 'si~es Engi~eer, v: 31, no. 5, p. 135:-153, 1S53. '' . . ; ' 

This:. i.s ~ · de!:!c·r~ption ·of the :cu~~eut ~efl~tion~seismograph. exp!or~tiori for oJl. 
under :ilie .contmentafslielf off-the.sliores' of the Gul{ States.~£:· a.: P~ , ·· · 

• : ' I' ' • \ ~): .: 1 
) ,,; , , w f , ~, • , • • o • • ~ '• , .' ) < ' ' '' ·, !, 

~:: : --: ' • . '" j I ·, ~ f . : ' . I ,.. .. ; . .. . . . . 4 •• • , • ~ :• ! . . . . ' ~. : ' . . . .. 
15~2.~4: .: .. ·Brewer;·· Quentin ·l;J: Publi~· and' private· activitie!f h:i' the"utanlum 

~.l,l!_:'l .. ::j::DI .. ~) v:ihdhStrY··~on. ·the· ·cOio~ado' Piateau: Mi:h~S Mag~~-;·~. 44~ nO. 8, ·p. '25-. 

: ._.,;): ~::~ r~·:_:,:;/2~~-:~9;~·-· .. . ... ,_. . ..... -- .·· .. · .. - .,. ..: .:·.·. 1: . ···;· .. ".· 

.)Dxv\9~tl.H9~. ~nd~.develoP.~e.nt of uranium. 9Y p~bl~c and. P.riva~e -a~~nc~es on 
the Colorado .. Plateau are reviewed. GeophysicaL studies include .the use of 
air~bg~~e,; 'ss~~i~lati.~?n., equipme~t, rachomett:ic:.:we~l-l~~ging de~ice~, .. ~ild:. hand·. 
G~.i.~er ~mH· ~~~~mat~on counters, as· well.:as cpnventional_,geophy~icB:l~.Jl:!.~sure- . 

··· m·ents;:· L .. a. P. 

15~~25. h r~antland, Dart. ,. JjJxamples of geophysical exploration· for uranium, · 
· .... · ··.: ;~;:'r· .§~lprado_.Plat.eau.-ar~a·:.Mines Mag.,·.-V:· «, no.:.~.:p. ~1&;.24: aLi954. 
Radioac.~iyity logging in .drill. holes and airborne-radiation. sur:veys ... are, being 

cond_~Cte_~)~.}.t~e Col~rado Plateau region,_by, t~e ~· . s. :.Atomic~ E~e~~i. p~m
mission .an.d the U. S. Geological Sur.vey .in the .search for .uranium. Private 
e~~-~FPF~~~-r~~~: also.; engaged. in' these_ activities. Electric~l resist_ivity'_ sur;v~ys_ 
on. the-Colorado .Plateau were first conducted .by Sherwin .F •. Kelley . .in 1941.. 
Th~ u~· s: .G~ologic.ai Survey has.made resisti~ity studies "at 'a number of -~raniuin ., 
depqshs .. ·. :. ', · . · · . · . . · · . · · · . . . . . , . 

. -~e-E1ist(~lty:~uiv.estigations .. of the King Tut, .. Mesa in the Oak. Springs .ai·~a.
Apacii~'·county, Ariz.; and San Juan County, N. :Mex., were ~onducted 'in1952,, 
by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation on behalf of the AEC. It was found ·that· 
resistivity,.hig"bs· in horizontal resi~;~tiv~ty profiling are. associated with uranium' 
m.i.neraUza~ion•;-L. a. P. 

158-226. Garcia Sifieriz, Jose. Memoria General1953': Inst. geol. min .. Esp.afia, 
; : r < ;\>1aa:p:,·t95.4: . . . 

The gk<>i)hisical work of the Instituto geologico y minera· de Espafia c!{.ring· 
the year }953, repOrted on pages 100-103, ·included several investigations tn 
seatcb for ':Water and carbonaceous deposits, . using gravimetric, electric, and 
s~i:smic Ihethods. Brief summaries of the·results are given.-S. T. V. .. 

{ . •. . . .. . . 

15&-227. Morelli, .Carlo. La geofisica e lo studio del sottosuolo [Geophysics·. 
: l and the study of the subsurface]: IndUstria· Mineraria, anno 5, . 

·,.: .. ~ .r: :::no. 4, p. 193-196, 1954. 

This is a brief review of geophysical methods (gravimetric, magnetic; ·seismic, 
electric; _and radioactive) and their applications in geology, in prospecting. for 
n:ii~~r~ls: -~~d.· hi enilneering: . Svecial ~ention is made of. two problems· that 
are important in Italy, exploration for natural gas and fot natural sources of 
heat to be used in the production of electrical energy.-S. 'T. V.' 
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